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Abstract

Tuple Space based Mobile Middleware (TSMM) platforms emerge to handle coordi-

nation of interacting components (called agents) of mobile applications in runtime envi-

ronments of mobile devices (called hosts) amidst mobility, dynamics and unreliability in

underlying infrastructures. Importance of TSMM platforms are escalating day-by-day

with increasing availability of mobile devices and extensive deployment of different forms

of wireless networks. Wide variety of mobile applications are being developed for these

networks in the direction of providing ‘ubiquity’ to end-users, and such applications re-

quire suitable TSMM platforms for coordination. In spite of the existence of several

TSMM platforms to cater such applications, the objective of today’s mobile middleware

research is to design a single TSMM platform to simultaneously fulfil the desired co-

ordination functionalities, viz. robustness, flexibility, versatility, simplicity, reliability,

efficiency and scalability. This thesis has contributed on different aspects of a TSMM

platform that directly or indirectly improve its coordination functionalities.

In existing TSMM platforms, a reference agent invokes any remote blocking tuple

space primitive, and yet is not blocked indefinitely by virtue of synchronization decou-

pling, which requires support of reactivity. That is, reference agent, invoking a blocking

tuple-reading/consuming primitive to look up for communicating information from re-

mote tuple space of target agent, is relieved from being suspended indefinitely, in case of

nonavailability of such information, by registering a reaction at that tuple space. How-

ever, when that reaction fires at the tuple space of target agent and starts executing

its callback method, availability of reference agent is a necessity to receive the result of

execution (i.e. reaction response). In other words, reactivity itself is time-coupled with

reference agent. But, underlying dynamics in TSMM platform burdens the availability

constraint of reference agent to receive reaction response from target agent, incurring

additional network and processing overheads in existing TSMM platforms. Moreover,

i
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coordination in existing TSMM platforms also faces consistency problems due to strict

atomicity in remote tuple space operations. However, in presence of underlying dynamics

in existing TSMM platforms, the existing approaches of resolving consistency problems

incur additional network overheads, and again impose time-coupling in synchronization-

decoupled tuple space operations. Also, mobile applications tend to lose robustness due

to the coupled behavior, as reaction responses and responses of tuple space operations are

not guaranteed to be delivered to reference agent. In order to restore robustness in this

scenario, a TSMM platform can augment synchronization decoupling with decoupling

of responses of fired reactions from reference agent, and can adopt an appropriate con-

sistency handling mechanism. This thesis has a foremost contribution in these research

directions.

Furthermore, in existing TSMM platforms, the tuple/antituple structures and tuple

space structures degrade the overall performances of tuple space operations, as well as

affect simplicity and versatility in supporting a wide spectrum of applications. The

existing tuple/antituple structures lead to trade-off between efficiency/scalability and

simplicity/versatility in TSMM platforms. Whereas, the existing tuple space structures

directly affect the performances of tuple space operations, further deteriorating efficiency

and scalability of TSMM platforms. This thesis has another contribution in enhancing

tuple/antituple and tuple space structures of a TSMM platform, so as to improve its

efficiency and scalability, without compromising its simplicity and versatility. This thesis

has also contributed in resolving heterogeneity of multiple underlying networks, as well as

bridging wired networks with wireless networks, which makes a TSMM platform flexible.

The existing TSMM platforms have rarely supported heterogeneity in their underlying

networks; they are primarily designed targeting a specific network. This thesis has

lastly contributed in formal modeling and verification of an entire TSMM platform,

using notational constructs and proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model. The modeling

approach has the benefits of thoroughly describing the behaviors of its components, and

defining precise semantics of agent interactions. The verification strategy proves the

correctness of TSMM platform. Finally, this thesis reports about the implementation of

a working prototype of TSMM platform, and demonstration of its correct working.

ii
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

With the mobile computing paradigm gradually becoming a part of our daily life, the

need to enable “ubiquity” to different activities of end-users is gaining primary concern

in the present-day mobile computing research. The advancements in wireless communi-

cation technologies have resulted in extensive deployment of different forms of wireless

networks. The advents of well-equipped mobile computing devices (like smartphones,

personal digital assistants, ultra-mobile computers, tablet computers etc.) and portable

computing devices with wireless connectivity (like notebooks, laptops etc.) for operating

in these networks have stimulated the process of reification of ubiquity to their end-

users, and various types of decentralized mobile applications are being developed as part

of it. These applications, executing in different mobile/portable devices, that may be ge-

ographically apart, interact with each another or among themselves for coordination [74,

p. 94] of different cooperative works. A typical mobile application comprises of several

active, interacting and distributed components (loosely referred as agents [13]), which

are the units of execution, mobility and data storage. One striking feature of these agents

is that some of them can migrate from one host (which is a runtime environment within

a mobile/portable device) to another host promoting logical mobility (such agents are

called mobile agents [69]), whereas others remain stationary in their ‘home’ environment

(i.e. stationary agents). The hosts provide facilities for execution of these agents and

their communication activities, i.e. they simply are the containers of these agents. Also,

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

the hosts can be mobile, by virtue of device mobility (such hosts are called mobile hosts),

which is due to physical mobility of their end-users.

For supporting different activities of agents of mobile applications in mobile hosts,

research has been directed towards the use of middleware platforms in the mobile com-

puting paradigm [42]. A middleware [3, 11] is a software interface between ‘application’

and ‘system platform’ (i.e. operating system and associated services) of a computing

device. It is a layer above operating system services of that device, but below applica-

tion program interfaces (APIs) that provides a set of common programming abstractions

across a distributed system. So, a middleware platform can be viewed as a set of ser-

vices that are accessible to application programmers through their APIs. The objectives

of a middleware platform are (i) to support coordination of interacting agents of de-

centralized applications, (ii) to resolve heterogeneity in underlying operating systems,

architectures and networks transparently, and (iii) to simplify the tasks of application

programmers in developing these applications. Typically, a middleware platform incor-

porates a coordination model [91] that manages coordination of supported interacting

agents. However, the middleware platform in the mobile computing paradigm not only

manages coordination of its agents and heterogeneity in its underlying infrastructure,

but also handles the factors of dynamics, unreliability and device mobility in underlying

network connectivities. This new genre of middleware platform, commonly termed as

mobile middleware [9, 14, 78, 79], is the extension of traditional middleware platform for

the mobile computing paradigm. The objectives of a traditional middleware platform are

equally prevalent in mobile middleware platform, viz. to provide simplified abstractions

for building efficient mobile applications and to resolve heterogeneity and distribution for

these application, apart from providing coordination functionality for supported agents

of these applications etc.

However, the major hindrance in progress of research activities in the area of mo-

bile middleware comes from inherent limitations of wireless communication technologies

and pitfalls associated with device mobility. The communication via wireless medium

is intrinsically unreliable, intermittent and dynamic, due to the very nature of wireless

medium. Again, the mobility of devices poses complications during communication, as
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connectivity condition varies with device mobility. Since a mobile middleware platform

has to handle such obstacles of underlying infrastructures, tight coupling in interactions

of its supported agents has an unsatisfactory effect during coordination of mobile ap-

plications. Actually, the term coupling [105] refers to a software metric that measures

the level of attachment or dependency (called degree of coupling) of interacting agents

in several aspects (called dimensions of coupling [5]), while they participate actively

to accomplish their coordination objectives. For instance, tight coupling refers to high

dependency or close attachment between interacting agents. Contrary to the popular

belief, loose coupling in one/more dimensions in a decentralized system not necessarily

precludes less coordination. In fact, coordination achievable through practically no cou-

pling (i.e. “cessation of coupling” or “amelioration of coupling” [113], which is referred

as decoupling) among interacting agents is ideal in case of any dynamic system, includ-

ing mobile middleware platform. The term decoupling also refers to a software metric

that measures the level of detachment or independency (called degree of decoupling) in

several dimensions of decoupling1 of interacting agents during their active participation

in coordination. The basic need of decoupling in mobile middleware platforms is to sepa-

rate the concerns of interacting agents in several dimensions during their coordination to

overcome the difficulties of underlying dynamic infrastructures. As a result, the mobile

middleware research focuses on decoupling the interactions among agents of supported

mobile applications using suitable coordination models [49].

Several coordination models exist in literature that can tolerate and operate effec-

tively in the dynamic ambience of mobile middleware platforms [84]. In the taxonomy of

coordination models [18, 45], outlined in Figure 1.1, two broad categories of coordination

models are indicated; this taxonomy depends on how information of one agent is received

by another, viz. direct and indirect. The direct coordination model requires temporal

and name-spatial coupling of interacting agents, i.e. their ‘synchronous’ and ‘onymous’

participation in interactions. The popular client/server paradigm uses this category of

coordination, like Sumatra [1], Odyssey, Agent-Tcl [68] etc. The indirect coordination

model, on the other hand, relaxes the primary coupling restrictions of direct coordination

1Chapter 2 reports on the dimensions of decoupling prevalent in coordination models of dynamic systems.
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Coordination Models

Direct Coordination

Indirect Coordination

Coresiding Coordination

Blackboard/Whiteboard model

Meeting oriented model

Constrained Rendezvous model

Shared Third Party based Coordination

Tuple Space based

Middle Agent model

Message Queue model

Publish/Subscribe model

Figure 1.1: Taxonomy of coordination models.

model — either interacting agents need not to be present simultaneously during interac-

tion (i.e. temporal decoupling or ‘asynchronous’ participation in interactions), or they

need not to know the identity of other interacting agents (i.e. name-spatial decoupling or

‘anonymous’ participation in interactions), or both. The indirect coordination model is

further classified into coresiding coordination model and shared third party coordination

model.

In the coresiding coordination model, agents interact when they coreside on same

host, and they either use that host’s resources or involve other additional agents within

that host to carry out their interactions. It is again classified depending on the nature

of resources involved. The blackboard/whiteboard model provides a local shared mem-

ory (i.e. blackboard or whiteboard) of host for coordination, and interacting agents

access the blackboard/whiteboard to write/read their communicating information; e.g.

Ambit [20], ffMAIN [41] etc. Despite the fact that this model achieves temporal and

name-spatial decoupling of interacting agents during interactions (i.e. asynchronous and
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anonymous participation in interactions), they have to a priori decide on structure of

communicating information (like, common message identifier), which evidently couples

them name-spatially prior to their actual interactions (i.e. ‘a priori onymous’ communi-

cation). The meeting oriented model, like Mole [8], Telescript [112] etc., requires support

of a host to implement certain meeting points and interacting agents have to register

there for coordination. The information, sent by one registered agent of a meeting point,

is forwarded to all other registered agents of that meeting point. Even though this model

name-spatially decouples the interacting agents during interactions, a priori knowledge

of participations in meetings again bring forth name-spatial coupling. Also, interacting

agents in meeting points are always temporally coupled (i.e. synchronous participation

in interactions). The constrained rendezvous model, for instance Ara [92], introduces the

involvement of other additional local agents (called coordination servers) within a host

for coordination, and these local agents mediate interactions between actual interacting

agents. This coordination model operates similar to the blackboard/whiteboard model,

but it provides temporal and name-spatial decoupling among interacting agents during

as well as prior to interactions.

The shared third party coordination model provides different shared third party re-

sources for coordination of interacting agents. This category of coordination model is also

capable of achieving temporal and name-spatial decoupling among interacting agents. It

is further classified depending on the nature of third party resources used. The mid-

dle agent model [66] provides a globally accessible broker agent for coordination. The

interacting agents communicate by handing over their communicating information to

broker agent, as well as accessing it to retrieve them. A consumer expresses its inter-

est in specific communicating information to broker agent, and is notified when such

communicating information become available. A producer generates communicating in-

formation and hands it over to broker agent for access of consumers. This coordination

model is also capable of achieving synchronization decoupling at both producer-side and

consumer-side. The publish/subscribe model [43, 58] is related to this category of coor-

dination model. The message queue model [12, 40] provides a globally shared message

queue for coordination. The communicating information are sent to the shared message
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queue, from where consumers can retrieve them (using ‘pull’ mode of read/withdraw).

This coordination model can be implemented by a central message queue manager, or

a network of message brokers. Apart from temporally and name-spatially decoupled,

this model achieves producer-side synchronization decoupling. It is also persistent, as

a message is conserved until explicitly removed from the message queue. The tuple

space model [21, 50] provides shared tuple space(s) for coordination. This model is

not only temporally and name-spatially decoupled, but also decouples producer from its

generated information. It additionally achieves producer/consumer-side synchronization

decoupling. Moreover, the associative search technique among communicating informa-

tion in tuple spaces adds another dimension of decoupling and makes this model efficient.

Furthermore, the inherent storage capability of this model helps in achieving persistence

easily.

The Table 1.1 lists the aforementioned coordination models and their supported di-

mensions of decoupling. Among these coordination models, the dynamic environment

of a mobile middleware platform better suits an asynchronous (i.e. temporally decou-

pled) model. Along with that, the additional support for other dimensions of decou-

pling during coordination turns out to be more beneficial for mobile middleware plat-

forms. The coordination models in Table 1.1, which provide temporal decoupling, are

the blackboard/whiteboard model, the constrained rendezvous model, the middle agent

model, the message queue model, and the tuple space model. Among these five coor-

dination models, the tuple space model has a competitive edge over every other model.

It supports an inherent dimension of decoupling (viz. producer decoupling, whereby

lifetime of communicating information are decoupled from their producer) that is not

provided by other coordination models. Besides, each of these models differ from the

tuple space model in several ways. For instance, the coresiding coordination models intro-

duce additional overheads of bringing interacting agents to same host to complete their

interactions. Besides, the blackboard/whiteboard model cannot achieve name-spatial

decoupling as well as consumer-side synchronization decoupling (as consumers adopt a

continuous polling mechanism to know the availability of communicating information).

The constrained rendezvous model also cannot achieve synchronization decoupling and
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Table 1.1: Coordination models and their decoupling abilities.

Coordination model Dimension(s) of decoupling supported

Direct coordination Producer-side synchronization

Blackboard/whiteboard coordination Temporal, Producer-side synchronization

Meeting oriented coordination Producer-side synchronization

Constrained rendezvous coordination Temporal, Name-spatial
Producer-side synchronization

Middle agent coordination Temporal, Name-spatial,
Producer-side & consumer-side synchronization

Message queue coordination Temporal, Name-spatial,
Producer-side synchronization

Tuple space coordination Temporal, Name-spatial, Data-spatial, Producer,
Producer-side & consumer-side synchronization

data-spatial decoupling, as well as cannot provide inherent persistency to communicating

information.

Even though the shared third party models are capable of coordination among inter-

acting agents without the requirement of their coresiding on same host, most of these

models (particularly, the middle agent model and the message queue model) are not ca-

pable of achieving producer decoupling as well as data-spatial decoupling. Besides, the

middle agent model lacks inherent persistency. The message queue model also cannot

achieve consumer-side synchronization decoupling. Moreover, the guarantee of ordered

delivery of messages in this model is a much restrictive requirement for the dynamic con-

text, and may limit its scalability in practice. The tuple space model is advantageous over

other coordination models, because — (i) it simultaneously supports temporal, name-

spatial, data-spatial, producer, and producer-side & consumer-side synchronization de-

coupling; (ii) it provides inherent persistency; (iii) it does not impose the restriction of

coresiding for interacting agents; and (iv) it does not require the guarantee of ordered

delivery of communicating information. These advantages make it more suitable as the

coordination medium for mobile middleware platforms.

The mobile middleware platform, with the tuple space model as its coordination

medium, is termed as the T uple Space based M obile M iddleware (TSMM) platform.
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8 Chapter 1. Introduction

The tuple space model of TSMM platform, in reality, came into existence with the pro-

posal of Linda [50]. In fact, literature has already manifested the tuple space model

as a popular coordination model for parallel programming, distributed computing and

mobile computing paradigms [91, 16], due to its ability in providing multi-dimensional

decoupling in coordination of interacting agents. In the tuple space model, a tuple space

is considered as a repository of tuples, equally accessible to all interacting agents. Any

one of them can dynamically deposit new tuples in a tuple space, or read/withdraw

existing tuples from it. No update-in-place, however, is defined for tuples, as they are

considered as immutable units of coordination. A tuple is the basic unit of commu-

nicating information exchanged during an interaction of involved agents. Each tuple

is a sequence of several heterogeneously-typed fields having values (called actual), e.g.

{1,“Dave”,10.4,“Hello”}. On the other hand, an antituple is considered as the basic unit

of search key to identify some specific tuples (called sought tuples [52]) residing in tu-

ple space. Each antituple is also a sequence of heterogeneously-typed fields, with some

fields being actual, while other fields have placeholders for actual (called formal), e.g.

{int,“Dave”,10.4,—}2, {1,string,—,string} etc. The antituple uses associative matching

operation to find sought tuple(s) from a tuple space. Typically, the tuple space model

includes several primitives to carry out insertion, reading and withdrawal of tuples from

tuple spaces. These primitives are: (i) tuple-producing primitives (like out and outg),

(ii) tuple-reading primitives (like rd, rdp, rdg and rdgp), and (iii) tuple-consuming prim-

itives (like in, inp, ing and ingp). It is to be noted here that the letters ‘p’ and ‘g’ in

the name of these primitives stand for ‘probe’ and ‘group’ respectively. In other words,

out, rd, rdp, in and inp are ‘single’ primitives, whereas outg, rdg, rdgp, ing and ingp

are ‘bulk’ primitives.

The tuple-producing primitives deposit given tuples in tuple spaces; e.g. to place the

tuple {1,“Dave”,10.4,“Hello”} in a tuple space, out({1,“Dave”,10.4,“Hello”}) is invoked.

The tuple-consuming primitives withdraw one/more sought tuple(s) matching given an-

tituple; e.g. in({1,string,—,string}) successfully looks up the above tuple from tuple

space, while inp({1,int,—,string}) does not match with it. A tuple-antituple matching

2 In this thesis, ‘—’ in an antituple represents the absence of search value from an antituple field.
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algorithm searches the entire tuple space to determine positive match of any tuple with

given antituple. In Linda, an antituple positively matches with a tuple, if all the follow-

ing conditions hold together: (i) both of them must have identical number of constituent

fields; (ii) each of their constituent fields must be pairwise of same type; (iii) for actual in

both cases, the values must be same; and (iv) an antituple formal can match any actual

of same type in tuple. If multiple tuples match positively, any one of them is with-

drawn nondeterministically from tuple space as sought tuple and is returned back as the

‘result’ of invoked operation. The tuple-reading primitives read one/more sought tuples

that match given antituple. They operate in the same way as tuple-consuming primitives,

except that tuples are not withdrawn from tuple space. If the tuple-antituple match-

ing operation cannot provide a positively-matched tuple, invoking agent gets blocked

till any matching tuple becomes available. The primitives rd, rdg, in and ing exhibit

this blocking behavior, whereas the primitives rdp, rdgp, inp and ingp are nonblocking

in nature. For the purpose of coordination, system/application programmers distribute

multiple tuple spaces across several locations, depending on the nature of computing

paradigm. The communicating information are converted to tuples and are inserted in

tuple space(s) by one interacting agent (i.e. it invokes out/outg to insert tuples). The

other interacting agent reads or withdraws such data by issuing search keys that are

converted to antituples to invoke tuple-reading or -consuming primitives respectively to

lookup for sought tuples in tuple space(s).

However, the challenge faced by today’s mobile computing research is to design of a

single TSMM platform that caters the requirements of end-users over different wireless

networks. The challenge becomes the motivating factor for this thesis.

1.2 Motivation

The deployments of different scales of heterogeneous wireless networks, viz. wireless

local area networks, mobile ad hoc networks, wireless mesh networks etc., fulfil various

purposes, like home/office uses, military applications, handling of disaster situations etc.

These wireless networks are characterized by mobility of their devices, their sporadic
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dynamics, and inherent unreliability in their communication links. There is a growing

demand for different types of mobile applications to work in these networks to fulfill

varied needs of end-users. Despite the presence of several TSMM platforms to support

such mobile applications, the challenge still faced by today’s mobile computing research

in designing a single TSMM platform to cater the requirements of end-users over these

multiple networks is due to the dissimilar nature of these networks. Apart from being mo-

bile, dynamic and unreliable, each wireless network also has distinct intrinsic properties

that widely vary from other wireless networks. This is also true with their deployed de-

vices, viz. stationary/mobile, resource-limited/resource-rich, having wired/wireless/both

connectivities etc. So, a TSMM platform has to be flexible so that it can be made com-

patible with wide variety of mobile/portable devices as well as multiple heterogeneous

underlying networks. Also, it has to be robust to handle their unreliability issues (like

unpredictable data loss in wireless links) and manage dynamic circumstances arising due

to mobility of deployed devices. A TSMM platform can become robust, if it can enhance

the decoupling abilities of its coordination support towards mobile applications, whereas

it can achieve flexibility by resolving its underlying heterogeneity among devices and

wireless networks as well as bridging wired-wireless networks. Furthermore, a TSMM

platform has to be versatile in supporting a wide spectrum of mobile applications, yet

it has to be simple while providing APIs to application programmers. Lastly, a TSMM

platform has to be efficient and scalable in its performance. The existing TSMM plat-

forms have the shortcomings of not being able to achieve all these characteristics. Some of

them focus on robustness and reliability during exchange of communicating information,

while others emphasize on versatility/simplicity and efficiency/scalability of coordina-

tion. Rarely any existing TSMM platform considers flexibility in coordination. This

thesis contributes on different aspects of a TSMM platform that directly or indirectly

make it flexible, robust, versatile and simple, as well as reliable, efficient and scalable for

coordination of interacting agents.
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1.3 Contributions of Thesis

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. The first contribution of this thesis proposes a new approach of time-decoupling

of responses corresponding to invokes during agent interactions in a TSMM plat-

form. That is, for each invoke of any tuple space operation by invoker reference

agent3, a reaction is registered at the designated tuple space of target agent, in

case of nonavailability of sought tuple(s). The registered reaction decouples ref-

erence agent from its invoked remote primitive, thereby imposing synchronization

decoupling (which turns out to be ‘partial’). The proposed notion of decoupling

augments it with time-decoupled transfer of response of that reaction back to refer-

ence agent. The proposed notion, thus, leads to “complete synchronization decou-

pling” of agent interactions in TSMM platform. The transfer of reaction response

is time-decoupled by inserting an additional tier of tuple spaces at host-level as ex-

tra decoupling medium, apart from the existing tuple spaces present within TSMM

platform, resulting in a tiered organization of tuple spaces. A new TSMM platform,

named CUTSMuHN (acronym of C omplete U ncoupling of T uple Space in Mobile

Middleware over Multiple H eterogenous N etworks), is designed by following this

tiered organization of tuple spaces to support the proposed notion of decoupling, in

which tiers of tuple spaces are distributed across multiple hosts. Moreover, a new

three-way approach of agent interactions is proposed for CUTSMuHN platform to

resolve the consistency problems of tuple space coordination in TSMM platforms.

Such consistency problems arise for withdrawal operations during agent interac-

tions, mainly because of the unreliable underlying networks of TSMM platforms.

That is, when sought tuples are withdrawn from remote tuple spaces, they are trans-

ported to reference agent through unreliable networks. The loss of any sought tuple

during this transfer may result in inconsistent coordination. In CUTSMuHN plat-

form, the proposed approach maintains consistency by including positive/negative

3The agent that invokes any tuple space primitive is designated as reference agent for that particular invoke, and the
destination of that invoke becomes target agent. Moreover, the host where reference agent is presently residing is the
reference host, whereas the target host is presently holding target agent.
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acknowledgement mechanisms in each remote invoke of tuple-consuming operation.

However, the proposed approach operate at agent-level tuple spaces, radically differ-

ent from the conventional acknowledgement mechanisms operating at network-level.

In the proposed approach, reference agent positively acknowledges a target agent,

whose received response is accepted as sought tuple(s), and negatively acknowl-

edges otherwise. The negative acknowledgements happen only for remote single

tuple-consuming primitives, in which case received responses are sent back to their

respective target agents, thus, maintaining consistency. Consequently, the first con-

tribution of this thesis, combining these two proposals, makes a TSMM platform

robust.

2. The second contribution of this thesis comprises of the proposals for enhancing

tuple/antituple structure and tuple space structure of CUTSMuHN platform, so that

its overall performances improve, thereby making it efficient and scalable. The pro-

posed enhancement of existing unordered tuple/antituple structure upgrades their

constituent field substructures as well as quickens tuple-antituple matching oper-

ation, so that temporal and spatial complexities of enhanced unordered structure

are close to ordered tuple/antituple structure. So, the proposed enhancement re-

duces the execution overheads of different tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN

platform, without compromising simplicity and versatility of unordered structure

in supporting a wide spectrum of applications. Moreover, the proposed tuple space

structure follows a new approach of placement of unordered tuples, so as to expe-

dite tuple space operations in CUTSMuHN platform. Thus, it further improves the

performances of CUTSMuHN platform, without sacrificing its achieved simplicity

and versatility. These proposals also lead to redefinition of entire set of tuple space

operations of CUTSMuHN platform.

3. The third contribution of this thesis proposes the approaches of CUTSMuHN plat-

form to resolve heterogeneity of multiple underlying networks as well as to bridge

wired networks with wireless networks, which makes CUTSMuHN flexible. For each
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supported underlying network, viz. Infrastructure Basic Service Set (iBSS), In-

dependent Basic Service Set (IBSS), Heterogeneous Mobile Ad hoc Network (H-

MANET) etc., TSMM-specific discovery and communication mechanisms are pro-

posed for CUTSMuHN platform. The proposed discovery mechanisms furnish an up-

dated knowledge of available hosts and their agents that are reachable from source

host. On the other hand, the proposed communication mechanisms emphasize on

reliable transfer of communicating information of interacting agents from one loca-

tion to another. These mechanisms, in turn, utilize the services of Internet Protocol

(IP) to interface with network interface controllers (NIC) corresponding to the un-

derlying networks.

4. The fourth contribution of this thesis proposes a new approach of formal modeling

of entire CUTSMuHN platform that can express its coordination ability by simple

constructs. In the proposed modeling approach, the behaviors of CUTSMuHN plat-

form are captured by the notational constructs of the Mobile UNITY model, a

general-purpose formal modeling and verification tool to capture dynamic setting.

This modeling not only thoroughly describes the behaviors of different components

of CUTSMuHN platform over multiple heterogeneous networks, which are ultimately

utilized in expressing its coordination functionality and analyzing its correctness,

but also defines precise semantics of agent interactions, thereby facilitating the tasks

of application programmers. Moreover, it also lays the foundation for implemen-

tation of CUTSMuHN platform. Additionally, a new strategy of formal verification

of correctness of CUTSMuHN platform is proposed, that follows the proof logic of

the Mobile UNITY model. In the proposed strategy, a set of formal properties

representing the behaviors of CUTSMuHN platform are defined based on its pro-

posed modeling, and these properties are next proven to verify correctness of its

behaviors under common conditions. The proposed verification strategy also helps

in reasoning of mobile applications developed for it. Finally, an entire prototype of

CUTSMuHN platform is implemented in JavaTM, along with its supported mobile

applications, and its working is tested in JavaTM Virtual Machine (JVM) version

1.6.0 17.
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The above contributions of this thesis demonstrate that CUTSMuHN platform is flexi-

ble, robust, reliable as well as efficient in coordination over heterogeneous networks that

are mobile, dynamic and unreliable.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the existing TSMM platforms and their approaches of coordination

among interacting agents of mobile applications. A comparison of their coordination

functionalities are also tabulated in this chapter.

Chapter 3 proposes an additional dimension of decoupling for tuple space coordination

that is significant for the dynamic environment of TSMM platforms. This chapter

also introduces and describes the proposed TSMM platform, named CUTSMuHN .

The different design aspects of CUTSMuHN platform for improving its coordination

functionality are also proposed. The complexity analysis of different tuple space

primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are later presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 proposes the mechanisms of handling heterogeneity in underlying networks

of CUTSMuHN platform. This chapter concentrates on three different types of net-

works for CUTSMuHN platform (viz. iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET) to demonstrate

the proposed approach of handling underlying heterogeneity in a TSMM platform.

Chapter 5 proposes an approach of formal modeling of entire CUTSMuHN platform

using the notations of the Mobile UNITY model. The proposed modeling approach

captures the behaviors of CUTSMuHN platform as a Mobile UNITY System, com-

prising of a set of Programs representing different instances of agents and hosts,

which are treated later for verification.

Chapter 6 proposes a strategy of verifying correctness in the behaviors of CUTSMuHN

platform using the proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model. The formal modeling

of CUTSMuHN platform, specified in the preceding chapter, is used during the ver-

ification process.
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Chapter 7 describes the implementation strategy of CUTSMuHN platform for develop-

ing its working prototype. The mobile applications of CUTSMuHN platform are also

developed to demonstrate its correct working. Moreover, the experiments showing

performance improvements of tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are

also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this thesis, and explores the directions of

future works in tuple space coordination for mobile middleware platforms.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

The middleware technology has been the focus of research since inception due to their

multiple advantages. However, with the rise in complexity of application programs as

well as increase in variety of underlying infrastructures (at both device-level and network-

level), the need for more simple but efficient and versatile coordination models for emer-

gent middleware platforms has been felt. This is the reason why research in mobile

middleware platforms has predominantly pioneered the investigation of the tuple space

model as their coordination media.

The importance of TSMM platform is escalating with the increasing popularity of

host mobility. Variety of decentralized applications are being developed for end-users

that fulfil this host behaviour, and they require suitable TSMM platform for their exe-

cution. As such, a thorough review of the research avenues of TSMM platform is needed

for its wide deployment. Literature shows that, since inception, the tuple space model

has served as coordination model for the parallel programming, distributed computing

and mobile computing paradigms, to name a few. In [91], a survey of different tuple

space platforms for coordination in parallel programming and distributed computing

paradigms is presented. However, these platforms are not capable of coordinating ap-

plications over mobile, dynamic and unreliable networks, and as such this survey has

not fully revealed the research avenues of TSMM platforms. In [18], several coordina-

tion paradigms, including the tuple space model, have been presented with illustrations.

17
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The exemplifications of tuple space platforms in this work can be considered as prelimi-

nary reviews of some TSMM platforms. Similarly, [78], [48], [79] and [14] have surveyed

different coordination models, including the tuple space model, for mobile computing

paradigm, and have reviewed TSMM platforms inceptively. The survey given by [100]

is a dedicated review of the tuple space model in the context of coordination. However,

this survey compares the existing tuple space platforms, starting with that of the par-

allel programming paradigm, and aims to provide research guidelines to Internet-based

multi-agent tuple space platforms.

A better survey of the tuple space paradigm for mobile computing has been presented

in [16]. The tuple space platforms, cited in this survey, are considered as TSMM, and

this work is most closely related to the survey of this thesis. Even though this survey

is relatively contemporary compared to other existing surveys, still it has mainly fo-

cused on providing a framework for classifying existing TSMM platforms, and compares

their characteristics from the classification scheme. None of these surveys provide proper

research guidelines about TSMM platforms. Consequently, a structured and comprehen-

sive review about the research avenues of TSMM platforms is much needed for this thesis.

This chapter reviews the research directions of different existing TSMM platforms and

paves the background for this thesis.

2.2 Basic Concepts of Tuple Space based Mobile Middleware

Platforms

The term “middleware” is first coined by Alex d’Agapeyeff in 1968 [88], with the aim

of simplifying design of application programs, coordinating their interactions, as well as

resolving heterogeneity and distribution. The objectives of today’s middleware platforms

(like, mobile middleware) still remain the same. However, a few of the plethora of co-

ordination models can handle application/system/hardware-level complexities of mobile

middleware platforms. The tuple space model is one such coordination model, which has

been well-accepted due to its multiple advantages, and literature reports the existence

of several mobile middleware platforms incorporating the tuple space model.
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The use of the tuple space model as coordination media dated back to the parallel pro-

gramming paradigm, where one/more tuple spaces are placed at specific centralized loca-

tions to carry out the task of coordination among interacting parallel processes [2, 51, 59].

The requirement of parallel programming, viz. efficient execution of communicating par-

allel processes of a program, is fulfilled by the tuple space model. When the tuple space

model is ported to middleware platforms of the distributed computing paradigm [81, 25]

to act as their coordination media, multiple independent tuple spaces are distributed

across distinct locations. In each location, one/more tuple space(s) are shared to decou-

ple interacting agents during coordination. The decentralized implementations of the

tuple space model favor better coordination ability of respective middleware platforms.

However, both parallel programming and distributed computing paradigms provide sta-

ble environments during coordination.

The decoupling ability of the tuple space model also attracts researchers of the mo-

bile computing paradigm. The low connectivity bandwidth, frequent, unavoidable and

unpredictable disconnection during communication, as well as high latency of data trans-

mission in wireless link suggest a decoupled nature of system architecture for supporting

coordination of mobile applications. So, decentralized implementations of the tuple space

model is suitable for mobile computing paradigm, leading to the genre of TSMM plat-

form. The TSMM platforms are popular due to their abilities in providing multiple

dimensions of decoupling during coordination of interacting agents.

2.2.1 Dimensions of Decoupling in Coordination

Since the conception of research on decoupling in coordination, three fundamental di-

mensions of decoupling have been observed in shared variable models, message passing

models, remote operation models, brokerage models and shared space models, viz. ‘tem-

poral decoupling’, ‘name-spatial decoupling’ and ‘data-spatial decoupling’. With the

introduction of the tuple space model, ‘producer decoupling’ is added as another di-

mension of decoupling in coordination. The decentralized implementation of the tuple

space model results in ‘synchronization decoupling’ in coordination. Recently, one more

dimension of decoupling is included in coordination, particularly for TSMM platforms,
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viz. ‘engagement decoupling’. These dimensions of decoupling are briefly described as

follows.

(1) Temporal decoupling: It refers to the decoupling of participation of interacting

agents in time, i.e. interacting agents are not required to be available simultaneously

for active participation in interactions. The availability of coordination medium,

however, is required during interaction phase. Hence, this form of decoupling results

in asynchronous communication of interacting agents.

(2) Name-Spatial decoupling: It refers to the decoupling of participation of interact-

ing agents in knowledge (i.e. name/identity) of their source/destination agents, i.e.

reference agent is not required to know the identity of target agent(s) to actively

participate in interaction and vice versa. Only prior knowledge of coordination

medium is required to successfully wind up interaction phase. Consequently, this

form of decoupling gives rise to anonymous communication of interacting agents.

(3) Data-Spatial decoupling: It refers to the decoupling of storage/access of com-

municating information of agents in data-space (i.e. coordination medium). This

dimension of decoupling is possible only in case of shared space models, where shared

coordination medium is not accessed by location of its stored communicating infor-

mation; rather, it is accessed based on its content. The content-based addressing

scheme of coordination medium results in decoupling of accesses of communicating

information from their stored locations in coordination medium, which gives rise to

associative communication of interacting agents.

(4) Producer decoupling: It refers to the decoupling of communicating information

from their producer agents in time, i.e. communicating information have indepen-

dent existences in coordination medium and their lifespans are independent of the

lifetime of their producers. Moreover, till the communicating information reach

their destinations, their existences are also independent of their consumer agents.

So, this notion gives rise to generative communication of interacting agents.

(5) Synchronization decoupling: It refers to decoupling of production/consumption

of communicating information from agents in synchronization, i.e. producer agents
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are not suspended while generating their communicating information and consumer

agents have not yet attained the proper state to consume the generated information.

In fact, consumer agents can get notified first about the presence of communicating

information, while performing other concurrent activities, and consumed them after-

wards. As a result, this form of decoupling brings forth nonblocking communication

of interacting agents.

(6) Engagement decoupling: It refers to the decoupling of interacting agents in par-

ticipation of interactions. However, this dimension of decoupling is external, but

related to, a coordination model. According to this dimension, reference agent can

selectively decide its relevant set of target agents for interaction, whereas target

agent can choose to accept/deny any interaction initiated by reference agent. The

set of selective relevant agents for interaction is called acquaintance set, and deci-

sion of their selection can be enforced by customized acquaintance policies. In other

words, target agent can decide its engagement in participation of each interaction

of reference agent. This is contrary to the situation where every interacting agent

has to respond to interactions from every other interacting agent. So, this form of

decoupling gives rise to asymmetric communication of interacting agents.

An important feature of these dimensions of decoupling are that they are all orthogonal

to each other. In other words, these six dimensions of decoupling can be supported by

any coordination model, without sacrificing their innate nature. However, the tuple

space model is among the few coordination models to support them simultaneously. The

next section focuses on one such dimension of decoupling, where the existing TSMM

platforms have some limitations.

2.2.2 Synchronization Decoupling and Reactivity

The tuple space model attains synchronization decoupling by introducing reactivity [39,

38]. Reactivity is an ability of the tuple space model to monitor and respond to differ-

ent circumstances (called events) during its course of execution. It provides powerful
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programming constructs to facilitate application programmers in developing robust ap-

plications for TSMM. It follows Event-Condition-Action or ECA rule [34]. The reactive

tuple space model provides reactions to decouple reference agents from their invoked

remote primitives. For monitoring and responding to an event (like, presence of a par-

ticular sought tuple in tuple space), a reaction is generated and registered there. For

recognizing a related event, reaction expects some condition to be specified as antituple.

If condition gets satisfied, desired event is said to happen and corresponding (active)

registered reaction fires. The firing of a reaction signifies that some actions (called reac-

tive codes) are going to be executed subsequently, like notifying the presence of sought

tuple(s) etc., and responses of reactions are sent back to reference agent.

The TSMM platforms support reactivity in either rudimentary or refined form of reac-

tions. A reaction is a high-level abstraction for specifying appropriate actions that need

to be performed atomically in response to a change in state of tuple space. Typically, a

reaction comprises of antituple, reactive code, tuple space identity(ies), reaction lifetime,

user identity etc. The antituple specifies conditions to be satisfied, while reactive code

defines corresponding actions on tuple space. The tuple space identity(ies) indicates a

list of target agents having destination tuple space(s). The list is generated as per the

interest of reference agent, where reaction is to be forwarded. The reaction has to be

registered with each target agent to get the desired information. The registration process

involves storage and update of registered data, lifetime, scope and distribution policy of

registered reaction, firing process of reaction etc. The scope refers to a range of applica-

bility of reaction, while distribution policy defines the rules of propagation of the same.

The reaction lifetime is decided to be either owner specific, lease based, network connec-

tivity based, or mode based. The mode of a reaction specifies its active period, called

mode, which is conventionally of two types, viz. ONCE and ONCE/TUPLE [94]. With

ONCE modality, a reaction fires once and immediately gets deregistered, while reaction

with ONCE/TUPLE modality continues firing for each positively-matched tuple of tuple

space, until deregistered explicitly by other method. This type of reaction fires once

for each tuple and hence it requires unique tuple identification. However, simultaneous
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firing of reaction with ONCE mode is possible, and one outcome is chosen nondeter-

ministically. The TSMM platform is responsible for lease based life of reaction (with a

predetermined maximum lease period). If lease period is over and registration of reaction

is not renewed, it indicates end of reaction’s lifetime. In case of network connectivity

based reaction lifetime, reaction’s lifetime ends when communication link of target host

gets disconnected, and once the link is restored, explicit registration of that reaction is

required.

A TSMM platform has the reactive tuple space model at the core of its architecture.

The next section presents a generic TSMM architecture to highlight the supporting

components.

2.2.3 Generic TSMM architecture

The generic architecture of a TSMM platform typically contains several indispensable

components for coordination, communication, discovery, bookkeeping etc., which may

have to be arranged in a tiered manner. In the subsequent sections of this chapter,

nature of these components in existing TSMM architectures are going to be surveyed.

The most fundamental component for coordination, viz. the tuple space model, has

a distribution in the TSMM architecture that vary from platform to platform. How-

ever, TSMM platforms support the use of multiple tuple spaces for coordination. Even

though the multiplicity of tuple spaces in TSMM is beneficial in several ways [51, 59],

their geographically-distributed placements possibly bring forth new difficulties in coor-

dination, like the consistency problem during coordination.

With the distribution of tuple spaces, there is an obvious need on how to discover them

to carry out transfer of communicating information. The communication module fulfills

transmission of communicating information, whereas discovery module looks up for dif-

ferent locations of tuple spaces in target agents. These modules carry out the tasks of

marshalling/unmarshalling1 of communicating information and neighborhood discovery

that are transmitted/received, formation of suitable message structure for transmission,

1Marshalling is the process of transforming objects and their references to suitable data format for transmission to
remote location (see [53] for details). The reverse process of marshalling is called unmarshalling.
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handling reliability in message delivery, correctness in message receipt and support for

heterogeneity. These modules assume the underlying network connectivity model, two

aspects of which are of main concern — dynamics of connectivity, and reliability of

network links.

The bookkeeping tasks involve maintaining local active agents, preserving information

of remote available agents, accounting to data transmission in dynamic environment,

enabling migration of its local agents to remote locations, interfacing with applications

as well as system routines etc.

2.2.4 Consistency in TSMM

In tuple space coordination, consistency problem has been studied since tuple spaces are

geographically scattered to different locations and end-user still gets the idea of logically-

shared common tuple space. In such cases, two facets of consistency problem have been

identified in different remote tuple-reading/consuming primitives, viz. OUT-consistency

and IN-consistency [44]. OUT-consistency refers to the situation, where antituple of

single tuple-consuming primitive (viz. in or inp) matches more than one tuple from tuple

spaces of different target agents, and only one tuple is actually withdrawn as sought tuple,

while other matched tuples are retained in their respective tuple spaces. On the other

hand, IN-consistency refers to the situation, where newly written tuple matches multiple

pending tuple-consuming primitives, and only one of them actually withdraws that tuple

as sought tuple, while others are still kept blocked. It is to be noted that OUT-consistency

problem is not an issue for bulk tuple-consuming operations (viz. ing and ingp), whereas

the tuple-producing and tuple-reading primitives never create inconsistencies in tuple

space coordination. Furthermore, IN-consistency problem is limited within a particular

tuple space. Different mechanisms exist in literature to handle OUT-consistency and IN-

consistency problems in decentralized tuple space implementations, viz. strict/exclusive,

nonexclusive and weak approaches of executing tuple-consuming primitives to resolve

OUT-consistency, whereas strict/exclusive way of executing different primitives to resolve

IN-consistency [26]. The degree of weakness of these approaches vary in decreasing order.
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The consistency problems are also prevalent in the recent tuple space implementa-

tions too, including TSMM. These problems become more prominent in TSMM plat-

forms, once their reactive tuple space model provide synchronization decoupling. That

is, when a reaction fires at tuple space of a target agent, it responds back to reference

agent synchronously. As such, OUT-consistency problem has been handled in TSMM

platforms by allowing the sought tuple from a target agent, which responds first, to fulfil

the requirement of reference agent, for which the availability of reference agent is a ne-

cessity. However, amidst the realistic assumption of underlying infrastructure of TSMM

platforms to have unpredictable host mobility, sporadic network dynamics, and unrelia-

bility in wireless communication links, the existing approaches of resolving consistency

problems during agent interactions incur additional overheads. Not only the existing

TSMM platforms impose additional time-coupling in synchronization-decoupled tuple

space operations, they tend to loose robustness in their coordination functionalities.

2.2.5 Tuple/Antituple/Tuple Space Structuring in TSMM

Apart from resolving consistency problem, a TSMM platform also has to settle the

structures of tuples, antituples and tuple spaces.

The tuple/antituple structure controls arity of tuple/antituple, nature of their con-

stituent fields, and arrangement pattern of these fields within tuple/antituple. The

tuple/antituple structure in existing TSMM is of two types, ordered and unordered. In the

ordered structure, arity, nature and arrangement of constituent fields of tuple/antituple

are in a specific predefined pattern, and each actual or formal of tuple/antituple con-

sists of a pair, viz. Name and Value/SearchValue. During tuple-antituple matching

operation, tuples and antituples match if their arity, arrangement patterns and respec-

tive constituent fields match positively. A serious deficiency of ordered tuple/antituple

structure is lack of simplicity and versatility of TSMM for its supported applications.

The need for predefined arity and ordering of tuple/antituple fields restricts the ability

of TSMM platform and its supported applications, thereby reducing its versatility. This

is because, same tuple/antituple structure for different types of information shared by

different agents of an application is a restraint of versatility. Moreover, the different
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An Antituple Field

A Tuple Field

Name ValueType

Name Search
 Value

Type

Figure 2.1: Structure of a typical unordered tuple and antituple field.

applications running over same platform possibly have different tuple/antituple struc-

tures. Allowing their coordination through fixed and predefined ordered tuple/antituple

structure further reduce versatility of TSMM platform.

The TSMM platforms having unordered tuple/antituple structure emerge to tackle

these shortcomings. In unordered structure, tuple/antituple do not follow any spe-

cific predefined arity, nature and arrangement pattern in constituent fields, thereby

improving simplicity and versatility. A typical unordered tuple/antituple field is a

triplet of Name, Type and Value/SearchValue, as shown in Figure 2.1. Name

is unique to each tuple/antituple field, as each field has no fixed location inside the

respective structure, and it has to be looked up depending on Name. Type stores

type information, while Value stores actual in tuple. The presence or absence of

SearchValue makes an antituple field actual or formal respectively. For example,

{(“UserID”,String,“Alice”),(“MsgSeqNo”,Long,20),(“Msg”,String,“I’m chatting.”)} is an un-

ordered tuple, while the unordered antituple {(“UserID”,String,“Alice”), (“MsgSeqNo”,

Long,—)} is used to select that tuple; its first field is actual and the second one is formal.

Another possible antituple to select that tuple is {(“Msg”,String,—)}, which comprises of

a single field. This is possible as the arity of tuple and antituple may differ in unordered

structure. However, antituple arity must be at most equal to the arity of sought tuple.

A significant drawback of existing unordered tuple/antituple structure is that of addi-

tional overheads of tuple lookup operations before the tuple-antituple matching operation.

This is due to the fact that basic comparison of tuple/antituple fields must be preceded

by a lookup operation to ascertain the presence of a related tuple field for comparison

against an antituple field, thereby forming an apposite pair. For instance, the tuple field

X and antituple field Y form an apposite pair (X, Y) during comparison, if they fulfil
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the lookup operation. Each such tuple in tuple space, whose constituent fields success-

fully form apposite pairs with all constituent fields of given antituple for comparison, is

an apposite tuple. Only the apposite tuples can match positively with given antituple;

positively-matched apposite tuples are, in fact, sought tuples. The existing approach

to reduce lookup overhead in unordered structure is to store the constituent fields of

each tuple in an expeditious manner, e.g. hashing. Each tuple incorporates a hash table

for that purpose. The process of hashing of constituent fields to organize them within

hash table is the tuple generation operation. The TSMM platforms follow hashing ap-

proaches (like, separate-chained hashing [67]) for generation and lookup of unordered

tuple/antituple. The use of hashing scheme though reduces tuple lookup overhead, but

creates an additional overhead of tuple generation. In fact, there is a tradeoff between

tuple lookup time and tuple generation time in unordered structure: minimizing lookup

time escalates generation time and vice versa. This tradeoff, in turn, results in the trade-

off between performances of tuple-producing primitives, and tuple-reading/consuming

primitives: improving performance of tuple-producing primitives degrades performance

of tuple-reading/consuming primitives, and vice versa.

In case of unordered tuple/antituple structure, all tuples of tuple space may not be ap-

posite to given antituple, due to vary in arity, nature and arrangement patterns. Hence, it

is beneficial to identify the unordered apposite tuples before searching the sought tuples.

The structuring of tuple spaces can provide an expeditious way of finding apposite tuples

in tuple spaces, which, in turn, can improve performances of tuple-reading/consuming

primitives without degrading performances of tuple-producing primitives. The tuple

space structure controls placement of tuples in tuple space in such a way so as to ex-

pedite their operations. However, the TSMM platforms have not much explored this

aspect of the tuple space model. Since its inception, tuple space continues to have

a sequential structure. The new tuples are inserted consecutively in this tuple space

structure. The tuple-antituple matching operation compares all tuples of entire tuple

space, instead of finding just the apposite tuples, while empty space(s) from withdrawn

tuple(s) are subsequently adjusted by shrinking it. Though the sequential structure
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benefits tuple-producing primitives, overall performance of the tuple space model cen-

ters around frequently-invoked tuple-reading/consuming primitives, a behavior similar

to any data storage/retrieval system. These primitives incur significant overhead in se-

quential structure, due to the expensive comparison overhead of all tuples of entire tuple

space with given antituple. In case of single tuple-reading/consuming primitives, where

only one sought tuple is expected as outcome, if multiple tuples match positively, one of

them is chosen nondeterministically. For bulk primitives, all positively-matched tuples

are returned as sought tuples. Repeating these operations often in sequential struc-

ture yields substantial overhead on performances of the tuple space model and reduces

TSMM’s scalability. The trouble further worsens when TSMM incorporates unordered

tuple/antituple structure.

For understanding the impact of sequential tuple space structure in TSMM platform,

an example of multiple chat applications at the same time is considered. In this exam-

ple, the different end-users are chatting and their chat messages are exchanged using

a tuple space. The three distinct chat applications are inserting/reading/withdrawing

eight different tuple structures simultaneously. Each tuple structure corresponds to a

particular type of chat information. A schematic snapshot of the contents of this tuple

space at a particular instant is shown in Figure 2.2 to demonstrate expensiveness of tuple-

reading/consuming primitives in sequential structure. It can be seen from this figure that

apposite tuples for antituple {(“UserID”,String,—),(“MsgSeqNo”,Long,—)} are at positions

0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10. Again, for antituple {(“Sender”,String,—),(“Receiver”,String,—)},

apposite tuples are at 2, 5 and 8. However, in sequential structure, for each of these two

antituples, all 11 tuples of tuple space in Figure 2.2 are compared to return one/more

sought tuple(s). The additional overhead definitely comes, if tuples at 2, 5, 6 and 8 are

futilely compared with first antituple. In the second case, additional overhead is even

more, as tuples at 0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10 are fruitlessly compared. These additional

overheads sum up to deteriorate performances of tuple-reading/consuming primitives,

and decrease scalability of TSMM platform.

In some of the existing TSMM platforms having the unordered tuple/antituple struc-

ture, the tuple-antituple matching operation does not compare all apposite tuples to
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Figure 2.2: A snapshot of sequential tuple space structure for multiple chat applications
in TSMM platform.
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determine a sought tuple for a single primitive; rather, the comparison stops once a

tuple matches positively, and first positively-matched tuple is returned as sought tuple.

In this approach, successive invoke of rd or rdp returns same sought tuple repeatedly,

unless interleaved by some other tuple-consuming operations. For example, with an-

tituple {(“UserID”,String,—), (“MsgSeqNo”,Long,—)}, successive rdp invokes return the

same tuple of position 0 as sought tuple. Furthermore, rdg, rdgp, ing and ingp are

not benefitted from this approach, as all tuples, irrespective of being apposite or not,

are compared. For instance, antituple {(“Sender”,String,—), (“Receiver”,String,—)} in any

bulk primitive compares all the eleven tuples of tuple space, even though only tuples at

position 2, 5 and 8 are apposite tuples. Similar behavior of returning the first positively-

matched tuple as sought tuple in case of single primitive is also found in TSMM platforms

having ordered tuple/antituple structure.

2.3 Existing TSMM Platforms

The primary concern in incorporating the tuple space model as coordination media in a

TSMM platform is the distribution of (multiple) tuple spaces in its architecture. Based

on the distribution pattern, two types of TSMM architecture predominates. In the

centralised TSMM architecture, all tuple spaces are placed within a central host, whereas

in the decentralised TSMM architecture, tuple space distributions are not limited by

host boundaries. In centralised architecture, a central host (called central server) always

holds tuple spaces, and tuple are allowed to move from agents to these tuple space(s)

and vice versa. On the other hand, in decentralised architecture, either host or agent or

both of them simultaneously can hold tuple spaces, and both tuple movement as well as

tuple space mobility are possible. This section thoroughly reviews a few specific existing

TSMM platforms that either has commercial importance or directly supports dynamic

circumstances, and reports briefly about other existing TSMM platforms.
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2.3.1 TSpaces

TSpaces [70, 114] is the IBM’s centralized TSMM platform to support coordination and

data management of its applications. Such applications are split as ‘clients’ and ‘servers’,

each being termed as its ‘agent’. The clients are having small footprints, as their resource

requirements are comparatively less. However, the servers are having heavy footprints

with much demand of resources. Figure 2.3 depicts the architecture of TSpaces platform

showing its significant components. Apart from supporting coordination and data shar-

ing, TSpaces platform has additional data management functionalities, similar to that

of a database system, including support of indexing and different query capabilities.

Communication: The underlying network connectivity of TSpaces platform is as-

sumed to be reliable, and underlying environment is considered to be fairly static.

Coordination: TSpaces follows object-oriented concept during tuple/antituple con-

struction, i.e. ordered tuples and antituples are objects of their respective classes and

their fields are also objects of their respective classes. Each tuple field can be of two types

— (i) it is a ‘value-only’ field, where Value is only present holding actual of some type,

or (ii) it is a ‘named’ field, having two components Name and Value, which holds type

of data and its value as name and actual respectively. In an antituple, filled-in search

values and NULL value are possible. The antituple structure varies with the nature of

query. The basic tuple-antituple matching query, indexing query and other complex

queries (AND/OR queries) are supported. The AND/OR queries are the combination of

basic and indexing queries with logical AND and OR. In TSpaces, multiple tuple spaces,

each of which can be uniquely identifiable, are positioned at a centralised location at

server-end. These tuple spaces enforce decoupling of interactions between clients and

servers. A mobile application can create new tuple spaces or delete existing user-defined

tuple spaces, with the help of a special system tuple space called ‘Galaxy’. A tuple of

Galaxy specifies all parameters related to a new or existing tuple space and is withdrawn

to perform an operation related to that tuple space.

The supported tuple space primitives are remote, due to its centralised architecture;

these primitives are invoked from client-end and operated on tuple spaces at server-end.

Both blocking and nonblocking tuple-reading/consuming primitives are supported; when
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of TSpaces platform showing its significant components.

blocking primitives are invoked, they are blocked directly at client-end, and operations

are performed at server-end in nonblocking manner. The supported tuple space prim-

itives are write, read, take, waittoread, waittotake, scan, consumingscan, count

and rhonda. Among these primitives, count and rhonda primitives are newly intro-

duced in TSpaces. Moreover, TSpaces platform allows inclusion of new user-defined

tuple space primitives at runtime, provided they can be defined from existing primi-

tives. The first positively-matched tuple is returned as sought tuple of any single tuple-

reading/consuming primitive.

TSpaces platform supports reactivity in its rudimentary form. Reactivity is enforced

through reactions, which are registered at server-end, and reaction management is also

handled there. The clients need to provide required information for registering a reaction,

viz. identity of tuple space, nature of operation, antituple, handle of callback object etc.
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The given antituple specifies the event of interest, and when that event happens, corre-

sponding reaction fires generating event notification tuples. Subsequently, call method

of given callback object is invoked for notifying respective client. There are special tuple

spaces in TSpaces platform for storage and maintenance of reactions (stored as tuples)

as well as for holding reaction outcome. However, reaction lifetime is decided solely by

user. TSpaces does not support multi-destined tuple space operations, and as a result

inconsistency problems of tuple space coordination do not arise.

The logical mobility of clients can be accomplished using suitable third-party M obile

Agent System (MAS) [65].

Discovery: The discovery mechanism of TSpaces platform follows a two-tier setting

— client and server. The Galaxy tuple space of server is used as a lookup database to get

location of any inquired tuple space. The discovered data is then stored at client-end for

future reference. The identities of server location and Galaxy tuple space are well-known

and predetermined. The discovery mechanism performs a unicast communication with

the TSpaces server to look up for Galaxy tuple space.

Implementation: TSpaces platform is implemented in JavaTM to resolve underlying

(device-level) heterogeneity. It utilizes remote method invocation (RMI) of JavaTM to

manage marshalling/unmarshalling of communicating information.

2.3.2 JavaSpaces

JavaSpacesTM [47, 106, 107] is the Sun’s specification of centralized TSMM platform,

proposed as a standard service within the Jini framework [111], through which dis-

tributed clients and servers are coordinated. In JavaSpaces, both clients and servers

are basically agents (of some specific mobile application). Though clients have less re-

source requirements (i.e. they are small footprints), resource requirements of servers are

high for supporting persistent storage and transactional operations. Also, the support

of several basic Jini services is required for working of JavaSpaces, like LookU p Service

(LUS) for locating tuple spaces, transaction service for transactional operations, event

service for supporting reactions, lease service for associating lifetime to different enti-

ties etc. Figure 2.4 depicts the architecture of JavaSpaces service showing its significant
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Figure 2.4: Architecture of TSpaces platform showing its significant components.

components.

Communication: In JavaSpaces, the underlying network connectivity is considered

to be unreliable, but not dynamic. Instead, a fairly static underlying environment is

considered. For handling the unreliability condition, transactional operations are used,

such that successful receipts of withdrawn tuples from tuple spaces by clients only commit

their withdrawal to servers.

Coordination: In JavaSpaces, each tuple (called ‘entry’), antituple (called ‘tem-

plate’) and tuple space are viewed as first-class objects, inheriting the advantages of

object-oriented paradigm. Each named field of ordered tuple/antituple comprises of two

components, viz. Name and Value. Name refers to type of object (viz. name of class,

whose instance is that object), and its Value contains the object itself. Thus, a tuple

becomes a sequence of Java objects. In each antituple field, Value has either filled-in
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values (specified by the application) or NULL where there is no specific value. How-

ever, each antituple field must have a name. The multiple tuple spaces of JavaSpaces

are placed at a centralised location, each tuple space being uniquely named. The tu-

ple space operations are remotely invoked from client-end and performed at server-end.

The supported tuple space operations include write, read, take, readIfExists and

takeIfExists. The first positively-matching tuple is returned as sought tuple of any

single tuple-reading/consuming primitive. The inconsistency problems of tuple space

coordination in JavaSpaces, due to multi-destined tuple space operations, are resolved

by incorporating such operations within transactional operations.

The reactivity in JavaSpaces is rudimentary in nature, and is implemented as an

event, sometimes under a transaction. An event catcher, which is a form of reactive

code, is present at client-end to inform the notifier. The event service of Jini framework

is used to support reactivity. When a registered reaction fires, it generates an alert

and respective event catcher captures and forwards it to notifier. The reactions under

a NULL transaction are operated over entire tuple space, while that performed under a

non-NULL transaction cover the writes performed within that transaction, in addition

to that of entire tuple space. The storage and maintenance of registered reaction is the

responsibility of event service. The registered reaction has lease-based lifetime, provided

by lease service. If its lease period expires without renewal, it is deregistered. However,

its explicit deregistration by owner as well as deregistration on successful completion,

when issued under a transaction, are also allowed.

The logical mobility of clients can be made possible in JavaSpaces by applying suitable

third-party MAS. However, JavaSpaces has an inherent feature of logical mobility, where

proxy of a particular JavaSpaces service is migrated to a client to provide interface for

tuple spaces and their supported operations.

Discovery: The discovery mechanism in JavaSpaces involves a three-tier setting —

client, Jini distribution layer, and server (i.e. JavaSpaces service). The Jini distribution

layer has LUS, which helps in locating required service and providing location information

to inquiring client. JavaSpaces locates LUS using its own lookup manager, and registers

itself there by sending its proxy. This proxy stores location of sender JavaSpaces service.
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The location of LUS is well-known and pre-determined, and clients obtain location of

required JavaSpaces proxy from there. Both the location of servers and identification of

tuple spaces get discovered via the proxy. The discovery mechanism broadcasts using

the IP Multicasting protocol [37, 115] with address 224.0.1.85. Also, LUS itself carries

out broadcasting (using IP Multicasting with address 224.0.1.84) in two occasions —

initially at its starting and when network gets restored after failure.

Implementation: It is needless to say that JavaSpaces is implemented in JavaTM.

The support of JVM and RMI helps to manage marshalling/unmarshalling of commu-

nicating information, and resolve underlying (device-level) heterogeneity.

2.3.3 LIME

LIME [94, 87] (i.e. Linda I n a M obile Environment) is a decentralized TSMM platform

that facilitates distribution of tuple spaces across multiple hosts and agents, as well as

transparent merging of available shared tuple spaces to produce a view of ‘global virtual

data structure’ (called ‘federated tuple space’). Figure 2.5 shows the architecture of

LIME and its significant components.

Communication: The underlying network connectivity of LIME is assumed to be

reliable for tuple space operations (using some connection-oriented transport protocol

for communication) and unreliable for beacon broadcast (using some connection-less

transport protocol for broadcasting). The process of broadcasting is implemented using

the IP Multicasting protocol. However, underlying environment of LIME is assumed to

be dynamic. This is due to the fact that LIME aims to support its mobile applications

over single-hop wireless networks, which can be extended to wired networks as well.

Coordination: The tuple/antituple structure of LIME is ordered in nature, and

follows object-oriented concept during construction. In fact, each tuple, antituple and

tuple space in LIME can be viewed as a first-class object. Each constituent field of

tuple/antituple comprises of two components — Name and Value. Name contains name

of a class (considered as type), whose instance is the object (i.e. actual), and its Value

is the object itself. In antituple, only filled-in fields have search values, whereas NULL

is used as placeholder for no search value. Tuple uniqueness is achieved by including
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of LIME platform showing its significant components.

extra identity fields, viz. tupleID, hostID and agentID, where hostID and agentID refer

to source host and source agent respectively. It is to be noted here that inclusion of

location fields in a tuple redefines its boundary of operation domain. In LIME platform,

multiple tuple spaces are distributed to different locations. Each such tuple space is

identified by a unique name, and can be attached to either agent or host. The supported

tuple space operations, which can be local/remote and blocking/non-blocking, are out,

rd, in, rdp, inp, rdg, ing, rdgp and ingp. The local operations can be blocking as well

as nonblocking, while remote operations are always nonblocking. The local operations

are limited within domain of reference agent or reference host. That is, such operations

are for its own (local) tuple space, which can be at agent-level or host-level, depending on

sharing. The time complexity of out for a single tuple as input argument is O(1), while

time complexity of out for inserting m′ input tuples is O(m′). The time complexities of

all tuple-reading/consuming primitives are asymptotically similar, viz. O(n′mn̂), where
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n′ is the arity of input antituple for such primitives, m is the number of tuples present

inside tuple space during matching operation, and n̂ is the average tuple arity of residing

tuples.

The remote operations span multiple hosts. The first positively-matched tuple of

single tuple-reading/consuming primitive is returned as response to reference agent, and

the inconsistency problem of multi-destined tuple space coordination is resolved by ac-

cepting first received response as sought tuple of invoked single primitive. However,

a remote tuple-consuming operation requires at least 5 network transmission to com-

plete. The message overhead complexities for tuple-consuming operations are significant

compared to other tuple space operations. As such, their overheads for multi-destined

tuple-consuming operations are determined. When a multi-destined in primitive is in-

voked, r messages containing reaction details are sent to the target agents, where r is

the total number of target agents chosen for that operation. The target agents return

the positively-matched tuples back to reference agent, leading to a worst-case message

overhead of r. Among the received responses, the withdrawn process of the first re-

sponded tuple is attempted, which may fail as the chosen tuple may be withdrawn in the

meantime from its respective tuple space at target agent by other operation. Considering

this failure, the worst-case message overhead of issuing actual withdrawal and retrieving

the tuple is 2r. The last stage of remote operation is to issue r reaction-deregister mes-

sages to those target agents. So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined in

primitive to r target agents is at most 5r. In case of the invoke of a multi-destined inp

primitive, considering that initial p invokes are unsuccessful, and the message overhead

due to these occurrences is 2pr, where r number of invoke messages are sent to the tar-

get agents and r number of messages carrying NULL tuples are sent back in each invoke.

When successfully invoked, r number of invoke messages are sent, while r′ number of

messages carrying positively-matched tuples and (r− r′) number of messages with NULL

tuples are returned. At the best, the message overhead of withdrawing the first-received

tuple is 2. On the other hand, at the worst, the message overhead of withdrawing any

of the r′ matched tuples is 2r′, due to the possibility of its removal in the meantime.

So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined inp primitive to r target agents
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is between 2(p+ 1)r + 2 and 2(p+ 1)r + 2r′.

With the invoke of multi-destined ing primitive, r reaction messages are sent to the

target agents. Assuming that on an average ¯̄m number of positively-matched tuples are

returned by the target agents, the worst-case message overhead becomes ¯̄mr (considering

that each message carries a single tuple). The withdrawn process of these ¯̄mr matched

tuples creates the worst-case message overhead of 2 ¯̄mr, due to its possibility of removal.

Moreover, sending of r reaction-deregister messages to those target agents results in the

worst-case message overhead of invoking a multi-destined ing primitive to r target agents

is (3 ¯̄m + 2)r. In case of multi-destined invoke of ingp primitive, the message overhead

due to p unsuccessful invokes is 2pr. When the invoke finds matching tuple, r number

of invoke messages are sent, while ¯̄mr′ number of messages carrying positively-matched

tuples and (r − r′) number of messages with NULL tuples are returned. The message

overhead of withdrawing all the ¯̄mr′ matched tuples is 2 ¯̄mr′. So, the message overhead

of invoking a multi-destined ingp primitive to r target agents is 2(p+ 1)r + (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′.

A reaction of LIME comprises of antituple, handle of callback method, reaction mode,

host/agent identity etc. After every regular tuple space operation, all active registered

reactions of individual tuple spaces are selected one-by-one nondeterministically and

evaluated for the possibility of firing. When a tuple, positively matching a reaction’s

antituple, is found in a tuple space, the corresponding reaction fires, and its reactive

code, in ideal case, gets executed after tuple space operation atomically. This restrictive

requirement results in two types of reactions in LIME — ‘strong’ and ‘weak’. Only

strong reactions comply to this restrictive atomic condition. Such reactions are limited

only within a host boundary, and require knowledge of agent/host locations. The weak

reactions form the basis of ‘federated tuple space’ view spanning beyond host boundaries

and is implemented as a collection of strong reactions in multiple hosts. When a tuple

matching given antituple is found in respective tuple space, a registered reaction fires.

For a strong reaction, firing and invocation of callback method handle is performed

atomically. For a weak reaction, a copy of matching tuple is sent to reference agent/host,

who then sends back desired operation parameters for performing them at respective

target agent/host, and finally sending back result tuples. The special data structures,
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termed as ‘reaction lists’, are present for storage and maintenance of reactions. The

reaction lists at hosts are used for storing both strong and weak reactions, while that

at agents are only used for strong reactions. Both ONCE and ONCE-PER-TUPLE

modes of reaction lifetime are supported. Also, reactions can be explicitly registered

and deregistered by user. Moreover, weak reactions can get registered and deregistered

based on connectivity of hosts. The scope of a LIME reaction also depends on its type —

strong reactions are limited to host boundaries, while weak reactions have no boundaries

and are propagated to target hosts that are identified by specific parameters. During

propagation, entire reaction structure is sent to target hosts.

The transient community of agents and their hosts, due to their migration and con-

nectivity variation, results into dynamic grouping of tuple spaces. The ‘federated tuple

space’ view is the outcome of group membership function of LIME, whereby neighbor

hosts (along with their agents) form a group when they possess identically-named tuple

spaces. Through the merged view of tuple space, individual agents can interact among

themselves. The tuples from agent-level tuple spaces are moved to respective host-level

tuple spaces on getting shared and moved back on becoming private. Reactions are pro-

vided to notify about any desired change in the content in a particular tuple space or in

a formed group. LIME platform relies on transaction to ensure atomicity in federated

tuple space operations. The tuple-producing operation to a disconnected remote tuple

space leads to the notion of ‘misplaced’ tuples, whereby its argument(s) (i.e. tuple(s))

are stored locally. When target tuple space becomes available, all misplaced tuples des-

tined to that tuple space, are transferred to it. This behaviour hides the blocking nature

of remote tuple-producing primitives due to disconnection.

LIME platform supports agent mobility using µ-Code [93] toolkit. Only agent-level

tuple spaces are migrated along with respective mobile agents.

Discovery: The discovery mechanism of LIME platform eventually leads to discovery

of tuple spaces of ‘shared’ agents and ‘engaged’ hosts. The process of discovery is carried

out by every host broadcasting its availability condition in the form of ‘beacon’ messages.

A beacon message comprises of the identity of a host (and optionally its active agents),
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parameters about location (usually representation of physical location, like latitude-

longitude pair) and stopping value. The stopping value is a boolean argument indicating

a condition of host, viz. whether it is shutting down or not. On receipt of a beacon

message, details of corresponding host are stored in a local data structure of recipient,

commonly called ‘neighbor list’. This list is used by host’s group manager to contact

other hosts. The discovery mechanism broadcasts to address 230.0.0.1 at port 6000.

Implementation: LIME is implemented in JavaTM to handle marshalling and un-

marshalling of communicating information and to resolve underlying (device-level) het-

erogeneity. A striking feature about LIME platform is the addition of another level of

transiently-shared tuple spaces (called LIME SYSTEM tuple spaces), through which an

agent can get information about system configurations. These system-level tuple spaces

are operating alongside actual middleware at the core level. They keep up-to-date in-

formation about system changes (like, mobile agents presently residing in a particular

host), their group formation, sharing of tuples spaces etc. Only middleware has an ex-

clusive right to operate (like insertion/withdrawal of tuples) on LIME SYSTEM tuple

spaces. However, agents can read tuples and register reactions to get updated system

configurations.

2.3.4 LIMONE

LIMONE [46] (i.e. LI ghtly coordinated MObile NE tworks) is similar to LIME, but with

less restrictive coordination activities between interacting agents (i.e. not considering

strong atomic criteria and stable connectivity), thereby making it lightweight. Figure 2.6

shows the architecture of LIMONE and its significant components.

Communication: The assumptions about underlying environment are similar to

that of LIME platform, i.e. dynamic as well as reliable network connectivity for tuple

space operations and unreliable for beacon broadcast.

Coordination: The tuple/antituple structure of LIMONE is unordered in nature,

and its approach of construction also follows the object-oriented concept. In fact, each

constituent field of tuple/antituple comprises of two components — Name, Type and

Value. Name contains a unique name given to a class, whereas Type actually stores the
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of LIMONE platform showing its significant components.

classname (considered as type), whose instance is the object (i.e. actual), and its Value is

the object itself. The tuples are unique, and uniqueness is implemented by including extra

identity fields (having similar triplet structure), viz. tupleID, hostID and agentID, in each

tuple. The antituples have named constraints and corresponding constraint functions,

resulting in similar triplet structure. The constraint function operates over field type

and constrained value. However, in LIMONE, multiple tuple spaces are distributed

to different agents only, with each agent holding one tuple space. Thus, both logical

mobility and physical mobility of tuple space can be achieved. The supported tuple

space primitives, which can be local/remote as well as blocking/non-blocking, are out,

rd, rdp, rdg, rdgp, in, inp, ing and ingp. The remote primitives are always blocking

on reference agent, and nonblocking as well as atomic on target agent. However, a target

agent may accept or deny any requested tuple space operation. The timeout scheme

is provided for blocking operations to prevent deadlock. Also, an identification scheme
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is included to distinguish results of invoked operations in case of delayed transmission.

The tuple-antituple matching operation has the following conditions: (i) each antituple

constraint must match a particular tuple field; (ii) constraint Name must match a tuple

field Name, and constraint function must satisfy corresponding (Type,Value) pair of

that field. The time complexities for supported primitives are asymptotically similar to

LIME. The first positively-matched tuple of single tuple-reading/consuming primitive is

returned to reference agent as response, and the inconsistency problem of multi-destined

tuple space coordination is resolved by accepting first received response as sought tuple.

Each reaction in LIMONE comprises of a reactive pattern and a handle of callback

function. The reactive pattern, in turn, consists of an antituple and a list of profile

selectors. The profile selectors are matched against existing profiles of remote agents to

select the set of target agents, where reaction is to be forwarded. During transfer, only

reactive pattern is propagated, while callback function handle is retained by reference

agent. Like LIME, reactions are evaluated after every tuple space operation. On getting

one/more positively matched tuple in any target agent, reaction fires. The firing of

a reaction and its successive processes are similar to weak reaction concept of LIME.

The reference agent, on receiving copy of positively matched tuple(s), invokes reaction’s

callback function atomically to read/withdraw that tuple from tuple space of target

agent in a non-blocking manner. Two special data structures, viz. ‘reaction registry’ and

‘reaction list’, are present in every agent for storage and maintenance of reactions. The

reaction registry only stores reactions of reference agent, whereas reaction list contains

reactive patterns of other agents registering their reactions in local tuple space. The

reaction list gets updated by acquaintance handler on explicit withdrawal of reaction

or change in network connectivity. No information about source of registered reactions

are maintained to keep LIMONE lightweight. Hence, reregistration of active reactions

is required when connectivity is restored. The lifetime of a reaction is similar to that of

LIME, viz. ONCE/ONCE-PER-TUPLE mode or explicit by user.

The message overhead complexities of multi-destined tuple-consuming operations are

determined, due to their significance compared to tuple-producing/reading operations.

When a multi-destined in primitive is invoked, r messages are sent to the target agents
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(r being the number of target agents chosen for that operation), and at most r messages

are received containing positively-matched tuples. The withdrawal of sought tuple from

the received tuples produces at most 2r messages, due to the possibility of their removal

in the meantime. So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined in primitive to

r target agents is at most 4r. In case of the invoke of a multi-destined inp primitive, the

message overhead due to unsuccessful invokes is 2pr, where r number of invoke messages

and r number of messages carrying NULL tuples are transmitted in each invoke. When

invoke becomes successful, r number of invoke messages are sent, whereas r′ number

of messages carrying positively-matched tuples and (r − r′) number of messages having

NULL tuples are returned. The withdrawal process produces the message overhead of

at most 2r′, due to the possibility of removal of matched tuples in the meantime. So,

the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined inp primitive to r target agents is

at most 2(p + 1)r + 2r′. With the invoke of multi-destined ing primitive, r messages

are sent to the target agents, and at most ¯̄mr number of messages carrying positively-

matched tuples are returned by them, considering that each message carries a single

tuple ( ¯̄m being the average number of positively-matched tuples returned by a target

agent). The withdrawn process of these tuples produces the message overhead of 2 ¯̄mr.

So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined ing primitive to r target agents

is (3 ¯̄m + 1)r. In case of multi-destined invoke of ingp primitive, the message overhead

due to p unsuccessful invokes is 2pr. When the invoke is successful, r number of invoke

messages are sent, whereas ¯̄mr′ number of messages carrying positively-matched tuples

and (r − r′) number of messages with NULL tuples are received by reference agent. The

message overhead of withdrawing ¯̄mr′ matched tuples is 2 ¯̄mr′. So, the message overhead

of invoking a multi-destined ingp primitive to r target agents is 2(p+ 1)r + (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′.

In LIMONE, any pair of agent-level tuple spaces maintains asymmetric and intransi-

tive relations between them. Through its engagement policies, each agent selects a list

of interested remote tuple spaces from its available neighbors to decide its list of ac-

quaintances. So, it may be possible that one tuple space is interested in communication

with another, while the vice versa is not true. Like LIME, µ-Code also handles agent

migration in LIMONE.
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Discovery: In the discovery mechanism of LIMONE platform, discovery of host

eventually leads to discovery of available agents and their tuple spaces. The discovery

mechanism is responsibility of host only, in the form of broadcasting beacon messages.

The agents are subsequently informed about available agents from received beacons.

A beacon message comprises of a set of profiles of available agents, running in a par-

ticular host, along with information about working protocol for data transfer. Each

profile corresponds to an agent and its structure resembles a tuple — [<Property

name,type,value>,...]. There are two mandatory entries in a profile, viz. Profile[

<"hostID",String,"HostIP">, <"agentID",String,"Unique Number">, ...], while

other fields depend on application’s nature. The profiles from received beacons are copied

to active agents of receiving host. Each agent has a ‘neighbor list’ to store others’ pro-

files. From this list, an agent prepares its ‘acquaintance list’. The update interval of

acquaintance list is user-specified; if a profile in a particular entry is not updated within

that interval, that entry is removed from the list.

Implementation: Like LIME, LIMONE platform is also implemented in JavaTM to

handle marshalling/unmarshalling of communicating information and resolve underlying

(device-level) heterogeneity.

2.3.5 EgoSpaces

EgoSpaces [64] is another decentralized TSMM platform that allows interactions of agents

in wireless ad hoc environments using egocentric notion of context. The egocentric

notion is achieved through ‘view’ concept, abstracting context sensed by an agent in

presence of its mobility. Figure 2.7 shows the architecture of EgoSpaces and its significant

components. The tuple space model of EgoSpaces platform, viz. ELights, supports strict

and relaxed look up of sought tuples in an agent-defined ‘view’, created by conglomerating

multiple remote tuple spaces in proximity. Behaviors can be assigned to a ‘view’, whereby

certain actions are to be automatically performed in response to specified changes in view.

Communication: The assumptions about dynamics in underlying environment of

EgoSpaces platform are similar to that of LIME and LIMONE platforms.

Coordination: The tuple/antituple structure of EgoSpaces platform is also similar
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Figure 2.7: Architecture of EgoSpaces platform showing its significant components.

to LIMONE, i.e. unordered structure, viz. Name, Type and Value/Constraint. How-

ever, in EgoSpaces, multiple tuple spaces are distributed to both agents as well as hosts,

with each agent and host holding exactly one tuple space. Like LIME, each shared tu-

ple is transferred from agent’s tuple space to host’s tuple space for remote access. The

supported tuple space primitives, which can be local/remote and blocking/non-blocking,

are out, rd, rdp, rdg, rdgp, in, inp, ing, ingp, rdsp, insp, rdgsp and ingsp. The last

four primitives are introduced to ELights of EgoSpaces for scattered probing operations,

which are weaker versions of rdp, inp, rdgp and ingp respectively. The local primi-

tives are always nonblocking, while remote primitives can be blocking and nonblocking

on reference agent, as well as atomic on target agent. The tuple-antituple matching

operation is similar to that of LIMONE platform. Thus, the time complexities of sup-

ported primitives are asymptotically similar to LIME. The first positively-matched tuple

of single tuple-reading/consuming primitive is returned to reference agent as response,
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and the inconsistency problem of multi-destined tuple space coordination is resolved by

accepting the first received response as sought tuple. Like LIME platform, a remote

tuple-consuming operation requires at least 5 network transmission to complete.

A reaction of EgoSpaces comprises of a reactive pattern, optional indication of its

withdrawal from respective tuple space, and optional action of its modification and rein-

sertion into a possibly different tuple space. The reactive pattern is like that of LIMONE.

The reactions are to be registered in remote tuple spaces that are included in the ‘view’

of reference agent. The reaction firing and its consecutive actions are similar to weak

reaction concept of LIME. However, reaction storage and maintenance are through ‘re-

action registry’ and ‘reaction list’, similar to LIMONE. The reaction list gets updated

on explicit de/re-registration of reaction or due to change in network connectivity. The

lifetime of a reaction is ONCE-PER-TUPLE mode or explicit by user. Moreover, oper-

ating modality of a reaction in EgoSpaces can be ‘eager’ or ‘lazy’, a notion which has

been implemented using some priority scheme.

The message overhead complexities for tuple-consuming operations are significant,

when compared to other tuple space primitives. When a multi-destined in primitive is

invoked in EgoSpaces, r messages containing its arguments are sent to r target agents

chosen for the operation. The target agents return the positively-matched tuples back

to reference agent, leading to a worst-case message overhead of r. Among the received

responses, a nondeterministically-chosen tuple is withdrawn from tuple space of the

respective target agent, and the same is again responded back to reference agent, leading

to a message overhead of 2. The last stage of remote in operation is to sent r op-deregister

messages to r target agents. So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined in

primitive to r target agents is at most 3r+2. In case of the invoke of a multi-destined inp

primitive, the initial steps towards the operation (viz. data gathering from r target agents

and their ordered locking) take a one-time message overhead of 4r. Once the operation

starts, considering that first p invokes are unsuccessful, and the message overhead due

to these occurrences is 2pr. When successfully invoked, r number of invoke messages are

sent, while r′ number of messages carrying positively-matched tuples and (r−r′) number

of messages with NULL tuples are returned. Then, the message overhead of withdrawing
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the first-received tuple is 2. At the last, r unlock messages are sent to complete the

operation. So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined inp primitive to r

target agents is (2p+ 7)r + 2.

With the invoke of multi-destined ing primitive, r operation messages are sent to r

target agents. Assuming that on an average ¯̄m number of positively-matched tuples are

returned by the target agents, the worst-case message overhead becomes ¯̄mr (considering

that each message carries a single tuple). The withdrawn process of these ¯̄mr matched

tuples creates the worst-case message overhead of 2 ¯̄mr. Moreover, r op-deregister mes-

sages are sent to those target agents. So, the worst-case message overhead of invoking a

multi-destined ing primitive to r target agents is (3 ¯̄m + 2)r. In case of multi-destined

invoke of ingp primitive, the initial steps are similar to the invoke of inp, resulting in a

message overhead of 4r. With the start of the operation, the message overhead due to p

unsuccessful invokes is 2pr. When the invoke finds matching tuples, r number of invoke

messages are sent, while ¯̄mr′ number of messages carrying positively-matched tuples and

(r − r′) number of messages with NULL tuples are returned. The message overhead of

withdrawing all the ¯̄mr′ matched tuples is 2 ¯̄mr′, followed by r unlock messages to the

target agents. So, the message overhead of invoking a multi-destined ingp primitive to

r target agents is (2p+ 7)r + (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′.

Like LIMONE, a pair of agent-level tuple spaces of EgoSpaces is asymmetrically and

intransitively related. Each agent prepares its ‘view’ of global (virtual) tuple space

from its list of acquainted and interested remote tuple spaces, which is decided by its

engagement policies. Any tuple space operation on a view is a logical notion, actually

carried by forwarding that operation to individual target tuple space present in the view.

Like LIME and LIMONE, agent migration is also possible in EgoSpaces.

Discovery: The discovery mechanism of EgoSpaces platform ia again similar to that

of LIME and LIMONE platforms, viz. periodic beacon broadcast. The composition of

beacon message is similar to LIMONE. The discovery mechanism eventually leads to the

construction of a ‘view’.
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Implementation: Like LIME and LIMONE platforms, EgoSpaces is also imple-

mented in JavaTM for marshalling/unmarshalling of communicating information and re-

solving underlying (device-level) heterogeneity.

2.3.6 Other TSMM Platforms

The remaining TSMM platforms are non-commercial as well as not much closely related

to this thesis. So, a brief study about their nature related to the above-discussed factors

of a TSMM platform are presented next.

Communication: The underlying network connectivity of some TSMM platforms, like

PageSpace [28, 29], L2imbo [33, 32, 110] etc., are assumed to be static (i.e. deployed in

wired networks), while for others, like TOTA [77, 75, 76] (i.e. T uples On T he Air), are

based on dynamic connectivity (i.e. deployed in wireless networks). Again, PageSpace,

L2imbo etc., like TSpaces, require reliable connectivity links for their functioning, while

TOTA consider unreliable network connectivity models. The other TSMM platforms, like

TuCSoN [89] (i.e. Tuple C entres Spread over N etworks), MARS [17] (i.e. M obile Agent

Reactive Spaces) etc., rely on third party communication modules for data transmission.

Coordination: The tuple/antituple structure of PageSpace, L2imbo, TuCSoN, MARS,

TOTA etc. are ordered in nature. The ordered structure of PageSpace is composite, as

it is a combination of Linda, Laura [108] and ShaDe [22]. Such structure can be simi-

lar to simple Linda structure, or service forms or objects. The ordered tuple/antituple

structure of L2imbo, TuCSoN, MARS etc. are like that of TSpaces. The tuple/antituple

structure of TOTA comprises of ordered set of data fields (like Linda), along with two

additional fields carrying propagation rule and maintenance rule. The tuple space struc-

ture of TSpaces, JavaSpaces, LIME, LIMONE, EgoSpaces, PageSpace, L2imbo, TuC-

SoN, MARS, TOTA etc. is sequential in nature. The supported tuple space primitives

are only local in TuCSoN and MARS, while they are both local and remote in other

TSMM platforms. All TSMM platforms, except TOTA, support both blocking and

nonblocking primitives, while TOTA supports only nonblocking primitives. The tuple

space operations in all the surveyed TSMM platforms are performed atomically. All
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TSMM platforms surveyed have multiple tuple spaces in their architecture, distributed

to agents or hosts or both. However, based on their distribution, PageSpace, TuCSoN,

MARS, TOTA etc. follow decentralized TSMM architecture, whereas architecture of

L2imbo has both centralized and decentralized distribution. Any pair of such tuple

spaces maintains symmetric and transitive relation between them in PageSpace, L2imbo

etc., whereas asymmetric and intransitive relation exist between a pair of tuple spaces in

TOTA. TuCSoN, MARS etc. isolate each tuple space from others, thereby not following

any relational model among them. Also, PageSpace, L2imbo, TuCSoN, MARS, TOTA

etc. achieve tuple space mobility only through physical mobility of hosts.

Discovery: In the discovery mechanism of PageSpace, a host component (viz. ep-

silon module) is responsible for discovery of remote tuple spaces in other hosts, and store

discovered data in their local host-level tuple spaces. Similarly, L2imbo has ‘Quality of

Service Monitoring’ component for discovering remote hosts and their tuple spaces and

storing locally. In TuCSoN, MARS etc., discovery functionality is handled by additional

MAS layer. The discovery mechanism in TOTA is similar to LIME. In these TSMM

platforms, discovery mechanism proceeds in a proactive manner, with each host period-

ically broadcasting the availability data of its active agents in the form of beacons.

Implementation: Since almost all the TSMM platforms surveyed require support of

object-oriented concept for their functioning, they are implemented using some object-

oriented programming language like JavaTM. In fact, the TSMM platforms covered here,

except L2imbo, are implemented in JavaTM to handle marshalling/unmarshalling of com-

municating information and to resolve underlying (device-level) heterogeneity. L2imbo,

being implemented in C language, incorporates a separate network abstraction layer to

manage data marshalling/unmarshalling and resolving heterogeneity.

Other coordination platforms, developed predominantly for stable underlying environ-

ments include Ara [92], KLAIM/Klava [35], XMIDDLE [80], EventHeap [62], Anthill [6],

XSpace [72], SwarmLinda [85], PeerSpaces [15], CAST [96], xSpace [10], στ -LINDA [109]

etc. These platforms typically follow the traditional middleware architecture, which is
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not closely related to this thesis. Few recent TSMM platforms, viz. MESHMdl [55],

FactSpaces [86] etc., have also been designed for dynamic underlying environments; how-

ever, their inherent behaviors are similar to LIME, LIMONE and EgoSpaces platforms.

In the next section, a summary of the findings after literature survey is tabulated,

focussing particularly on the motivating factors of this thesis.

2.4 Comparative Analysis of Existing TSMM Platforms

Among the TSMM platforms surveyed, some platforms require reliable/stable under-

lying network connectivity (like TSpaces, JavaSpaces, PageSpace, L2imbo etc.). Since

motivation for this thesis leads to assumption that underlying network connectivity of

CUTSMuHN platform is dynamic as well as unreliable, above TSMM platforms are not

been considered for comparative analyses in later chapters. Other TSMM platforms,

like TuCSoN, MARS etc. are bare frameworks of tuple space coordination, as many

components are not incorporated for their full functioning. Such platforms are also

omitted during comparative analyses. Even though some aspects of TOTA platform are

related to this thesis, its research directions focus predominantly on different aspects of

autonomic/adaptive computing, which is not within the scope of this thesis.

LIME, LIMONE and EgoSpaces attempt to support tuple space coordination in dy-

namic environment of wireless ad hoc networks. However, LIME provides a view of global

tuple space by federating multiple tuple spaces available within a single-hop communi-

cation range. While doing so, it provides strict atomicity during tuple space operations,

for which it requires resourceful processing and predictable network for proper work-

ing. EgoSpaces behave much similar to LIME, except that the global federating view

of all available tuple spaces (within 1-hop) is restricted to only ‘interested’ tuple spaces.

Imposing interest is a form of egocentric notion, so that agents can focus only on rel-

evant data. So, EgoSpaces also requires relatively resourceful hosts and less dynamic

network connectivity, which is rare in wireless networks. LIMONE, on the other hand,

is designed in a lightweight manner to eliminate all underlying assumptions while enable
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Table 2.1: Approaches of handling coordination attributes in different TSMM platforms.
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location-dependent interactions among agents; so, during coordination, it provides less

strict guarantees.

The Table 2.1 tabulates the comparative observations after surveying the existing

TSMM platforms. In this table, the coordination attributes compared are the significant

aspects while designing any TSMM platform. In later chapters, these observations are

being compared with CUTSMuHN platform to indicate its improvements in tuple space

coordination.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a structured and comprehensive survey of TSMM platform,

a promising genre of mobile middleware platform, to investigate its future research di-

rections. Based on the observations from this survey, several limitations have been found

in the design factors of TSMM platform, which become the motivating factors for this

thesis. Among them, foremost limitation lies in the strict atomicity of tuple space op-

erations in existing TSMM platforms. Their strict atomic nature has the tendency to

tight couple interacting agents during remote operations. Moreover, strict atomicity

also increases network overhead in order to maintain consistency during such operations.

The other limitations in existing TSMM platforms concern with their tuple/antituple

and tuple space structures. The benefits of unordered tuple/antituple structure and se-

quential tuple space structure are curbed by increased performance overheads. Lastly,

there is a limited support of network infrastructure and practically no measure to resolve

underlying heterogeneity in existing TSMM platforms. In the successive chapters, these

problems are being settled individually for betterment of tuple space coordination of

TSMM platforms in dynamic environments.
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Chapter 3

Improvements in Tuple Space
Coordination of CUTSMuHN

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 has affirmed that the tuple space model has been introduced for multi-

dimensional decoupling in coordination among distributed and interacting agents of an

application in the parallel programming, distributed computing and mobile computing

paradigms. This chapter proposes a new dimension of decoupling for tuple space coordi-

nation that is beneficial while using the tuple space model in dynamic environments, like

mobile middleware platforms. This chapter also focuses on the design of a new TSMM

platform, named CUTSMuHN , which implements the proposed notion of decoupling of tu-

ple space coordination. This chapter additionally proposes several improvements in other

deficiencies of tuple space coordination of TSMM platform, like consistency problem in

agent interactions, and limitations in tuple/antituple as well as tuple space structures.

These proposals are also integrated in the design of CUTSMuHN platform to demonstrate

the improvements of tuple space coordination in dynamic environments.

3.2 Proposed Decoupling Notion in Tuple Space Coordination

This section proposes a new dimension of decoupling in tuple space coordination of

TSMM platform. The proposed dimension of decoupling, together with synchronization

decoupling, benefit agent interactions in dynamic environments. The assumption about
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Figure 3.1: Proposed time-decoupling of reaction response of target agent B from refer-
ence agent A using decoupling media at host-level.

the working environment of a TSMM platform to be dynamic is realistic, as any mobile

middleware platform has to deal with device mobility and wireless connectivity in its

underlying networks.

The proposed dimension of decoupling introduces time-decoupling of response of a

reaction (which is registered in lieu of invoked tuple space primitive) from reference agent,

as shown in Figure 3.1. This figure picturizes the time-decoupled receipt of reaction

response by reference agent A from target agent B. The two arrows of A signifies its two

threads of execution, its listener thread being forked out of its main thread at initiation.

B also has its listener thread, but it is not shown in Figure 3.1 (only its main thread

is shown) to highlight on the proposed notion of decoupling. The reaction originally

imposes (partial) synchronization decoupling between A and its invoked primitive, and

the proposed notion of decoupling augments it with time-decoupled transfer of reaction

response back to A, leading to “complete synchronization decoupling” of invoke of tuple
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3.2. Proposed Decoupling Notion in Tuple Space Coordination 57

space primitives. The time-decoupled transfer of reaction responses from target agent

to reference agent is proposed to be accomplished by inserting an additional tier of

tuple spaces as decoupling media in the paths of reaction responses and imposing time-

decoupling through them. This results in a tiered organization of tuple spaces in TSMM

architecture. Each such tuple space is placed as decoupling medium at each mobile host

having interacting agents, which not only time-decouples reaction responses, but also

makes the invokes of reference agent and responses thereof by target agent asynchronous

at their respective hosts.

The basic concept behind complete synchronization decoupling is that of ‘truly’ non-

blocking communication for interacting agents. The nonblocking communication allows

agents to concurrently carry out their processing and network activities, not only while

invoking any remote (tuple-reading/consuming) primitive, but also while receiving re-

sponse from that invoked primitive. There are three aspects that directly affect non-

blocking communication in interacting agents —

• use of reactions to relieve reference agent from getting suspended indefinitely while

invoking any of the remote blocking primitives (viz. rd, rdg, in and ing);

• receiving responses of fired reactions asynchronously while performing some other

concurrent activity; and

• use of rdp, rdgp, inp and ingp in place of rd, rdg, in and ing respectively as

nonblocking (i.e. probe) remote invokes of tuple space operations.

Achieving these three aspects of nonblocking communication together result in complete

synchronization decoupling.

Figure 3.2(a), Figure 3.2(b), Figure 3.3(a), Figure 3.3(b), Figure 3.4(a) and Fig-

ure 3.4(b) express various scenarios of nonblocking communication, required for complete

synchronization decoupling. Figure 3.2(a) depicts the first two aspects of nonblocking

communication. For each remote blocking invoke of rd, rdg, in or ing by reference

agent A, corresponding nonblocking primitive (viz. rdp, rdgp, inp or ingp) is actually

executed at destination tuple space of target agent B, as local invoke of any blocking

primitive at B is deadlock-prone for it. If sought tuple(s) are not immediately available
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Figure 3.2: Complete synchronization decoupling of remote tuple-reading/consuming
primitives from A, when sought tuple is not available in B.

for such invoke, a reaction is registered at destination tuple space of B. When A actually

invokes any such blocking primitive, it remains suspended till it receives sought tuple(s)

or information of reaction registration, in case of absence of sought tuple(s)1. When any

local/remote tuple-producing operation deposits the sought tuple(s) in destination tuple

space of B, an active registered reaction fires due to the availability of sought tuple(s)

and reactive codes execute at B to read/withdraw them. The output of execution of

reactive codes becomes the response of fired reaction, which is dispatched back to A.

Since the time of firing of reaction is uncertain, time-decoupled delivery of its response

is necessary and is achieved by imposing the delivery of response through an additional

tier of tuple spaces. They are represented combinedly as one ‘grey channel’ at host-level

in Figure 3.2(a) – Figure 3.4(b).

Figure 3.2(b) depicts the scenario of nonblocking communication using invoke of rdp,

rdgp, inp or ingp by A, instead of rd, rdg, in or ing for reading/withdrawing of sought

1Some period of suspension for reference agent while invoking remote blocking tuple-reading/consuming primitives (as
shown in Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.3(a)) is inevitable, due to the inherent nature of these primitives.
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Figure 3.3: Complete synchronization decoupling of remote tuple-reading/consuming
primitives from A, when sought tuple is available in B.

tuple(s) in the previous scenario. As shown in this figure, A has to repeatedly invoke these

probe primitives till it reads/withdraws sought tuple(s) from destination tuple space at

B. Each of such invokes and responses are also time-decoupled by tuple spaces at re-

spective host(s). Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) portray the scenarios of nonblocking

communication in case of invokes of blocking and probe tuple-reading/consuming primi-

tives respectively by A, where such invokes happen after sought tuple(s) are deposited in

destination tuple space of B. As such, there is no need for generation and registration of

reactions corresponding to invokes of blocking primitives in Figure 3.3(a). These invokes

and their responses are also time-decoupled through host-level tuple spaces.

Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b) exhibit the functioning of host-level tuple spaces in

case of remote tuple-producing primitives (viz. out and outg). In these figures, B

becomes reference agent, as it invokes remote out and outg to insert given tuple(s)

in destination tuple space of target agent A. A may invoke any local probe tuple-

reading/consuming primitive repeatedly till sought tuple(s) are inserted in its tuple space

by B, when they are finally read/withdrawn.

Advantages of host-level decoupling media: The use of additional tier of tuple

spaces as host-level decoupling media has multiple benefits:
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Figure 3.4: Complete synchronization decoupling of remote tuple-producing primitives
from B, when local tuple-reading/consuming primitives are invoked in A.

1. primary benefit is to introduce time-decoupling of each reaction response (corre-

sponding to each invoke of any remote tuple-reading/consuming primitive) from

reference agent;

2. availability constraint of reference agent, while interacting with target agent(s) in

mobile, dynamic and unreliable infrastructure, is relaxed;

3. network and processing overheads, due to repeated attempts of transmission of

communicating information through such infrastructure, are reduced;

4. delivery of every invoke/response of tuple space primitive as well as reaction response

to appropriate destination agents are assured; thus, these tuple spaces are used

for achieving robustness in agent interactions in TSMM platform over dynamic

environment;

5. these tuple spaces also time-decouple invokes of tuple space primitives by reference

agent from target agent and their responses by target agent from reference agent. So,
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interacting agents can concurrently carry out their processing and network activities

while dealing with invoking/responding to tuple space operations.

The above benefits combinedly establish that the additional tier of host-level tuple spaces

is effective in leading to “complete synchronization decoupling” of agent interactions

in TSMM platforms. This can be demonstrated by designing a new TSMM platform

that follows the tiered organization of tuple spaces to support the proposed notion of

decoupling.

3.3 Design of CUTSMuHN as Tuple Space Coordination Platform

A new TSMM platform, named CUTSMuHN , is designed to overcome the shortcomings in

tuple space coordination of existing TSMM platforms. CUTSMuHN platform, in essence,

comprises of multiple software processes, which are the instances of hosts or agents. A

host is a runtime environment of a mobile/portable device deployed in dynamic envi-

ronment. Each mobile/portable device houses a single host, which is uniquely identified

by combining a predefined port with device identity (like, IP address, physical address

etc.). Each host represents the unit of computation, containment and distribution. The

host is designed as a layer lying immediately above ‘operating system and related net-

work services’. On the other hand, each agent corresponds to a user-defined component

of mobile application and it represents the unit of modularity and mobility. One/more

agents typically reside in each host, and they are layered above host. The host provides

an operating environment for their execution. The mobile agents can also migrate from

one host to another. CUTSMuHN platform integrates the tuple space model for support-

ing coordination. Every communicating information of an agent is coordinated through

tuple spaces, distributed across the multi-hosted CUTSMuHN platform. It supports the

proposed dimension of decoupling (presented in Section 3.2), thereby becoming the fore-

most TSMM platform to entirely time-decouple coordination activities of its supported

applications. Rest of the existing dimensions of decoupling in tuple space coordination

(mentioned in Section 2.2.1) are also supported as usual. Consequently, CUTSMuHN

becomes a very loosely-coupled form of coordination platform, which not only facilitates
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development of large-scale dynamic applications in unreliable environments, but also

stimulates improvements of its robustness, versatility, simplicity, efficiency and scalabil-

ity as well.

CUTSMuHN platform follows the agent-centric view of coordination, whereby each

agent can selectively identify its relevant (in other words, friendly) agents from a list of

its available neighbor agents for interaction. A minimalist set of tuple space primitives

are supported by CUTSMuHN platform, which agents invoke to exchange their commu-

nicating information. Each such information is encapsulated as a tuple, whereas, search

for any specific kind of tuple is accomplished by encapsulating a search key as an antitu-

ple. The tuple space primitives are provided as APIs to application programmers; more

complicated operations can be derived using them. This also shows the expressiveness

of CUTSMuHN platform in serving any degree of coordination needed by end-users. If a

remote blocking primitive does not find sought tuple(s) for reading/withdrawal in a re-

mote tuple space, synchronization decoupling is enforced by registering a reaction on that

tuple space to carry out the search and retrieval of sought tuple(s), while reference agent

is relieved from suspension. The whole remote operation, including firing of reaction, is

entirely time-decoupled by installing a special tuple space at every host, which enforces

complete synchronization decoupling. The invoke of remote operation is marshalled as

reaction tuple (denoted hereon as reaction-tuple), whereas responses from execution of

this operation is marshalled back as response tuple (denoted hereon as response-tuple).

The host-level tuple spaces ephemerally store reaction-tuples and/or response-tuples on

their way of transit till they are delivered to their respective destinations.

3.3.1 CUTSMuHN Architecture

CUTSMuHN platform consists of several components, each of which is specific to either

agent or host. The architecture of CUTSMuHN platform, with its significant compo-

nents, is shown in Figure 3.5. Each agent contains (i) an Agent Tuple Space (ATS) and

its interface, (ii) a Local Operation Manager, (iii) a Remote Operation Manager, (iv) an

ATS Reaction Manager, (v) an Engagement Manager etc. ATS is the local tuple space of

an agent. Local Operation Manager handles the invokes of local primitives on its ATS,
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Figure 3.5: Architecture of CUTSMuHN platform, showing its significant components.

while Remote Operation Manager and ATS Reaction Manager jointly handle the invokes of

remote primitives on ATS of other distant friendly agents. Engagement Manager en-

forces engagement policy to maintain the list of friendly agents. On the other hand,

each host comprises of (i) a Host Server, (ii) a Host Tuple Space (HTS) and its interface,

(iii) an Agent Manager, (iv) a Discovery Manager, (v) a Communication Manager, (vi) an

Agent Migration Manager etc. Host Server decouples every agent interaction using its HTS.

Agent Manager and Agent Migration Manager control registration/deregistration of agents

and their logical mobility respectively. Discovery Manager collects neighborhood infor-

mation, while Communication Manager transfers reaction/response-tuples from one host

to another.
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The architecture of CUTSMuHN platform presents a new type of tuple space distri-

bution among hosts and agents, different from that of existing TSMM platforms. In

this distribution, each agent holds a single tuple space (viz. ATS) for coordinating agent

interactions, whereas each host holds another single tuple space (viz. HTS) to transfer

coordinating information among the agents asynchronously. For time-decoupling of the

invoke of reference agent from its invoked remote blocking primitive (which results in

partial synchronization decoupling), reactivity is added to ATS, which is implemented

by generating and registering reaction in ATS for every such invoke. The registered

reactions monitor and respond to different types of events; one such event is the pres-

ence of a particular sought tuple in tuple space. For recognizing any relevant event, a

reaction expects an antituple to specify some condition. If the condition gets satisfied,

the corresponding reaction fires, which signifies that application-defined reactive code

is executed subsequently (like reading/withdrawing new sought tuples from ATS), and

responses are sent back to reference agent. In CUTSMuHN platform, a reaction is also

allowed to specify its mode as ONCE or ONCE/TUPLE. Thus, a typical reaction comprises

of (i) antituple, (ii) name of invoked primitive, (iii) reactive code, (iv) identity of ATS,

(v) mode, and (vi) user identity. HTS is utilized as additional tier of decoupling medium

to accomplish time-decoupling of reaction responses from reference agent. For achiev-

ing this dimension of decoupling, reaction responses are stored in HTS, till delivered

to reference agent. The two types of special tuples, introduced to store and withdraw

invokes and responses of remote tuple space operations in HTS, are reaction-tuple and

response-tuple respectively. The reaction/response-tuples are unordered tuples, and so

their arity as well as nature of their constituent fields vary with the nature of invoked

remote primitives. Both the tuples are stored in HTS till delivery to their destinations.

The two special primitives, inject and eject, are provided for managing operations

(viz. storage and withdrawal) of reaction/response-tuples in HTS. The reaction-tuple,

which is used for shipping the parameters of any remote primitive invoked by reference

agent, is generated from the marshalled value of these parameters. A constituent of

reference agent, viz. Remote Operation Manager, is responsible for shipping them to a

different component of target agent, viz. ATS Reaction Manager.
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The reaction-tuple is first inserted into HTS of reference host using inject primitive.

On availability of target host, it is withdrawn from HTS of reference host using eject,

passed as message payload through communication links to reach target host, and subse-

quently inserted into its HTS. Eventually, reaction-tuple is withdrawn from HTS of target

host, while delivering to target agent. It is next processed to unmarshall the parameters

of invoked primitive, and execution of invoked primitive starts at ATS of target agent.

Once the execution of tuple-reading/consuming primitive or its corresponding reaction

is over, result of execution (viz. sought tuple(s) from ATS of target agent and other nec-

essary parameters) are marshalled into response-tuples. ATS Reaction Manager of target

agent is responsible for initiating the shipment of response-tuples. Following the previ-

ous approach (i.e. via HTS of target and reference hosts successively), a response-tuple

eventually reaches reference agent, and sought tuple(s) are extracted from it to complete

the remote invoke. This entire procedure of remote invoke fulfils two separate dimension

of decoupling, viz. synchronization decoupling during invoke phase and proposed time-

decoupling in response phase, thereby attaining “complete synchronization decoupling”

in agent interactions. The entire remote invoke process in CUTSMuHN architecture is

portrayed using Figure 3.6.

However, since CUTSMuHN platform also allows multi -destined remote tuple space

operations, additional consistency handling mechanism is a necessity, particularly with

invoke of remote tuple-consuming primitives in dynamic environments.

3.3.2 Proposed Consistency Mechanisms

In CUTSMuHN platform, the proposed consistency mechanisms resolve both the OUT-

consistency and IN-consistency problems, while performing different local/remote tuple-

reading/consuming operations to support a wide variety of mobile applications. The

proposed mechanisms ascertain consistency even when agent interactions have been en-

tirely time-decoupled. The proposed mechanism to handle the OUT-consistency problem

in coordination follows a new three-way approach of agent interaction, which includes an

additional course of positive/negative acknowledgement schemes. However, these ac-

knowledgement schemes operate at agent-level tuple spaces, which makes them radically
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Figure 3.6: Entire invoke process of remote tuple space operations through addi-
tional host-level tuple spaces, that results in complete synchronization decoupling in
CUTSMuHN platform.

different from conventional acknowledgement schemes that operate at network-level.

Figure 3.7(a), Figure 3.8(a) and Figure 3.9(a) show how a pair of interacting agents

behave during tuple-producing, tuple-reading and tuple-consuming operations respec-

tively in intra-host agent interactions in CUTSMuHN platform, whereas Figure 3.7(b),

Figure 3.8(b) and Figure 3.9(b) show the same behavior in inter-host agent interac-

tions. Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(b) enforce the proposed mechanism to resolve the

OUT-consistency problem. It is noteworthy that tuple-producing and -reading opera-

tions are always OUT-consistent. In case of invoke of any single remote multi-destined

tuple-reading/consuming primitive, the proposed mechanism works as follows —

• The given antituple of invoked primitive is distributed to the designated target

agents to carry out the operations in their respective tuple spaces. In case of any

positive match, the matched tuple is read (for tuple-reading operation) or marked as

“reserved” for reference agent (in case of tuple-consuming operation) in its respective

tuple space at target agent. In the latter case, a copy of the tuple is actually

transmitted. It is to be noted here that such tuple is unavailable for lookup in any
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Figure 3.7: Behavior of remote tuple-producing operations, amidst proposed OUT-
consistency mechanism, in CUTSMuHN platform.

further tuple space operations, till it is marked as reserved.

• Considering that the antituple matches more than one tuple from multiple tuple

spaces of specified target agents, all the responses (i.e. positively-matched tuples)

from these target agents are first preserved in a ‘sought tuple set’ at reference agent.

• Subsequently, a single sought tuple is nondeterministically chosen from that set.

• Once a sought tuple is chosen, however, single tuple-reading primitive and single

tuple-consuming primitive behave differently:

1. In case of a tuple-reading primitive, all remaining (i.e. non-selected) tuples of

the ‘sought tuple set’ are subsequently discarded by reference agent;

2. For a single tuple-consuming primitive, reference agent sends back positive/

negative acknowledgements to each target agent, whoever has responded. Pos-

itive acknowledgement (in the form of ack-tuple) is sent to that target agent,

whose tuple is chosen as sought tuple, whereas negative acknowledgements (in

the form of nack-tuples) are sent to other target agents who have responded.

Each positive/negative acknowledgement carries with it the identity of the cor-

responding tuple, sent by respective target agent. Based on the tuple’s identity,
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(b) In case of inter-host agent interaction.

Figure 3.8: Behavior of remote tuple-reading operations, following proposed OUT-
consistency mechanism, in CUTSMuHN platform.

when ack-tuple arrives informing the tuple’s selection, owning target agent ac-

tually withdraws the reserved tuple from its tuple space and discards it before

carrying out its next operation. When nack-tuple arrives informing the tu-

ple’s non-selection, it is unmarked (i.e. “reserved” label is removed) and made

available for lookup in subsequent tuple space operations.

So, the proposed mechanism becomes a two-way approach during remote multi-destined

tuple-reading operation, whereas it is a three-way approach for tuple-consuming op-

eration. Remote Operation Manager of reference agent is responsible for ensuring OUT-

consistency, once it initiates the remote tuple space operation that reference agent intends

to execute on target agent(s). At the target agent, its ATS Reaction Manager works to-

gether with Remote Operation Manager of reference agent to resolve the OUT-consistency

problem.

A target agent, on receiving a nack-tuple, extracts the identity of its responded tuple

(which is not selected by reference agent), and removes its “reserved” label in its own

ATS. However, a target agent, which receives ack-tuple carrying identity of the chosen

tuple, needs to remove that tuple from its ATS. Effectively, that target agent actually
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(b) In case of inter-host agent interaction.

Figure 3.9: Behavior of remote tuple-consuming operations, amidst proposed OUT-
consistency mechanism, in CUTSMuHN platform.

performs the withdrawal operation. For bulk tuple-reading/consuming primitives, all re-

sponses from specified target agents are kept as sought tuples, and particularly for bulk

tuple-consuming primitives, only ack-tuples are sent back to target agents, whoever have

responded to complete the withdrawal operations. It is noteworthy that Figure 3.9(a)

and Figure 3.9(b) show the three courses of proposed three-way mechanism (as dashed

arrows) to handle the OUT-consistency problem. The ack-tuples and nack-tuples are

considered as special system tuples, and they are also converted to response-tuples ac-

cordingly while being handed over to Host Server for shipment from one agent to another.

The proposed mechanism to resolve the IN-consistency problem in CUTSMuHN plat-

form follows a relatively simpler approach. Since the IN-consistency problem is restricted

to a particular ATS, the proposed mechanism imposes a predefined ordering scheme in

that tuple space, and enforces each operation to happen in a strict/exclusive way of

processing. The predefined ordering in ATS implies that execution of all tuple space

primitives, including pending reactions of blocked tuple-reading/consuming primitives,

are scheduled in a particular (predefined) order (say, first-in-first-out or FIFO order).

The strict/exclusive way of accessing ATS is illustrated in Figure 3.10, whereby access

of ATS is required to be acquired and released for each operation. In CUTSMuHN plat-
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acquire
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lock
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Time

accept

Figure 3.10: Strict/exclusive processing of tuple space operations to resolve IN-
consistency problem in CUTSMuHN platform.

form, while inserting a particular tuple in ATS, a tuple-producing primitive first acquires

access of that ATS, inserts given tuple, and subsequently releases that access. Once

tuple insertion is over, all registered reactions are served one-by-one (according to the

predefined order) by following the same approach of acquiring and releasing access of

ATS. In each such occasion of accessing tuple space, tuple space is first locked, and

subsequently insertion/reading/withdrawal operation is performed to completion before

releasing the lock. Both the predefined ordering and strict/exclusive way of accessing

ATS together resolves the IN-consistency problem in CUTSMuHN platform. The pro-

posed IN-consistency mechanism is integrated within each tuple space primitive and also

within each registered reaction.

Although the proposed mechanisms of handling consistency problems in CUTSMuHN

platform during multi-destined tuple space operations improve its nature of coordination,

performances of individual tuple space operations also significantly affect coordination

quality. The next section focuses on factors of tuple space coordination that impart

performance improvement of tuple space operations.
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3.3.3 Proposed Structuring of Tuples, Antituples and Tuple Spaces

The objective of proposing modifications to existing structures of tuples, antituples and

tuple spaces is to improve the overall performances of CUTSMuHN platform. The pro-

posed enhancements on existing tuple/antituple structure reduce the execution overheads

of tuple space primitives, thereby improving efficiency as well as scalability of CUTSMuHN

platform, without sacrificing its simplicity and versatility in supporting a wide spectrum

of applications. Additionally, the proposed tuple space structure further improves its

efficiency and scalability, without compromising its achieved simplicity and versatility.

Proposed Enhancements in Tuple/Antituple Structure

The objective in enhancing the existing unordered tuple/antituple structure is to design

an unordered tuple/antituple structure of CUTSMuHN platform, whose temporal and

spatial complexities are close to ordered tuple/antituple structure, and yet which is scal-

able and versatile in supporting a variety of applications. Several notable characteristics

of the tuple space model motivate these proposals. Foremost, a tuple is generated once

in its lifetime and stored in a tuple space, where it is looked up multiple times and finally

withdrawn at the end of its lifetime. Moreover, a tuple is never modified while residing

inside a tuple space2. So, in the performance of CUTSMuHN platform, significance of

lookup time of a tuple is more than its generation time, due to the possibility of multiple

searches in its lifetime. In fact, a highly inexpensive tuple lookup time can be afforded

against a comparatively expensive tuple generation time. Furthermore, an antituple is a

form of search key, whose lifetime ends with the matching operation for which it is cre-

ated. It is never stored in tuple spaces, but distributed to different locations for matching

purpose. So, an antituple’s size is a noteworthy factor, which impacts network overhead

during coordination. The proposed enhancements for unordered tuple/antituple struc-

ture are as follows.

(i) The first proposal enhances the substructure of a tuple field, where each tuple field

comprises of only one component, viz. Value, from which other components, viz. Name

2A tuple is immutable. For updating/modifying a tuple, it is first withdrawn from tuple space and changed subsequently,
thereby giving rise to a new tuple
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and Type, are extracted as required. This proposal requires support of the object-

oriented paradigm.

(ii) The second proposal uses the cuckoo hashing mechanism [90] for handling genera-

tion and lookup of tuples, as cuckoo hashing provides faster lookup time. It uses two

hash tables to store the constituent tuple fields. Each tuple field is inserted in anyone of

the two tables. The two hash functions, selected randomly from a set of universal hash

functions H, are bound to the two tables.

Thus, the proposed tuple structure is represented by {HT1, HT2, E}, where HT1 and

HT2 are two hash tables of same length L (where, L = n̂ + 1, n̂ being tuple arity),

and E corresponds to extra information required in a tuple’s lifetime, including the two

hash functions used (viz. h1 and h2 for HT1 and HT2 respectively) and some middleware-

specific data. Each of HT1 and HT2 initially contains L empty entries; as tuple generation

continues, the insertion method is invoked iteratively for inserting each generated tuple

field in one of these entries. During insertion, h1 or h2 determines the hash index for

HT1 or HT2 respectively based on the Name of that field. In the proposed structure, an

additional step is included in the insertion method, where a tuple field is first attempted

to be directly inserted in HT2, bypassing cuckoo hashing. In this attempt, the entry of HT2

is determined by hashing that field using h2. If this insertion fails due to the presence of

some existing field in that entry, then cuckoo hashing is initiated. The advantage of this

modification is to restore a balance in distribution of tuple fields between HT1 and HT2,

as cuckoo hashing is biased towards HT1. In the proposed structure, an antituple field

has two components, viz. Name and SearchValue; Type is extracted from Name

with support of the object-oriented paradigm. These two components are included in an

antituple field to enable tuple-antituple matching operation by actual and formal. Thus,

the proposed antituple structure is represented by {<Ni, SVi>}, where (1 ≤ i ≤ n′), n′

is antituple’s arity and <Ni, SVi> is an antituple field having some search constraint.

All such fields are simply stored consecutively inside antituple.

The tuple-antituple matching algorithm, for the proposed tuple/antituple structure,

takes an antituple as argument, and compares each antituple field with its apposite

paired tuple field to decide a match. For pairing, the lookup method of cuckoo hashing
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Proposed Tuple Structure 
 
 
 

 
            HT1       HT2 

     
h1(“MsgSeqNo”) 43    

   h2(“UserID”) “Trent” 
h1(“ChatRoom”) “Moody”  h2(“Msg”) “Welcome.” 
h1(“Emoticon”) ☺    

     
 

     E: h1 and h2 for HT1 and HT2, hostID, agentID, tupleID. 
 

 

 

 

Antituples: 

 

 

 

Antituple 1: <“UserID”,⎯> 
Fields included -  <“MsgSeqNo”,⎯> 
(“UserID”,⎯),(“MsgSeqNo”,⎯) <“ChatRoom”,⎯> 
(“ChatRoom”,⎯)  

  
  
Antituple 2: <“Sender”,“Trent”> 
Field included -   
(“Sender”,“Trent”)  

  
  
Antituple 3: <“UserID”,⎯> 
Fields included -  <“MsgSeqNo”,⎯> 
(“UserID”,⎯),(“MsgSeqNo”,⎯), <“ChatRoom”,“Moody”> 

(“ChatRoom”,“Moody”),(“Msg”,⎯) <“Msg”,⎯> 
 

 

Figure 3.11: Example of proposed tuple structure of CUTSMuHN platform.

Proposed Tuple Structure 
 
 
 

 
            HT1       HT2 

     
h1(“MsgSeqNo”) 43    

   h2(“UserID”) “Trent” 
h1(“ChatRoom”) “Moody”  h2(“Msg”) “Welcome.” 
h1(“Emoticon”) ☺    

     
 

     E: h1 and h2 for HT1 and HT2, hostID, agentID, tupleID. 
 

 

 

 

Antituples: 

 

 

 

Antituple 1: <“UserID”,⎯> 
Fields included -  <“MsgSeqNo”,⎯> 
(“UserID”,⎯),(“MsgSeqNo”,⎯) <“ChatRoom”,⎯> 
(“ChatRoom”,⎯)  

  
  
Antituple 2: <“Sender”,“Trent”> 
Field included -   
(“Sender”,“Trent”)  

  
  
Antituple 3: <“UserID”,⎯> 
Fields included -  <“MsgSeqNo”,⎯> 
(“UserID”,⎯),(“MsgSeqNo”,⎯), <“ChatRoom”,“Moody”> 

(“ChatRoom”,“Moody”),(“Msg”,⎯) <“Msg”,⎯> 
 

 Figure 3.12: Examples of proposed antituple structure of CUTSMuHN platform.

is invoked. The following example gives a better view of the proposed tuple/antituple

structure. Consider that a user wants to generate a tuple, comprising of the following five

fields: {(“UserID”, String, “Trent”), (“ChatRoom”, String, “Moody”), (“MsgSeqNo”,

Long, 43), (“Msg”, String, “Welcome.”), (“Emoticon”, Image, ©)}. Here, © denotes

a binary representation (like, an image file) of some emoticon. In the proposed tuple

structure, these fields become: {“Trent”, “Moody”, 43, “Welcome.”, ©} (note that this

particular tuple corresponds to index 3 of the tuple space in Figure 2.2). Once these fields

are inserted in HT1 and HT2, it has the structure as in Figure 3.11. For searching that

tuple, let another user creates several antituples of variable arity, shown in Figure 3.12.

From these figures, it is clear that antituple 1 and antituple 3 successfully lookup the

tuple shown in Figure 3.11, while antituple 2 cannot, as the field with Name “Sender”,

which is present in antituple 2, is not present in that tuple.

The benefits of the proposed tuple/antituple structure can be fully exploited if tuple
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space structure has also been simultaneously enhanced.

Proposed Tuple Space Structure

The objective of restructuring a tuple space is to place tuples efficiently within a tuple

space so as to lookup apposite tuples quickly, thereby expediting tuple space operations in

CUTSMuHN platform. This issue becomes significant with the unordered tuple/antituple

structure, as, unlike the ordered structure, not all tuples of a tuple space are apposite

to an antituple. As such, there is a good reason to identify those tuples that are by no

means apposite and are bound to mismatch during tuple-antituple matching operation.

In CUTSMuHN platform, an indexed tuple space structure is proposed that incor-

porates a modified form of ‘array subscripting’ to identify apposite tuples for a given

antituple. The key idea of the proposed tuple space structure is to index all tuples of a

tuple space based on their constituent field types. For this reason, a tuple space is parti-

tioned into two regions, viz. Preamble and Tuple Store. Preamble holds all index tables

corresponding to different constituent fields of all tuples present in tuple space, while

Tuple Store is the actual storehouse of these tuples. Each index table is a list of indices of

those tuples in Tuple Store, each of which contains at least one constituent field having

Name or Type identical/polymorphically-related to the index table name.

An index table is accessed either during tuple-antituple matching operation or while

withdrawing one/more sought tuples. For speeding up the access of dynamic set of

index tables, any hashing mechanism that handles dynamic (key, element) set can be

applied. The meta-data of all index tables are maintained in another table in Pream-

ble, called Meta index table. Meta index table can also use hashing, with name of the

index table as key, to improve its lookup process; it is also capable of dynamic resizing to

cope up with the changing set of index tables. Moreover, for faster access of tuple indices

within an index table for reading/withdrawal purposes, each index in the index table can

be hashed, based on its value as key, using similar hashing mechanism. The index tables

are also capable of dynamic resizing to manage the changing set of indices. Furthermore,

free spaces, resulting due to withdrawn tuples from Tuple Store and removed indices from

index tables, are handled by maintaining another table in Preamble, called Free List. It
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enlists all empty indices of Tuple Store. While inserting a new tuple, the Free List is

looked up for an empty index of the Tuple Store. Also, any index table can become

empty, once all tuple indices are removed from it. A periodic garbage collection mecha-

nism is, thus, employed to eventually remove the empty index tables from the Preamble.

For an easy understanding of the proposed tuple space structure, the earlier exam-

ple of chat applications is continued. Figure 3.13 shows the same snapshot of tuples

in the proposed tuple space structure, as shown in Figure 2.2 for existing structure

(note that tuples are projected here as a series of actual, for better understanding; ac-

tually, each of them has a structure as shown in Figure 3.11). Any single/bulk tuple-

reading/consuming primitive, using the antituple {(“UserID”, —), (“MsgSeqNo”, —)},

matches the tuples present in the set of apposite tuples (viz. tuples at positions 0, 1, 3, 4,

7, 9 and 10 in Figure 3.13), and accordingly returns single/multiple positively-matched

tuples as outcome. In this particular case, all apposite tuples match positively. From

these positively-matched tuples, in case of single primitives, one sought tuple is chosen

nondeterministically, as defined by [50]. Similarly, the tuples at positions 2, 5 and 8

are compared for the antituple {(“Sender”, —), (“Receiver”, —)}. If one sought tuple

is desired, it is subsequently chosen nondeterministically from them. Consequently, the

proposed tuple space structure not only follows the original behaviour of the tuple space

model, but also deals with selective tuple(s) of a tuple space that are apposite to given

antituple.

The next section presents the semantics of supported tuple space primitives that cope

up with the proposed tuple/antituple and tuple space structures of CUTSMuHN platform.

3.3.4 Tuple Space Primitives of CUTSMuHN

The semantics of different tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are defined as

follows.

• out: Figure 3.14 presents the semantics of out primitive. The out primitive invokes

the store method, shown in Figure 3.15, to look up an empty index of Tuple Store for

inserting the given tuple. In case the Free List is empty, given tuple is inserted at the
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Figure 3.13: A snapshot of proposed tuple space structure of CUTSMuHN platform,
showing tuples of chat applications.
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Algorithm 1: out

Input: Tuple t , tuple space T.
Output: Tuple space T.

begin
Call store(t), and return result to ind .
For each tuple field <VALUE> do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is not present in Meta index table M then

Create a new index table of name TypeVal in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.
Hash ind in index table TypeVal.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is not present in M then
Create a new index table of name Typename in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.

Hash ind in index table Typename.
end

end
Return T, containing given tuple t .

end

store(t)
Input: Tuple t .
Output: Index ind ′ of tuple space entry storing t .

begin
If Free List F is not empty then

ind ′ ← extract a free index from F .
Else

ind ′ ← index value to store at the rear end of Ts.
Insert t in Ts at index ind ′.
Return ind ′.

end

Algorithm 2: rdp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
Else

Return ε as sought tuple.
end

Figure 3.14: Primitive out of CUTSMuHN platform.

Algorithm 1: out

Input: Tuple t , tuple space T.
Output: Tuple space T.

begin
Call store(t), and return result to ind .
For each tuple field <VALUE> do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is not present in Meta index table M then

Create a new index table of name TypeVal in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.
Hash ind in index table TypeVal.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is not present in M then
Create a new index table of name Typename in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.

Hash ind in index table Typename.
end

end
Return T, containing given tuple t .

end

store(t)
Input: Tuple t .
Output: Index ind ′ of tuple space entry storing t .

begin
If Free List F is not empty then

ind ′ ← extract a free index from F .
Else

ind ′ ← index value to store at the rear end of Ts.
Insert t in Ts at index ind ′.
Return ind ′.

end

Algorithm 2: rdp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
Else

Return ε as sought tuple.
end

Figure 3.15: Method store, invoked by out primitive.

rear end of Tuple Store. This is followed by hashing of the index of inserted tuple in

all related index tables, viz. tables corresponding to names, types and possible subtypes

(i.e. polymorphic types) of each constituent field of that tuple. The method name,

invoked by out, returns the name and type of given actual ; other tuple space primitives

of CUTSMuHN platform has also used this method. Similarly, the method type returns

possible subtypes of given actual.

• outg: The semantics of outg primitive is simply the repetitive calls of out primitive

to store each tuple that is present in the input set of tuples. The number of repetitions

is same as arity of this input set.

• rdp: Figure 3.16 presents the semantics of rdp primitive. It invokes the lookupIndTab

method, shown in Figure 3.17, to find out all positively-matched tuples from the specified

index table. The lookupIndTab method scans the selective tuple indices of that table,

which are apposite, for comparison with given antituple. This method, in turn, calls the
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Algorithm 1: out

Input: Tuple t , tuple space T.
Output: Tuple space T.

begin
Call store(t), and return result to ind .
For each tuple field <VALUE> do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is not present in Meta index table M then

Create a new index table of name TypeVal in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.
Hash ind in index table TypeVal.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is not present in M then
Create a new index table of name Typename in Tp and enter its meta-data in M.

Hash ind in index table Typename.
end

end
Return T, containing given tuple t .

end

store(t)
Input: Tuple t .
Output: Index ind ′ of tuple space entry storing t .

begin
If Free List F is not empty then

ind ′ ← extract a free index from F .
Else

ind ′ ← index value to store at the rear end of Ts.
Insert t in Ts at index ind ′.
Return ind ′.

end

Algorithm 2: rdp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and return t as sought tuple.
Else

Return ε as sought tuple.
end

Figure 3.16: Primitive rdp of CUTSMuHN platform.

lookup method, shown in Figure 3.18, to determine a positive match. If the specified

index table is not present in Preamble, then the lookupIndTab method returns an empty

set of matched tuples, as no tuples of tuple space positively match given antituple.

• rdgp: Figure 3.19 presents the semantics of rdgp primitive. It is similar to the rdp

primitive of Figure 3.16, except that all sought tuples found inside a tuple space are

returned, instead of nondeterministically choosing one of the sought tuples.

• rd and rdg: These two primitives have the semantics similar to that of rdp and rdgp

primitives respectively, except that when the set of sought tuples are empty, rd and rdg

primitives register reactions in tuple spaces to return one/more non-NULL sought tuples,

as and when such tuples are available in that tuple space.

• inp: The semantics of inp primitive is presented in Figure 3.20. Its semantics is

similar to the rdp primitive except the withdrawal part, for which two additional steps

are included in the inp primitive. The method updateIndTab, shown in Figure 3.21, is

also included for same purpose. This method removes the index of each withdrawn tuple

from related index tables, and includes that index in the Free List to mark it as empty.

• ingp: Figure 3.22 presents the semantics of ingp primitive. It is similar to that

of inp primitive, except that all sought tuples found inside tuple space are withdrawn

and returned, instead of a nondeterministically chosen sought tuple. Also, for each

withdrawn tuple, its index is removed from related index tables in Preamble of tuple

space, and include that index in the Free List.
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Algorithm 4: inp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .
Return t as sought tuple.

S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in F .
Return t as sought tuple.

Else
Return ε as sought tuple.

end

lookupIndTab(TypeName, a)
Input: Type TypeName, antituple a.
Output: Set of sought tuples SotTuples.

begin
SotTuples ← ∅.
If an index table of name matching TypeName is not present in Meta index table M then

Return SotTuples.
While not all indices stored in index table TypeName have been read do

flag ← success.
ind ← read next index from TypeName.
t ← Ts

ind .
While flag = success do

Choose a field <FIELDNAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a that is not already chosen.
Call lookup(FIELDNAME, t), and return result to flag and VALUE.
If flag = success then

Apply matching conditions on VALUE and SEARCHVALUE,
and return result (success or failure) to flag.

end
If flag = success then

SotTuples ← SotTuples
⋃ {t , ind}.

end
Return SotTuples.

end

updateIndTab(t , ind)
Input: Tuple t , index of tuple space ind .
Output: Void.

begin
For each tuple field <VALUE> of t do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is present in Meta index table M then

Remove ind from index table TypeVal.
If index table TypeVal becomes empty then

Remove table TypeVal from Tp.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in the list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is present in M then
Remove ind from index table Typename.
If index table Typename becomes empty then

Remove table Typename from Tp.
end

end
end

lookup(NAME, t)
Input: Type NAME, tuple t .
Output: Boolean flag, tuple field actual VALUE or NULL.

begin
key ← NAME.
Obtain HT1, HT2, h1, and h2 from t .
If key = name(HT1[h1(key)]) then

Return success and HT1[h1(key)].
Elseif key = name(HT2[h2(key)]) then

Return success and HT2[h2(key)].
Else

Return failure and NULL.
end

Figure 3.17: Method lookupIndTab, invoked by rdp primitive.

Algorithm 4: inp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .
Return t as sought tuple.

S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in F .
Return t as sought tuple.

Else
Return ε as sought tuple.

end

lookupIndTab(TypeName, a)
Input: Type TypeName, antituple a.
Output: Set of sought tuples SotTuples.

begin
SotTuples ← ∅.
If an index table of name matching TypeName is not present in Meta index table M then

Return SotTuples.
While not all indices stored in index table TypeName have been read do

flag ← success.
ind ← read next index from TypeName.
t ← Ts

ind .
While flag = success do

Choose a field <FIELDNAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a that is not already chosen.
Call lookup(FIELDNAME, t), and return result to flag and VALUE.
If flag = success then

Apply matching conditions on VALUE and SEARCHVALUE,
and return result (success or failure) to flag.

end
If flag = success then

SotTuples ← SotTuples
⋃ {t , ind}.

end
Return SotTuples.

end

updateIndTab(t , ind)
Input: Tuple t , index of tuple space ind .
Output: Void.

begin
For each tuple field <VALUE> of t do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is present in Meta index table M then

Remove ind from index table TypeVal.
If index table TypeVal becomes empty then

Remove table TypeVal from Tp.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in the list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is present in M then
Remove ind from index table Typename.
If index table Typename becomes empty then

Remove table Typename from Tp.
end

end
end

lookup(NAME, t)
Input: Type NAME, tuple t .
Output: Boolean flag, tuple field actual VALUE or NULL.

begin
key ← NAME.
Obtain HT1, HT2, h1, and h2 from t .
If key = name(HT1[h1(key)]) then

Return success and HT1[h1(key)].
Elseif key = name(HT2[h2(key)]) then

Return success and HT2[h2(key)].
Else

Return failure and NULL.
end

Figure 3.18: Method lookup, invoked by lookupIndTab method.

• in and ing: The semantics of these two primitives are similar to that of inp and ingp

primitives respectively, except that in the case of empty set of sought tuples, in and ing

primitives also register reactions in tuple space so that some non-NULL sought tuples are

eventually withdrawn and returned, once such tuples become available in tuple spaces.

3.4 Analysis of Tuple Space Coordination of CUTSMuHN

The time complexity analyses of tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are

required to manifest efficiency of its tuple space model in comparison to existing TSMM

platforms. The different symbols used in these analyses are listed in Table 3.1. It is to
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Algorithm 3: rdgp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Set of sought tuples S or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

S ← Ts; return S as the set of multiple sought tuples.
S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Return S as the set of multiple sought tuples.
Else

Return ε as sought tuple.
end

Figure 3.19: Primitive rdgp of CUTSMuHN platform.

Table 3.1: Symbols used in analyzing tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform.

Symbols Meaning

m Number of tuples present inside tuple space

n̂ Average tuple arity

α Load factor of ‘Meta index table’; due to process of resizing
value of α is limited to 1, i.e. 0 < α < 1

ρ Average degree of subtyping for a tuple;
typical values of ρ range from 1 to 5

m′ Number of input tuples (in case of outg primitive)

n′ Arity of input antituple (for tuple-reading/consuming primitives)

m̄ Number of positively-matched tuples in any tuple-reading/consuming operation

ι Number of entries of any particular ‘index table’ that is looked upon

be noted here that in these analyses, any form of ‘c’ is used to define a constant, viz. c1,

c2, . . . , c20, ć, c̀, c̄, cs, ch, ct, cl, cr, c′′ etc. represent some form of constants.

3.4.1 Time Complexities of out & outg of CUTSMuHN

The time complexity analysis of out primitive of CUTSMuHN platform is based on its

algorithm, which is shown in Figure 3.14. The symbols involved in this analysis, viz. n̂,

α and ρ, are already declared in Table 3.1. The first statement of out primitive calls

the store method, which is shown in Figure 3.15. As visible in this figure, the “If-Else”
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Algorithm 4: inp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .
Return t as sought tuple.

S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in F .
Return t as sought tuple.

Else
Return ε as sought tuple.

end

lookupIndTab(TypeName, a)
Input: Type TypeName, antituple a.
Output: Set of sought tuples SotTuples.

begin
SotTuples ← ∅.
If an index table of name matching TypeName is not present in Meta index table M then

Return SotTuples.
While not all indices stored in index table TypeName have been read do

flag ← success.
ind ← read next index from TypeName.
t ← Ts

ind .
While flag = success do

Choose a field <FIELDNAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a that is not already chosen.
Call lookup(FIELDNAME, t), and return result to flag and VALUE.
If flag = success then

Apply matching conditions on VALUE and SEARCHVALUE,
and return result (success or failure) to flag.

end
If flag = success then

SotTuples ← SotTuples
⋃ {t , ind}.

end
Return SotTuples.

end

updateIndTab(t , ind)
Input: Tuple t , index of tuple space ind .
Output: Void.

begin
For each tuple field <VALUE> of t do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is present in Meta index table M then

Remove ind from index table TypeVal.
If index table TypeVal becomes empty then

Remove table TypeVal from Tp.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in the list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is present in M then
Remove ind from index table Typename.
If index table Typename becomes empty then

Remove table Typename from Tp.
end

end
end

lookup(NAME, t)
Input: Type NAME, tuple t .
Output: Boolean flag, tuple field actual VALUE or NULL.

begin
key ← NAME.
Obtain HT1, HT2, h1, and h2 from t .
If key = name(HT1[h1(key)]) then

Return success and HT1[h1(key)].
Elseif key = name(HT2[h2(key)]) then

Return success and HT2[h2(key)].
Else

Return failure and NULL.
end

Figure 3.20: Primitive inp of CUTSMuHN platform.

block, and tuple insertion as well as index return of the store method take constant

amounts of execution time, which result in a constant execution time for the store

method itself (say, cs). So, the first statement of out primitive takes constant time cs.

Next in the algorithm of out is the “For” block that repeats for n̂ times to assess each

case of constituent tuple field. The first statement inside the “For” block takes constant

time (say, c1). The second statement is a “If” block, whose condition is evaluated in

(ch + c̄α) amount of time. This is due to the fact that while evaluating the condition of

“If”, hashing is first required (that is assumed to be over by constant time ch) and then

lookup is followed in Meta index table (which is assumed to take some time c̄α, where c̄

is a constant). The consequent (i.e. truth) statement of this “If” block takes constant

execution time of (ct + ch), where ct is the time to create a new index table in Preamble.

The third and fourth statements of “For” block also take constant time (say, ch and c2

respectively). Lastly, there ia a nested “For” loop that repeats ρ times to handle each

subtype of the indicated value. The first statement inside the inner “For” loop is again

a “If” block, which is similar to the “If” block of outer “For” loop. So, it also takes

(ch + c̄α) time to evaluate the condition and (ct + ch) time to execute the consequent

statement. The last statement in the inner “For” loop takes constant time ch. Finally,
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Algorithm 4: inp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Sought tuple t or NULL tuple ε.

begin
If arity of a = 0 then

Choose a tuple t from Ts nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .
Return t as sought tuple.

S ← ∅.
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

Choose a tuple t from S nondeterministically, and keep its index in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in F .
Return t as sought tuple.

Else
Return ε as sought tuple.

end

lookupIndTab(TypeName, a)
Input: Type TypeName, antituple a.
Output: Set of sought tuples SotTuples.

begin
SotTuples ← ∅.
If an index table of name matching TypeName is not present in Meta index table M then

Return SotTuples.
While not all indices stored in index table TypeName have been read do

flag ← success.
ind ← read next index from TypeName.
t ← Ts

ind .
While flag = success do

Choose a field <FIELDNAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a that is not already chosen.
Call lookup(FIELDNAME, t), and return result to flag and VALUE.
If flag = success then

Apply matching conditions on VALUE and SEARCHVALUE,
and return result (success or failure) to flag.

end
If flag = success then

SotTuples ← SotTuples
⋃ {t , ind}.

end
Return SotTuples.

end

updateIndTab(t , ind)
Input: Tuple t , index of tuple space ind .
Output: Void.

begin
For each tuple field <VALUE> of t do

TypeVal ← name(VALUE).
If an index table of name matching TypeVal is present in Meta index table M then

Remove ind from index table TypeVal.
If index table TypeVal becomes empty then

Remove table TypeVal from Tp.
PolymorphicTypesVal ← type(VALUE).
For each type Typename present in the list PolymorphicTypesVal do

If an index table of name matching Typename is present in M then
Remove ind from index table Typename.
If index table Typename becomes empty then

Remove table Typename from Tp.
end

end
end

lookup(NAME, t)
Input: Type NAME, tuple t .
Output: Boolean flag, tuple field actual VALUE or NULL.

begin
key ← NAME.
Obtain HT1, HT2, h1, and h2 from t .
If key = name(HT1[h1(key)]) then

Return success and HT1[h1(key)].
Elseif key = name(HT2[h2(key)]) then

Return success and HT2[h2(key)].
Else

Return failure and NULL.
end

Figure 3.21: Method updateIndTab, invoked by inp primitive.

the last statement of out primitive takes constant time c3. Collectively, the execution

time of out primitive, after simplification, becomes O(n̂), which is shown in the following.

cs + n̂
(
c1 + (ch + c̄α) + (ct + ch) + ch + c2 + ρ

(
(ch + c̄α) + (ct + ch) + ch

))
+ c3

= k1n̂+ c̄αn̂+ k2ρn̂+ c̄αρn̂+ cs + c3

where k1 = (c1 + c2 + 3ch + ct) and k2 = (3ch + ct)

=O(n̂+ αn̂+ ρn̂+ αρn̂), removing constant addends and constant multipliers

=O(αρn̂) = O(ρn̂), ignoring lower-order terms and insignificant multipliers

=O(n̂), ignoring ρ, as it typically varies from 1 to 5 (3.1)

The time complexity of outg primitive of CUTSMuHN platform can be determined

by including the number of tuples given as input (i.e. m′) in the time complexity of out

primitive of Equation (3.1). In other words, the time complexity of outg primitive can

be shown to be O(m′n̂).

3.4.2 Time Complexities of rdp, rdgp, rd & rdg of CUTSMuHN

The time complexity analysis of rdp primitive of CUTSMuHN platform is also based on

its algorithm that is given in Figure 3.16. For this analysis, n′, ρ and ι carry their usual
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Algorithm 5: ingp

Input: Antituple a, tuple space T.
Output: Set of sought tuples S or NULL tuple ε.

begin
S ← ∅.
If arity of a = 0 then

S ← Ts.
For each tuple t present in S do

Keep index of t in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .

end
Return S as the set of multiple sought tuples.

end
Choose a field <NAME, SEARCHVALUE> from a.
Call lookupIndTab(NAME, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

PolymorphicTypes ← type(NAME).
For each type Typename present in list PolymorphicTypes do

Call lookupIndTab(Typename, a), and return result to SoughtTuples.
S ← S

⋃
SoughtTuples.

end
If S 6= ∅ then

For each tuple t present in S do
Keep index of t in ind .
Call updateIndTab(t , ind) to remove ind from related index tables.
Store ind as free index in Free List F .

end
Return S as the set of multiple sought tuples.

Else
Return ε as sought tuple.

end

Figure 3.22: Primitive ingp of CUTSMuHN platform.

meaning (mentioned in Table 3.1). Also, c̄α is the lookup time in Meta index table.

The first statement of rdp is a “If” block, conditioned on arity of given antituple. The

condition is evaluated in constant time (say, c1). However, the statement inside this “If”

block is not part of the worst-case and expected-case analyses, as it is an exit statement.

The next statement of rdp resets the output set of sought tuples in another constant

time c2. The following statement selects a field of given antituple, which is done in some

constant time c3. The time of these three statements is aggregated to (c1 + c2 + c3). The

subsequent statement is the call of lookupIndTab method, which is given in Figure 3.17.

The lookupIndTab method, in turn, invokes lookup method shown in Figure 3.18. Their

time analyses are necessary for the analysis of rdp.

The lookupIndTab method starts with a reset statement concerning one of its vari-

able, which is evaluated in a constant amount of time, say c4. The next statement in this

method is a “If” block, whose condition is evaluated in (ch + c̄α) amount of time, like

the preceding case in Section 3.4.1. The statement inside this “If” block is not part of

the worst-case and expected-case analyses, since it is an exit statement. After the “If”
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block, there is a nested “While” block, whose outer loop is to be repeated for ι times.

The first statement inside the outer “While” block takes a constant time c5, while the

second statement takes the constant (ch + c′) time. The third statement of this outer

loop also takes a constant time, say c6. Next is the inner “While” loop, which is repeated

n′ times. The condition of this loop additionally takes a constant time c7 for each repeti-

tion. Inside the inner “While” loop, the first statement takes a constant time of c8, while

the second statement calls the lookup method. All the statements of lookup method

execute in constant time, and thus it is considered to take a overall constant time, say

cl (where, cl = cl1 + cl2 + ch1 + ch2 + cl3). The last statement of the inner “While”

loop of lookupIndTab method is another “If” block, whose condition and consequent

statement are evaluated in constant time c9 and c10 respectively. The last statement of

outer “While” loop is also an “If” block, whose condition as well as consequent statement

take constant time c11 and c12 respectively. Finally, the last statement of lookupIndTab

method is a return statement, which is evaluated in a constant time c13. So, the overall

time complexity of lookupIndTab method becomes:

c4 + ch + c̄α + ι
(
c5 + ch + c′ + c6 + n′

(
c7 + c8 + cl + c9 + c10

)
+ c11 + c12

)
+ c13

= k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n
′) (3.2)

where, k3 = (c4 + ch + c13), k4 = (c5 + ch + c′ + c6 + c11 + c12), and

k5 = (c7 + c8 + cl + c9 + c10)

Continuing with the time analysis of rdp primitive, the two subsequent statements

after the call of lookupIndTab method are completed in some constant time c14 and c15

respectively. The following is a “For” loop that repeats ρ times to handle each subtype of

the determined value, similar to the complexity analysis of out primitive in Section 3.4.1.

The first statement inside this “For” loop again calls the lookupIndTab method, which

is evaluated according to Equation (3.2). The only remaining statement inside the “For”

loop is evaluated in a constant time c14. The last statement of rdp is an “If-Else” block,

whose condition is evaluated in another constant time c16. The consequent part of the

“If-Else” block takes some constant time cr (which takes into account the use of a random
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algorithm to select a tuple from the set of tuples), whereas the alternative (i.e. false) part

takes a constant time c′′. It is to be noted here that cr > c′′. So, the aggregate execu-

tion time of rdp primitive, after simplification, becomes O(n′ι), as shown in the following.

c1 + c2 + c3 + k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n
′) + c14 + c15 + ρ

(
k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n

′) + c14

)

+ c16 + cr = k6 + c̄α + k4ι+ k5n
′ι+ k7ρ+ c̄αρ+ k4ιρ+ k5n

′ιρ

where, k6 = (c1 + c2 + c3 + k3 + c14 + c15 + c16 + cr) and k7 = k3 + c14

=O(α + ι+ n′ι+ ρ+ αρ+ ιρ+ n′ιρ), removing constant addends and multipliers

=O(n′ιρ), ignoring lower-order terms and insignificant multipliers

=O(n′ι), ignoring ρ as it typically varies from 1 to 5 (3.3)

The time complexity of rdgp primitive of CUTSMuHN platform can be similarly shown

to be asymptotically same as that of the time complexity of rdp, i.e. O(n′ι). During the

time complexity analyses of rd and rdg primitives, the waiting time due to reactions,

which are registered in absence of sought tuples, are ignored. Consequently, the time

complexities of rd and rdg primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are asymptotically same

as that of the time complexities of rdp and rdgp, viz. O(n′ι).

3.4.3 Time Complexities of inp, ingp, in & ing of CUTSMuHN

The time complexity analysis of inp primitive of CUTSMuHN platform is also based

on its algorithm shown in Figure 3.20. Since the algorithms of inp and rdp are much

similar, the steps of analysis of inp closely follows that of rdp. So, for this analysis, n′

is considered to be the arity of input antituple to inp. Also, ρ is the average degree of

subtyping for a tuple in the proposed tuple space structure, whereas n̂ is the average

tuple arity. Additionally, c̄α still denotes the lookup time in Meta index table, while ι is

considered to be the number of entries of any particular index table that is looked up.

The first statement of inp is a “If” block, which is conditioned on the arity of given

antituple and is evaluated in a constant time c1. Also, the statements inside this “If”
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block are part of exit statements and are not considered in this analysis. The follow-

ing statement of inp is evaluated in constant time c2. The next statement selects a

field of given antituple in a constant time c3. The subsequent statement is the call of

lookupIndTab method of Figure 3.17, which is evaluated in
(
k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n

′)
)

according to Equation (3.2). The next two statements after the call of lookupIndTab

method are completed in constant time c14 and c15 respectively. The following “For” loop

repeats ρ times to complete in ρ
(
k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n

′) + c14

)
, same as the “For” loop

in rdp. The last statement of inp is the “If-Else” block, whose condition is evaluated in

a constant time c16. The consequent part of this block comprises of several statements,

viz. (i) the statement that uses a random algorithm to select a tuple from the set of

tuples and takes some constant time cr, (ii) the call to updateIndTab method, which is

given in Figure 3.21 and is analyzed next, and (iii) the two subsequent statements that

take constant time of c̄h and c20. Whereas the alternative part takes a constant time c′′

and is ignored compared to the consequent part of this block.

The updateIndTab method comprises of an external “For” loop, which repeats for n̂

times. Inside this loop, the first statement evaluates in a constant time c17. The next

statement is an “If” block, whose condition is evaluated in (ch + c̄α), like the analysis in

Section 3.4.1. The first consequent statement of this “If” block takes constant execution

time of (c′h + ć). This is because, hashing is first required to locate ind in index table

and is assumed to be over by a constant time c′h. The last consequent statement of this

“If” block is a nested “If” block, whose condition is evaluated in some constant time

c18. The only consequent statement of the inner “If” block is evaluated in a constant

time (c′′h + c̀), as it also involves a hashing mechanism. The third statement of the outer

“For” loop is completed in a constant time c19. Lastly, there ia a nested “For” loop that

repeats ρ times to handle each subtype. The statement inside the inner “For” loop is a

nested “If” block, which is completed in (ch + c̄α+ c′h + ć+ c18 + c′′h + c̀). So, the overall

time complexity of updateIndTab method becomes:

n̂
(
c17 + ch + c̄α + c′h + ć+ c18 + c′′h + c̀+ c19 + ρ(ch + c̄α + c′h + ć+ c18 + c′′h + c̀)

)

= n̂
(
k8 + c̄α + c̄αρ+ k9ρ

)
(3.4)
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where, k8 = (c17 + ch + c′h + ć+ c18 + c′′h + c̀+ c19) and

k9 = (ch + c′h + ć+ c18 + c′′h + c̀)

Consequently, the aggregate execution time of inp primitive, after simplification, be-

comes O(n′ι), as shown in the following.

c1 + c2 + c3 + k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n
′) + c14 + c15 + ρ

(
k3 + c̄α + ι(k4 + k5n

′) + c14

)

+ c16 + cr + n̂
(
k8 + c̄α + c̄αρ+ k9ρ

)
+ c̄h + c20

= k10 + c̄α + k4ι+ k5n
′ι+ k7ρ+ c̄αρ+ k4ιρ+ k5n

′ιρ+ k8n̂+ c̄αn̂+ ρc̄αn̂+ k9ρn̂

where, k10 = (c1 + c2 + c3 + k3 + c14 + c15 + c16 + cr + c̄h + c20) and k7 = k3 + c14

=O(α + ι+ n′ι+ ρ+ αρ+ ρι+ ρn′ι+ n̂+ αn̂+ αρn̂+ ρn̂)

removing constant addends and constant multipliers

=O
(
ρ(n′ι+ n̂)

)
, ignoring lower-order terms and insignificant multipliers

=O(n′ι), ignoring ρ as it typically varies from 1 to 5, and n̂ as n̂ < n′ι (3.5)

The time complexity of ingp primitive of CUTSMuHN platform can be similarly shown

to be O(n′ι + n̂m̄). Like the analyses of rd and rdg primitives, the waiting time due

to reactions in case of in and ing primitives are also ignored. Consequently, the time

complexities of in and ing primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are asymptotically same as

that of the time complexities of inp and ingp, viz. O(n′ι) and O(n′ι+ n̂m̄) respectively.

3.4.4 Space Complexity of Tuple Spaces of CUTSMuHN

The space complexity of the proposed tuple space structure of CUTSMuHN platform

(presented in Section 3.3.3) is O(mn̂). This can be argued as follows. In the proposed

tuple structure, the space overhead of HT1 and HT2 together in each tuple is 2(n̂ + 1),

whereas that of E is a constant (say, K). So, the Tuple Store has a space complexity of

m(2n̂ + K + 2) = (2mn̂ + K ′m) for storing m tuples having average tuple arity of n̂,

where K ′ = K + 2. The total number of entries from all index tables together is K ′′mn̂
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(considering polymorphism), while Meta index table contributes K ′′′mn̂ entries, where

K ′′ and K ′′′ are constants. The overhead of Free List is independent of the number of

tuples in tuple space and can be considered as constant K̄. Thus, the space complexity

of proposed tuple space structure of CUTSMuHN platform becomes:

(2mn̂+K ′m) +K ′′mn̂+K ′′′mn̂+ K̄ = (K ′′ +K ′′′ + 2)mn̂+K ′m+ K̄

=O(mn̂+m), removing constant addends and constant multipliers

=O(mn̂), ignoring lower-order term m, as n̂ ≥ 1 (3.6)

Thus, the space complexity of proposed tuple space structure is asymptotically similar

to that of the space complexity of tuple spaces of existing TSMM platforms.

3.4.5 Message Complexity of CUTSMuHN

The analyses of message overhead complexities are required to justify that the proposed

approaches (viz. the notion of decoupling as well as the consistency handling mecha-

nisms) in CUTSMuHN have reduced its network overhead. Since, the message overhead

complexities due to tuple-consuming primitives have more effect than any other tuple

space primitive, their analyses are presented in this section. The message overhead for

multi-destined invokes of in and inp primitives are first determined, followed by ing

and ingp primitives. The message overhead complexities of tuple-producing/reading

primitives can be similarly analyzed. The different symbols used in these analyses are

listed in Table 3.2.

In case of the multi-destined invoke of in primitive, the number of messages carry-

ing antituple to (inter-host) target agents is r (where r is the number of target agents

chosen by reference agent for the multi-destined tuple space operation). In absence of

any positively-matched tuples, the reactions are registered in each of the designated tar-

get agents, and the information about these reaction registrations are transmitted back

to reference agent. The number of messages carrying such information is at most r.
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Table 3.2: Symbols used in analyzing message overhead complexities of proposed consis-
tency handling mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform.

Symbols Meaning

r Number of (inter-host) target agents chosen for any multi-destined tuple space operation

r′ Number of target agents in any multi-destined probe operation, which have
positively-matched tuples and responded with them back to reference agent

¯̄m Average number of positively-matched tuples returned by any target agent
in any multi-destined tuple-reading/consuming operation

p Number of unsuccessful “invokes” (where, no matching tuples exist in all designated
target agents) in any probe tuple-reading/consuming operation

From all designated target agents, the number of response messages carrying positively-

matched tuples to reference agent is at most ¯̄mr (assuming that each message carries a

single tuple). Here, ¯̄m is the average number of positively-matched tuples returned by

any target agent in any tuple-reading/consuming operation. For each response message,

another message, containing either ack-tuple or nack-tuple, is sent back to the respective

target agent. The number of such messages is also at most ¯̄mr. Combinedly, the message

overhead of invoking multi-destined in primitive for r target agents becomes at most:

r + r + ¯̄mr + ¯̄mr = 2( ¯̄m+ 1)r (3.7)

However, the complexity analysis for multi-destined invoke of inp primitive is differ-

ent. Unless the target agents possess positively-matched tuples, they respond with NULL

tuples. Such invokes turn out to be unsuccessful for inp primitive3. Assuming p num-

ber of unsuccessful invokes, the number of messages carrying antituple to target agents

during unsuccessful invokes is pr, whereas the number of response messages carrying

NULL tuples back to reference agent during these invokes is also pr. In case of the

successful invoke, considering that only r′ out of r target agents (where, r′ ≤ r) have

positively-matched tuples, they only respond back with those matched tuples, while the

remaining agents send back NULL tuples. So, the number of messages carrying anti-

tuple to target agents during successful invoke is r, whereas the number of response

3The notion of unsuccessful invokes can be similarly observed in other probe tuple-reading/consuming primitives.
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messages carrying positively-matched tuples back to reference agent is ¯̄mr′ and number

of messages carrying NULL tuples this time is (r − r′). Also, the number of messages,

containing ack/nack-tuples, from reference agent to target agents (which have responded

with positively-matched tuples) is ¯̄mr′. Combinedly, the message overhead of invoking

multi-destined inp primitive for r target agents becomes:

pr + pr + r + ¯̄mr′ + r − r′ + ¯̄mr′ = 2(p+ 1)r + (2 ¯̄m− 1)r′ (3.8)

The process of determining the message overhead for multi-destined invokes of ing

and ingp primitives are more or less alike. For instance, in case of ing primitive, all

positively-matched tuples from designated tuple spaces are received via response mes-

sages like in primitive. However, no nack-tuples are sent back by reference agent to

responded target agents. Instead, only ack-tuples are sent back through those messages.

So, the message overhead of invoking multi-destined ing primitive for r target agents

becomes at most:

r + r + ¯̄mr + ¯̄mr = 2( ¯̄m+ 1)r (3.9)

For the case of multi-destined invokes of ingp primitive, the analysis is similar to that of

inp primitive. Apart from the similarity in unsuccessful probes, in case of the successful

probe, all positively-matched tuples are received from r′ target agents. However, only the

ack-tuples are sent back to them. So, the message overhead of invoking multi-destined

ingp primitive for r target agents becomes:

pr + pr + r + ¯̄mr′ + r − r′ + ¯̄mr′ = 2(p+ 1)r + (2 ¯̄m− 1)r′ (3.10)

The preceding complexity analyses of the metrics associated with tuple space coordi-

nation are used in the next section for a comparative evaluation of CUTSMuHN platform

with the existing TSMM platforms.
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3.5 Comparative Analysis

Even though the existing TSMM platforms (reported in Chapter 2) support different

dimensions of decoupling individually in their tuple space coordination, few of them sup-

port these dimensions of decoupling together. In fact, many TSMM platforms provide

tighter coupling between interacting agents, as they are not been able to achieve com-

plete synchronization decoupling of tuple space coordination. Moreover, these TSMM

platforms have not incorporated any consistency handling mechanism, even though they

support multi-destined remote tuple space operations in unreliable environments. These

platforms also have limitations in their tuple/antituple and tuple space structures, which

reduce their performances.

Compared to existing TSMM platforms, CUTSMuHN platform improves the nature of

tuple space coordination in several aspects. (1) CUTSMuHN platform achieves complete

synchronization decoupling, as it provides the proposed notion of entire time-decoupling

of every interaction of coordinating agents. After including the proposed consistency han-

dling mechanisms in agent interactions, CUTSMuHN platform is able to handle the unre-

liability issues in data transmission and dynamic circumstances arising due to device mo-

bility, which, in turn, improves robustness of its tuple space coordination. Moreover, re-

duced network overhead in the proposed consistency handling mechanisms also improves

efficiency of CUTSMuHN platform. (2) The enhancements in proposed tuple/antituple

and tuple space structures of CUTSMuHN platform improve the performances of different

tuple space operations, as well as support wide spectrum of dynamic applications, which,

in turn, makes it simple, versatile, efficient and scalable in its coordination.

Table 3.3 compares the performances of CUTSMuHN platform with existing TSMM

platforms, particularly LIMONE, EgoSpaces and LIME. These three platforms are con-

sidered to be the representatives of other existing TSMM platforms, and they are the

close contenders of CUTSMuHN platform. It is revealed from Table 3.3 that —

• CUTSMuHN platform is more robust compared to existing TSMM platforms due to

its support for a new dimension of decoupling (resulting in complete synchronization

decoupling) and new consistency handling mechanisms. Also, it is more efficient

compared to others due to reduced network overhead of its consistency mechanisms.
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• CUTSMuHN platform provides the unordered tuple/antituple structure, which makes

it simple but versatile like other TSMM platforms having the unordered structure.

Also, it incorporates the indexed tuple space structure having space complexity of

tuple spaces asymptotically similar to that of existing TSMM platforms.

• Indexed tuple space structure of CUTSMuHN platform makes it more efficient and

scalable by improving performances of tuple space coordination. In fact, perfor-

mances of tuple-reading/consuming operations improves manyfold, which have sig-

nificant impacts in comparison to performances of tuple-producing operations. Con-

sidering the fact that tuple-producing operations occur less often compared to tuple-

reading/consuming operations in most applications, overall performance enhance-

ment of the tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform has found to be substantial.

• The message complexities of CUTSMuHN platform are better than the existing

TSMM platforms. The cases, where message complexities are comparable, are

justified by the fact that CUTSMuHN platform introduces an additional level of

messaging to reduce the periods of suspension of the blocking primitives (as shown

in Figure 3.2(a)).

3.6 Conclusion

The existing dimensions of decoupling in tuple space coordination of TSMM platforms

have certain shortcomings in dynamic environments. In particular, synchronization de-

coupling in tuple space coordination has turned out to be partial in nature. This chapter

has proposed an additional dimension of decoupling in tuple space coordination, that

augments the existing (partial) synchronization decoupling to achieve complete synchro-

nization decoupling in TSMM platforms. This chapter has also proposed new consistency

handling mechanisms to achieve OUT-consistency and IN-consistency in multi-destined

tuple space coordination in unreliable environments. Moreover, this chapter has pro-

posed enhancements to the existing tuple/antituple and tuple space structures, which

radically impact efficiency of TSMM platform. Combining the benefits of these contri-

butions, this chapter has concluded that CUTSMuHN platform improves the nature of
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Table 3.3: Comparison of tuple space coordination of CUTSMuHN platform with existing
TSMM platforms.

Coordination Attributes CUTSMuHN
Existing TSMM platforms

LIMONE EgoSpaces LIME

Proposed Dimension of
Supported No No No

Decoupling

Complete Synchronization
Supported Partial Partial Partial

Decoupling

Response Atomicity of Blocking
Relaxed Strict Strict Strict

Tuple-Consuming Primitive

Nature of Consistency 3-way 4-way 5/7-way 5-way

Nature of Tuple/Antituple
Unordered Unordered Unordered Ordered

structure

Nature of Tuple Space structure Indexed Sequential Sequential Sequential

Nature of Tuple/Antituple
Apposite

Apposite & Apposite & Apposite &
comparison Non-apposite Non-apposite Non-apposite

Space complexity of Tuple Space O(mn̂) O(mn̂) O(mn̂) O(mn̂)
Original nature of Tuple

Yes No No No
Space primitives followed

Time complexity of
Tuple Space Primitives:

out O(n̂) O(1) O(1) O(1)
outg O(m′n̂) O(m′) O(m′) O(m′)
rdp O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
rdgp O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
rd O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
rdg O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
inp O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
ingp O(n′ι+ n̂m̄) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
in O(n′ι) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)
ing O(n′ι+ n̂m̄) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂) O(n′mn̂)

Message complexity of multi-
destined Tuple Space Primitives:

in 2( ¯̄m+ 1)r 4r 3r + 2 5r
inp 2(p+ 1)r+ 2(p+ 1)r (2p+ 7)r 2(p+ 1)r

(2 ¯̄m− 1)r′ +2r′ +2 +2r′

ing 2( ¯̄m+ 1)r (3 ¯̄m+ 1)r (3 ¯̄m+ 2)r (3 ¯̄m+ 2)r
ingp 2(p+ 1)r+ 2(p+ 1)r+ (2p+ 7)r+ 2(p+ 1)r+

(2 ¯̄m− 1)r′ (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′ (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′ (3 ¯̄m− 1)r′
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tuple space coordination in many aspects. However, there is a need to support the tuple

space coordination of CUTSMuHN platform over multiple heterogeneous underlying net-

works to benefit the end-users. The next chapter focuses on the approaches to resolve

heterogeneity of underlying networks.
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Chapter 4

Discovery and Communication of
CUTSMuHN

4.1 Introduction

An important objective of developing CUTSMuHN platform is to provide “ubiquity” to

the wide variety of activities of end-users through different mobile applications. Any

such application, depending on its design and applicability, may have to execute over

different types of networks (wired or wireless) having diverged characteristics. Develop-

ing a single TSMM (like, CUTSMuHN ) to resolve heterogeneity of multiple underlying

networks is challenging, due to the disparate nature of each network. Each type of wired

network is broadly distinguishable from the other one. This is also true with wireless

networks. Apart from being mobile, dynamic and unreliable, each wireless network has

some distinct intrinsic properties that are radically different from other wireless networks.

So, designing a single TSMM platform to withstand multiple heterogeneous underlying

networks is difficult. This is the reason why existing TSMM platforms, like TSpaces,

JavaSpaces, LIME, LIMONE, EgoSpaces, PageSpace, L2imbo, TuCSoN, MARS, TOTA

etc., focus on specific underlying networks, viz. wired network or ad hoc network. These

shortcomings of existing TSMM platforms are overcome in this chapter by integrating

additional discovery and communication functionalities in CUTSMuHN platform, which

facilitates complete synchronization decoupling of its mobile applications over multiple

heterogeneous networks.

95
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4.2 Heterogeneity in Underlying Networks of CUTSMuHN

The recent research advancements in wireless communication technologies and mobile/

portable computing devices enable the end-users to operate their mobile applications in

different types of networks. This leads to underlying heterogeneity for mobile middle-

ware platforms (like CUTSMuHN ) running in mobile/portable devices of end-users. This

chapter focuses on different types of wireless networks, which CUTSMuHN platform sup-

ports for its end-user’s applications. These networks include Infrastructure Basic Service

Set, Independent Basic Service Set, and Heterogeneous Mobile Ad hoc Network. The

following sections briefly overview these networks.

4.2.1 Infrastructure Basic Service Set

Infrastructure Basic Service Set (iBSS) [60] is a form of IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area

Network, which comprises of a Distribution System (DS) and multiple connected Basic

Service Sets (BSS), as shown in Figure 4.1. Typically, iBSS allows three distinct nature

of devices as its building blocks, viz. stationary devices, mobile devices and access points.

The stationary devices operate within the DS, while mobile devices are limited within

Basic Service Set 1

Basic Service Set N

Access Point

Access Point

Distribution System

Mobile
Device

Mobile
Device

Mobile
Device

Mobile Device

Stationary
   Device

Stationary Device

Legends.

: Wired Link

: Wireless Link

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of different components of iBSS.
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Figure 4.2: Connectivity of different hosts of CUTSMuHN over iBSS.

each Basic Service Area (BSA) of BSS. Only the access points are positioned at both DS

as well as BSA simultaneously to arbitrate between them. In other words, the stationary

devices are provided with only wired network connectivity, whereas mobile devices are

only having wireless network connectivity. The access points act as “mediator” either

between a pair of mobile devices, or between a mobile device and a stationary device, as

it contains both wired and wireless network interfaces.

Accordingly, three categories of hosts are earmarked in CUTSMuHN platform for sup-

porting its deployment over iBSS, viz. stationary host (SH), mobile host (MH) and

access point (AP). The agents of different applications can be present in stationary host

and/or mobile host only; no agents are allowed to be executed in access point. Figure 4.2

presents the connectivity pattern among different category of hosts of CUTSMuHN plat-

form over iBSS; stationary hosts and access points are connected through wired network

connectivity of DS, while mobile hosts are connected through wireless network connec-

tivity to associated access points in BSA. A possibility is also considered in this scenario,

where a mobile host can move out of the BSA cluster into “no network” or “void” zone,

making it standalone and disabling its communication functionality.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of different components of IBSS.
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Figure 4.4: Connectivity of different hosts of CUTSMuHN platform over IBSS.

4.2.2 Independent Basic Service Set

Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) [60] is also another form of IEEE 802.11 Wireless

Local Area Network. However, unlike iBSS, it comprises of multiple disjoint BSSs and

allows only one nature of devices, viz. mobile devices, as shown in Figure 4.3. The mobile

devices are those devices with wireless network connectivity, including portable devices

with wireless network connectivity, and their coverage is confined within any BSA. Con-

sequently, only one category of host is earmarked in CUTSMuHN platform for supporting

its deployment over IBSS, viz. mobile host. The agents of different applications can be

present in any mobile host. Figure 4.4 presents the connectivity pattern among different

hosts of CUTSMuHN platform over IBSS. As in iBSS, the possibility of any mobile host

moving out of a BSA into “no network” zone is also considered in IBSS network, making
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Figure 4.5: Schematic view of different components of H-MANET.

it standalone and disabling its communication functionality.

4.2.3 Heterogeneous Mobile Ad Hoc Network

Heterogeneous Mobile Ad hoc Network (H-MANET) [57] comprises of two kind of nodes,

viz. mobile devices and gateway devices, as shown in Figure 4.5. So, two categories of

hosts are earmarked in CUTSMuHN platform when it is deployed over H-MANET, viz.

gateway host (GH) and mobile host. The gateway hosts have wireless network connec-

tivity and additionally may have wired network connectivity to provide the gateway

functionality. The gateway hosts are also resourceful, strategically-positioned and prac-

tically stationary. Moreover, each gateway host in H-MANET is assumed to be always

directly-connected to other gateway hosts via wireless network connectivity. On the other

hand, mobile hosts are the hosts with only wireless network connectivity. The agents of

different applications are present in mobile hosts only. CUTSMuHN platform enables each

gateway host to act as mediator only for two different mobile hosts that are not directly

connected; the same is also true for mobile hosts. Thus, a pair of mobile hosts are either

directly connected (viz. single hop) or connected via other mobile/gateway hosts (viz.

multiple hops). Figure 4.6 presents the connectivity pattern among different category of

hosts of CUTSMuHN platform over H-MANET. Moreover, as in the cases of iBSS and

IBSS, the possibility is considered, where a mobile host can move out of the coverage
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Figure 4.6: Connectivity of different hosts of CUTSMuHN platform over H-MANET.

area of other mobile/gateway hosts into “no network” zone, making it standalone and

disabling its communication functionality.

The succeeding sections propose mechanisms to handle discovery and communication

functionalities of CUTSMuHN platform in these underlying networks.

4.3 Proposed Discovery Mechanisms of CUTSMuHN

The proposed discovery mechanisms furnish an updated knowledge of available agents

(and their hosts) that are reachable from (i.e. neighbors of) source host. In the following

subsections, the proposed discovery mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform are presented

for iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET.

4.3.1 Discovery Mechanism for iBSS

In case of iBSS, the proposed discovery mechanism attains the availability information

by broadcasting and receiving beacons at periodic intervals. Typically, a beacon com-

prises of the identity of source host and an updated list of identities of agents presently

active in source host. In CUTSMuHN platform, the beacons are implemented as special

tuples. The interval of beacon-broadcasting is decided based on several parameters, like
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Discovery Process for Stationary Host over iBSS

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of a stationary host (say, XSH) broadcasts BeaconXSH

messages to other stationary hosts and access points in DS at regular predefined
time intervals, informing about its active agents; such information are preserved
in Agent List .

II. [Receive Beacon message]
It builds its Neighbor List with the availability information from beacon mes-
sages received from other stationary hosts or access points through DS.

III. [No Beacon message from a particular host]
If it does not receive beacon messages from a particular stationary host or
access point, their availability information in Neighbor List becomes stale, and
are going to be removed/replaced eventually.

Figure 4.7: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for station-
ary host over iBSS.

reliability, throughput, delay etc., of underlying iBSS. The information from received

beacons are preserved in a data structure called Neighbor List; each entry of Neighbor List

specifies a neighbor host, its active agents, and a lifespan of that entry called the extant.

Neighbor List is periodically updated on receipt of new beacons from different hosts, and

also on expiry of extant values of existing entries. For the expired entries, if no new

beacons have been received from the corresponding hosts, those entries are considered as

stale and can be overwritten by new entries when needed. Additionally, each mobile host

and access point also has another data structure, called assoc , to store the identity of its

associated host(s). The rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform

for stationary host, mobile host and access point over iBSS are shown in Figure 4.7,

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 respectively.

4.3.2 Discovery Mechanism for IBSS

The objective of proposed discovery mechanism remains the same (i.e. providing updated

neighborhood by broadcasting beacons at periodic intervals), when CUTSMuHN platform

is deployed over IBSS. Only, the rules of discovery mechanism for mobile host over IBSS,
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Discovery Process for Mobile Host over iBSS

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of a mobile host (say, XMH) broadcasts BeaconXMH

messages to access points within its range at regular predefined time intervals,
irrespective of being ‘associated’ or ‘standalone’, informing about its active
agents; such information are preserved in Agent List .

II. [Receive Beacon message]

i. [Received in standalone mode]
If it receives BeaconZAP message from an access point ZAP in ‘standalone’
condition, it becomes ‘associated’ to ZAP and updates the availability infor-
mation of ZAP in its Neighbor List .
It optionally informs Communication Manager to resume data communication.

ii. [Received in associated mode]
If it receives beacon messages from access points in ‘associated’ condition,
it simply updates their availability information in its Neighbor List .

III. [No Beacon message]
If it does not receive any beacon message from its associated access point ZAP,
availability information of ZAP in Neighbor List become stale, and is going to be
removed/replaced eventually. Moreover, it disassociates from ZAP and searches
Neighbor List for active presence of any other access points within range.
If any such information is provided by Neighbor List (i.e. another access point
Z′AP is available), it associates to Z′AP and informs Communication Manager about
the change in association with access point.
Otherwise, it becomes ‘standalone’, and continues Step (I.) while waiting for
beacon messages from any access point. If it receives any such message, it
follows Step (II.i.).
It optionally informs Communication Manager to stop data communication.

Figure 4.8: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for mobile
host over iBSS.
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Discovery Process for Access Point over iBSS

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of an access point (say, XAP) broadcasts BeaconXAP

messages to other stationary hosts, mobile hosts and access points in DS and
BSA at regular predefined time intervals, informing about the available agents
of neighboring stationary hosts/mobile hosts/access points; such information
are preserved in its Neighbor List .

II. [Receive Beacon message]

i. [Received from DS]
If it receives beacon messages from other stationary hosts or access points
in DS, it simply updates their availability information in its Neighbor List .

ii. [Received from BSA]
If it receives beacon messages from mobile hosts in its own BSA, it also
updates its Neighbor List with their availability information. Furthermore, it
updates assoc to enlist each such mobile host as ‘associated’ to XAP.

III. [No Beacon message from a particular host]
If no beacon messages are received from a particular stationary host or mobile
host or access point, then their availability information in Neighbor List becomes
stale, and are going to be removed/replaced eventually.

Figure 4.9: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for access
point over iBSS.
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Discovery Process for Mobile Host over IBSS

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of a mobile host (say, XMH) broadcasts BeaconXMH

messages to other mobile hosts within its range at regular predefined time
intervals, irrespective of ‘connected’ or ‘standalone’, informing about its active
agents; such information are preserved in Agent List .

II. [Receive Beacon message]

i. [Received in standalone mode]
If it receives BeaconYMH message from another mobile host YMH in ‘stan-
dalone’ condition, it becomes ‘connected’, and updates availability informa-
tion of YMH in its Neighbor List .
It optionally informs Communication Manager to start data communication.

ii. [Received in connected mode]
If it receives beacon messages from other mobile hosts in ‘connected’ con-
dition, it simply updates their availability information in its Neighbor List

III. [No Beacon message from a particular mobile host]
If it does not receive BeaconYMH message from YMH, availability information
of YMH in Neighbor List become stale, and is going to be removed/replaced
eventually.

IV. [All information in Neighbor List expired]
If the availability information of all mobile hosts in Neighbor List become stale,
XMH becomes ‘standalone’, and continues Step (I.) while waiting for beacon
messages from other mobile hosts. On receiving any such message, it follows
Step (II.i.).
It optionally informs Communication Manager to stop data communication.

Figure 4.10: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for mobile
host over IBSS.
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Discovery Process for Gateway Host over H-MANET

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of a gateway host (say, XGH) broadcasts BeaconXGH

messages to other mobile hosts and gateway hosts within its range at regular
predefined time intervals, informing about the available agents of neighbor
mobile hosts that are reachable within 2 hops; such information are preserved
in its Neighbor List .

II. [Receive Beacon message]
If it receives beacon messages from other mobile hosts or gateway hosts, it
preserves their availability information in its Neighbor List .

III. [No Beacon message from a particular host]
If it does not receive beacon messages from a particular host, availability
information of that host in Neighbor List becomes stale, and is going to be
removed/replaced eventually.

Figure 4.11: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for gateway
host over H-MANET.

which are shown in shown in Figure 4.10, differ from that of mobile host over iBSS.

4.3.3 Discovery Mechanism for H-MANET

Like the two preceding scenarios, the proposed discovery mechanism for H-MANET pro-

vides an up-to-date information of availability of gateway hosts and mobile hosts by

broadcasting and receiving beacons. The interval of beacon-broadcasting is decided by

reliability, throughput, delay etc. in underlying H-MANET. The beacons carry identities

of hosts (and their agents) that are within 2 hops of the broadcaster. Figure 4.11 and

Figure 4.12 show the rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for

gateway host and mobile host respectively over H-MANET.

The aforementioned proposed discovery mechanisms for iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET

are realized through Discovery Manager of CUTSMuHN platform. Their knowledge of

availability are utilized by other components of CUTSMuHN platform, including its com-

munication mechanisms.
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Discovery Process for Mobile Host over H-MANET

I. [Broadcast Beacon message]
The Discovery Manager of a mobile host (say, XMH), irrespective of being con-
nected or standalone, broadcasts BeaconXMH messages to other mobile hosts and
gateway hosts within its range at regular predefined time intervals, informing
about its active agents as well as available agents of its neighbor mobile
hosts that are reachable within 2 hops; such information are preserved in data
structures Agent List and Neighbor List respectively.

II. [Receive Beacon message]

i. [Received in standalone mode]
If it receives BeaconYMH message from another mobile host YMH or BeaconZGH

message from a gateway host ZGH in ‘standalone’ condition, it becomes
‘connected’, and updates the availability information about YMH or ZGH in
its Neighbor List from their respective received messages.
It optionally informs Communication Manager to resume data communication.

ii. [Received in connected mode]
If it receives BeaconYMH message or BeaconZGH message from YMH or ZGH re-
spectively while ‘connected’, it simply updates their availability information
from the received messages in its Neighbor List .

III. [No Beacon message from a particular host]
If it does not receive BeaconYMH message or BeaconZGH message from YMH or
ZGH respectively, their availability information in Neighbor List become stale,
and are going to be removed/replaced eventually.

IV. [All information in Neighbor List expired]
If the availability information of all mobile/gateway hosts in Neighbor List

become stale, XMH enter the ‘standalone’ mode, and continues Step (I.) while
waiting for beacon messages from other mobile/gateway hosts. If any such
message is received, Step (II.i.) is followed.
It optionally informs its Communication Manager to stop data communication.

Figure 4.12: Rules of proposed discovery mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for mobile
host over H-MANET.
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4.4 Proposed Communication Mechanisms of CUTSMuHN

The proposed communication mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform primarily emphasize

on reliably transferring reaction/response-tuples (collectively referred in this chapter as

RT for convenience) from one host to another. In the following subsections, these mech-

anisms are presented for iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET.

4.4.1 Communication Mechanism for iBSS

In iBSS, the reliable transfer of RT is proposed to be accomplished by a host-level ac-

knowledgement mechanism with timeout. However, the proposed communication mech-

anism regulates the use of acknowledgement depending on the nature of network inter-

faces. For instance, the acknowledgement mechanism is not involved while transferring

RT through wired network interface, because wired connectivity of DS can be consid-

ered as reliable. The acknowledgement mechanism is used only when wireless network

interface is employed, i.e. when access points and their associated mobile hosts are

communicating. The need for reliability in this case is due to the fact that wireless con-

nections are intrinsically unreliable, and mobile hosts can move from one BSA to other

or to a void zone. The rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN

platform for stationary host, mobile host and access point over iBSS are shown in Fig-

ure 4.13, Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19

respectively.

Each RT, handed over by Host Server, is converted to an RT-message before being

given to the transport service of that host for onward transmission to a target host. An

RT-message comprises of its identity (which includes its creation timestamp), identity of

source host, identity of destination host, the RT itself, and type of network interface used

for transfer (viz. wired or wireless). It is to be noted here that the information about

target agents are incorporated within the RT itself. In case of mobile hosts or access

points (i.e. when transmission proceeds via wireless network interfaces), a copy of the

RT-message is also preserved in a special data structure called CommStash (short form

of ‘communication stash’). Also at destination host, identity of message and identity of
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Communication Process for Stationary Host over iBSS

I. [Generate RTS message for transfer]
The Communication Manager of stationary host XSH generates an RTS message,
and executes the following steps depending on the destination of RTS message.

II. [Send RTS message; Destination: stationary host]
If the destination of RTS message is another stationary host (say, YSH), it sends
the RTS message to YSH through DS.

III. [Send RTS message; Destination: mobile host]

i. [Send RTS message]
If the destination of RTS message is a mobile host (say, YMH), it checks for
the presence of any active path to YMH in its History .
If an active path to YMH is found in History through an access point (say,
Z1

AP) presently associating YMH, it sends the RTS message to Z1
AP through DS.

If no active path to YMH is found in History , then it looks up its Neighbor List

for any active path to YMH.
If an active path to YMH is found in Neighbor List via another access point
(say, Z2

AP) that presently associates YMH, it sends the RTS message to Z2
AP

through DS.
If no active path to YMH is found in History and Neighbor List , then it follows
Step (III.ii.) and Step (III.iii.).

ii. [Broadcast locateMHYMH message in DS]
It broadcasts a locateMHYMH message to all access points in DS asking
about the presence of YMH in their BSA, and waits for the correspond-
ing foundMHYMH message for a predefined time interval. Also, it preserves
RT from the RTS message and other details of the search information in
Loc Stash.

Figure 4.13: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
stationary host over iBSS: Part 1.
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iii. [Receive foundMHYMH message]
If it receives a foundMHYMH message from another access point (say, Z′AP,
that is presently associating YMH) within the predefined time interval, it
regenerates RTS message, with RT from Loc Stash, sends this message to Z′AP

through DS, and updates the corresponding path record of YMH in History .
Otherwise, it returns back RT from Loc Stash to Host Server.

IV. [Receive RTR message]
If it receives an RTR message from some other stationary host or access point
through DS, it checks the destination of RTR message.
If the destination of received RTR message matches with itself, it passes RT

from that message to Host Server.
Otherwise, it ignores that message.

Figure 4.14: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
stationary host over iBSS: Part 2.

source host of the last received message (which is received via wireless network interface)

are preserved in another data structure called Last RT , before an acknowledge message

(henceforth referred as ACK-message) is sent back to source host. Each ACK-message

comprises of its identity (including its creation timestamp), identity of source host, iden-

tity of destination host, identity of received RT-message, and type of network interface

to be used for transmission. So, an ACK-message contains the receiving information of

a new RT-message since the receipt of last ACK-message.

4.4.2 Communication Mechanism for IBSS

The proposed communication mechanism for IBSS also emphasizes on reliable transfer

of each RT, but from one mobile host to another mobile host. Consequently, the need

for acknowledgement mechanism is equally prevalent here, like it exists for iBSS. The

rules of proposed communication mechanism for mobile host over IBSS are shown in

Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21.
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Communication Process for Mobile Host over iBSS

I. [Generate RTS message for transfer]
The Communication Manager of mobile host XMH generates an RTS message,
and preserves a copy of it in Comm Stash.

II. [Send RTS message]

i. [Wait during standalone mode]
If XMH is in the ‘standalone’ condition, it waits to get associated with any
access point, and then follows Step (II.ii.).

ii. [Send RTS message to associated access point]
If XMH is presently associated with an access point (say, ZAP), it sends the
RTS message to ZAP, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for a
predefined time interval.

iii. [Receive ACKRTS
message within timeout]

If it receives an ACKRTS
message from ZAP within timeout interval, it erases

the RTS message in Comm Stash.
Moreover, it optionally informs the availability information of ZAP to Discov-

ery Manager of XMH.
iv. [No ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If it does not receive an ACKRTS

message from ZAP within present timeout
interval, it resends the RTS message (that is preserved in Comm Stash) to
ZAP, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for twice the previous
time interval.

v. [No ACKRTS
message within timeout repeatedly]

If it has repeated Step (II.iv.) for 3 successive times, and still has not received
ACKRTS

message within updated time intervals, then it returns back RT from
the RTS message to Host Server of XMH, and informs the “not reachable”
status of ZAP to Discovery Manager.

Figure 4.15: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile host over iBSS: Part 1.
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III. [Receive RTR message; Send ACKRTR
message]

If it receives an RTR message from ZAP, it checks the destination of RTR

message.
If XMH is itself the destination of that message, it next checks Last RT to
ascertain duplicate receipt.
If RTR message is not duplicated, it hands over RT from the RTR message
to Host Server, records the message identity of that message in Last RT , and
then sends an ACKRTR

message to ZAP. Otherwise, it discards RTR message and
resends a new ACKRTR

message to ZAP.
If the destination of RTR message does not match with itself, it ignores that
message.

Figure 4.16: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile host over iBSS: Part 2.

4.4.3 Communication Mechanism for H-MANET

Like the cases of iBSS and IBSS networks, the primary emphasis of proposed commu-

nication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for H-MANET is also to reliably transfer

different RT-messages from one mobile host to another reachable mobile host, directly or

via other mobile/gateway hosts, using acknowledgement mechanism. The mediator hosts

forward the received RT-messages to eventually deliver to target mobile host. Figure 4.22

and Figure 4.23 combinedly show the rules of proposed communication mechanism of

CUTSMuHN platform aggregated for both mobile host and gateway host over H-MANET.

The proposed communication mechanisms for iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET are realized

through Communication Manager of CUTSMuHN platform. Their capability of reliable

transfer of RT from one host to another are primarily utilized by Host Server to effectuate

coordination of interacting agents.

4.4.4 Proposed Mechanisms and Three-way Agent Coordination

In Figure 4.24(a), Figure 4.24(b) and Figure 4.24(c), it has been shown that the proposed

communication mechanisms are transferring data messages as part of the proposed three-

way approach of performing remote multi-destined tuple-producing/reading/consuming
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Communication Process for Access Point over iBSS

I. [Generate RTS message for transfer]
The Communication Manager of access point XAP generates an RTS message,
and executes the following steps according to the destination of RTS message.

II. [Send RTS message; Destination: stationary host]
If the destination of RTS message is a stationary host (say, YSH), it sends the
RTS message to YSH through DS.

III. [Send RTS message; Destination: mobile host, in own BSA]

i. [Send RTS message to associated mobile host]
If the destination of RTS message is a mobile host (say, YMH) and is presently
associated with XAP, it first preserves a copy of the RTS message in Comm Stash,
sends that message to YMH in BSA, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for a predefined time interval.
ii. [Receive ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If it receives an ACKRTS

message from YMH within time interval, it erases the
RTS message from Comm Stash.
Moreover, it optionally informs the availability information of YMH to Dis-

covery Manager of XAP.
iii. [No ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If it does not receive an ACKRTS

message from YMH within present timeout
interval, it resends the RTS message (that is preserved in Comm Stash) to
YMH in BSA, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for twice the
previous time interval.

iv. [No ACKRTS
message within timeout repeatedly]

If it has repeated Step (III.iii.) for 3 successive times and still has not received
the ACKRTS

message within updated time intervals, then it follows Step (IV.).

Figure 4.17: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
access point over iBSS: Part 1.
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IV. [Send RTS message; Destination: mobile host, not in own BSA]
If the destination of RTS message, YMH, is not presently associated with it, it
checks for the presence of any active path to YMH in its History .
If an active path to YMH is found in History through another access point (say,
Z1

AP) that presently associates YMH, it sends RTS message to Z1
AP through DS.

If no active path to YMH is found in History , then it looks up its Neighbor List

for any active path to YMH.
If an active path to YMH is found in Neighbor List via some other access point
(say, Z2

AP) presently associating YMH, it sends RTS message to Z2
AP through DS.

If no active path to YMH is found in History and Neighbor List , it follows
Step (V.i.) and Step (V.ii.).

V. [Identify location of destination mobile host]

i. [Broadcast locateMHYMH message in DS]
It broadcasts a locateMHYMH message to other access points in DS, asking
for the presence of YMH in their BSA, and waits for the corresponding
foundMHYMH message for another predefined time interval. Also, it preserves
RT from the RTS message and other details of search information in Loc Stash.

ii. [Receive foundMHYMH message]
If it receives a foundMHYMH message from another access point (say, ZAP),
which is presently associating YMH), within the time interval, it regenerates
the RTS message, with RT from Loc Stash, sends this message to ZAP through
DS, and updates the corresponding path record of YMH in History .
Otherwise, it returns back RT from Loc Stash to Host Server.

Figure 4.18: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
access point over iBSS: Part 2.
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VI. [Receive RTR message]

i. [Source of RTR message: stationary host or access point]
If it receives an RTR message from some stationary host or access point
through DS, it checks the destination of received message.
If the destination of RTR message matches with itself, it passes RT from that
message to Host Server.
Otherwise, it ignores that message.

ii. [Source of RTR message: associated mobile host; Send ACKRTR
message]

If it receives the RTR message from an associated mobile host (say, Y′MH) in
BSA, it checks the destination of RTR message.
If XAP is the destination of that message, it next checks Last RT to ascertain
duplicate receipt.
If RTR message is not duplicated, it hands over RT from that message to
Host Server, records the message identity of that message in Last RT , and then
sends an ACKRTR

message to Y′MH. Otherwise, it discards the RTR message
and resends a new ACKRTR

message to Y′MH.
If destination of RTR message does not match with itself, it ignores that
message.

VII. [Receive locateMH message; Send foundMH message]
If it receives a locateMHY′′

MH
message from some stationary host (say, Y′SH) or

access point (say, Z′′AP) through DS, it checks in assoc for Y′′MH.
If such information exists, it generates a foundMHY′′

MH
message, and sends it to

Y′SH or Z′′AP through DS. Otherwise, it ignores that message.

Figure 4.19: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
access point over iBSS: Part 3.
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Communication Process for Mobile Host over IBSS

I. [Generate RTS message for transfer]
The Communication Manager of mobile host XMH generates an RTS message,
and preserves a copy of it in Comm Stash.

II. [Send RTS message]

i. [Wait during standalone mode]
If XMH is in the ‘standalone’ condition, it waits to get ‘connected’ with other
mobile hosts, and then follows Step (II.ii.).

ii. [Send RTS message to directly connected mobile host]
If the destination of RTS message is another mobile host (say, YMH) that is
directly connected at present, it sends the RTS message to YMH, and waits
for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for a predefined time interval.
Otherwise, XMH waits to get directly connected with YMH, and then repeats
this step.

iii. [Receive ACKRTS
message within timeout]

If it receives an ACKRTS
message from YMH within timeout of the defined

interval, it erases the RTS message from Comm Stash.
Moreover, it optionally informs the availability information of YMH to Dis-

covery Manager of XMH.
iv. [No ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If it does not receive an ACKRTS

message from YMH within timeout of the
present interval, it resends the RTS message (that is preserved in Comm Stash)
to YMH, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for twice the
previous time interval.

v. [No ACKRTS
message within timeout repeatedly]

If it has repeated Step (II.iv.) for 3 successive times and still has not received
the ACKRTS

message within updated time intervals, then it returns back RT

from the RTS message to Host Server of XMH, and informs the “not reachable”
status of YMH to Discovery Manager.

Figure 4.20: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile host over IBSS: Part 1.
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III. [Receive RTR message; Send ACKRTR
message]

If it receives an RTR message from some other mobile host (say, ZMH), it checks
for the destination of RTR message.
If XMH is itself the destination of that message, it next checks Last RT to
ascertain duplicate receipt.
If RTR message is not duplicated, it hands over RT from the RTR message
to Host Server, records the message identity of that message in Last RT , and
then sends an ACKRTR

message to ZMH. Otherwise, it discards RTR message and
resends a new ACKRTR

message to ZMH.
If the destination of RTR message does not match with itself, it ignores that
message.

Figure 4.21: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile host over IBSS: Part 2.

operations respectively. Each course of interaction in such agent-level approach (shown

as solid arrow) is carried out by a pair of message exchanges of RT-message and ACK-

message in proposed communication mechanisms at host-level (shown as two successive

dashed arrows). This behavior shows that the proposed communication mechanisms

are intended to support consistency handling mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform (pre-

sented in Section 3.3.2 of preceding chapter).

The next section describes the internal architecture of Discovery Manager and Com-

munication Manager of CUTSMuHN platform to show how the proposed discovery and

communication mechanisms are realized in a TSMM.

4.5 Incorporating Proposed Mechanisms in CUTSMuHN

The proposed discovery and communication mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform are en-

forced through Discovery Manager and Communication Manager of CUTSMuHN platform.

Figure 4.25 depicts the generalized view of internal architecture of Discovery Manager

and Communication Manager after incorporating the proposed mechanisms. This figure

shows the different subcomponents of Discovery Manager and Communication Manager of
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Communication Process for Mobile/Gateway Host over H-MANET

I. [Generate RTS message for transfer]
The Communication Manager of mobile host XMH or gateway host XGH generates
an RTS message, and preserves a copy of it in Comm Stash. It next checks the
destination of RTS message, and executes the following steps accordingly.

II. [Send RTS message]

i. [Wait during standalone mode of mobile host]
If XMH is in the standalone condition, it waits to get connected with other
mobile hosts or gateway hosts.

ii. [Send RTS message to directly connected host]
If the destination of RTS message is a directly connected mobile host Y1

MH,
or another mobile host reachable via one/more mobile/gateway hosts with
Y1

MH or Z1
GH as immediate host, Communication Manager of XMH/XGH sends

the RTS message to Y1
MH or Z1

GH, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for a predefined timeout interval.
iii. [Receive ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If Communication Manager of XMH/XGH receives an ACKRTS

message from Y1
MH

or Z1
GH within timeout interval, it erases the RTS message in Comm Stash.

Moreover, it optionally informs the availability information of Y1
MH or Z1

GH

to Discovery Manager of XMH/XGH.
iv. [No ACKRTS

message within timeout]
If it does not receive an ACKRTS

message from Y1
MH or Z1

GH within present
timeout interval, it resends the RTS message (that is preserved in Comm Stash)
to Y1

MH or Z1
GH, and waits for the corresponding ACKRTS

message for twice
the previous timeout interval.

Figure 4.22: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile/gateway host over H-MANET: Part 1.
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v. [No ACKRTS
message within timeout repeatedly]

If it has repeated Step (II.iv.) for 3 successive times, and still has not received
an ACKRTS

message within updated timeout intervals, then it returns back RT

from the RTS message to Host Server of XMH/XGH, and informs the “not
reachable” status of Y1

MH or Z1
GH to Discovery Manager.

vi. [Destination mobile host not reachable directly/indirectly]
If the destination of RTS message is some other mobile host (say, Y′′MH),
which is presently not reachable directly/indirectly, it returns back RT from
the RTS message to Host Server of XMH/XGH.

III. [Receive RTR message from mobile/gateway host; Send ACKRTR
message]

If Communication Manager of XMH/XGH receives an RTR message from some
other mobile host ŶMH or gateway host ẐGH, it checks the destination of received
RTR message.
If XMH/XGH is itself the destination of that message, it next checks Last RT to
ascertain duplicate receipt.
If the RTR message is not duplicated, it hands over RT from the RTR message
to Host Server of XMH/XGH, records the message identity of that message in the
entry for ŶMH or ẐGH in Last RT , and then sends an ACKRTR

message to ŶMH

or ẐGH. Otherwise, it discards the RTR message and resends a new ACKRTR

message to ŶMH or ẐGH.
If XMH/XGH is not the destination of received RTR message, it generates a new
RTS message with information from that message, preserves a copy of RTS

message in Comm Stash, and then follows Step (II.ii.). Afterwards, it sends an
ACKRTR

message to ŶMH or ẐGH.

Figure 4.23: Rules of proposed communication mechanism of CUTSMuHN platform for
mobile/gateway host over H-MANET: Part 2.
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Figure 4.24: Host-level communication mechanisms in CUTSMuHN platform to support
agent-level three-way approach of remote tuple space operations.
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Figure 4.25: Internal architecture of Discovery Manager and Communication Manager of
CUTSMuHN .

CUTSMuHN platform, each of which implements different rules of the proposed mecha-

nisms. For instance, Beacon Generator of Discovery Manager generates beacons (for sta-

tionary host, mobile host, access point and gateway host) to be broadcasted by Bea-

con Sender. Similarly, Beacon Receiver of Discovery Manager receives the broadcasted bea-

cons, while Beacon Analyzer extracts information from received beacons to update Neigh-

bor List and/or assoc . Again, RT Msg Generator of Communication Manager generates RT-

message (from RT, which it receives from Host Server) to be sent by RT Msg Sender to

target host. RT Msg Sender is also responsible to receive an ACK-message correspond-

ing to the sent RT-message. When Communication Manager becomes the destination

of data transfer, it uses RT Msg Receiver to receive the RT-message and extract RT

from it to hand over to Host Server. It is also responsible to send the correspond-

ing ACK-message (specific to some host, like mobile host, access point, gateway host

etc.) back to the source of RT-message. Communication Manager uses History , Loc Stash,

CommStash and Last RT to preserve the different states of data transfer. It also has

Locate/Found Msg Sender/Receiver (specific to stationary host and access point) to iden-

tify BSA of target mobile host in iBSS for effecting data transfer. Moreover, each of

Discovery Manager and Communication Manager also has an NIC Handler to interface with
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Figure 4.26: Working of Discovery Manager and Communication Manager of CUTSMuHN .

the available NIC(s) of device. Figure 4.26 shows the proposed discovery and communi-

cation mechanisms being enforced among the subcomponents of Discovery Manager and

Communication Manager.

It is to be noted here that some of the subcomponents of Discovery Manager and

Communication Manager, shown in the architecture in Figure 4.25, remain deactivated

depending on the nature of host. For instance, assoc of Discovery Manager as well as

CommStash and Last RT of Communication Manager remain deactivated in case of sta-

tionary host over iBSS. It is the responsibility of the Profiler of CUTSMuHN platform

to identify the components and subcomponents in its architecture, which remain deacti-

vated depending on the nature of deployed hosts, networks and NICs.

4.6 Comparative Analysis

The increasing need for coordination support of dynamic applications has led to the

emergence of different TSMM platforms. However, some of these TSMM platforms,

like TSpaces, JavaSpaces, PageSpace, L2imbo, TuCSoN, MARS etc., act as coordination
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Underlying Heterogeneity of CUTSMuHN with existing TSMM.

Underlying network support CUTSMuHN
Existing TSMM platforms

LIMONE EgoSpaces LIME

Wired network Yes — — Yes

iBSS Yes No No No

Wired-wireless bridging Yes No No No

IBSS or Single-hop wireless Yes Yes Yes Yes
ad hoc network

H-MANET Yes No No No

platforms for stable networks. In fact, these platforms barely support underlying dynam-

ics, as well as they cannot handle heterogeneity of underlying networks by themselves.

Other TSMM platforms, namely LIME, LIMONE, EgoSpaces, TOTA, etc., are, however,

developed for mobile and dynamic networks. However, each of them focuses on a specific

type of underlying network. In fact, they are developed either for the cellular network or

for the single-hop mobile ad hoc network. The multi-hop behavior in underlying networks

is not supported in any of them, neither is the support for underlying heterogeneity. Ta-

ble 4.1 compares the support of underlying networks and network-level heterogeneity of

CUTSMuHN platform with existing TSMM platforms, particularly LIMONE, EgoSpaces

and LIME.

Compared to existing TSMM platforms, CUTSMuHN platform improves the nature

of handling underlying infrastructure in several aspects. (1) The proposed discovery

and communication mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform bridge data communication of

wired networks with wireless networks. This functionality is rare among existing TSMM

platforms. (2) CUTSMuHN platform supports iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET as its underly-

ing infrastructure, which is non-existent among existing TSMM platforms. CUTSMuHN

platform handles unreliability in these networks using its own acknowledgement mech-

anism, which is included at the middleware-level. (3) Supporting H-MANET suggests

that CUTSMuHN platform can handle multi-hop underlying networks. This distinctive

ability gives CUTSMuHN platform an edge over existing TSMM platforms. (4) Another

distinctive capability of CUTSMuHN platform is to support coordination of interacting
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agents over iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET simultaneously, which shows that CUTSMuHN

platform can support coordination over multiple, heterogeneous, mobile, dynamic and

unreliable networks at the same time. (5) Moreover, handling discovery and communica-

tion mechanisms of heterogeneous underlying networks at the middleware-level has the

advantage of easily extending such mechanisms for newer underlying networks, without

disturbing mobile applications as well as network protocol stacks of newer networks. This

infers extendibility of CUTSMuHN platform. (6) Finally and most importantly, support-

ing heterogeneity in underlying networks improves flexibility of CUTSMuHN platform as

well.

4.7 Conclusion

The existing TSMM platforms have the shortcoming of supporting coordination over het-

erogeneous networks. This chapter has proposed mechanisms of CUTSMuHN platform

for supporting heterogeneity of unreliable underlying networks. The proposed discov-

ery and communication mechanisms are TSMM-specific, i.e. they are enforced within

CUTSMuHN platform to handle heterogeneity. This chapter showcases the support of

CUTSMuHN platform for three distinct underlying networks (viz. iBSS, IBSS and H-

MANET) by defining rules of discovery and communication mechanisms for each of

them in case of different category of hosts. Combining the benefits of these proposals,

this chapter has concluded that CUTSMuHN platform not only improves flexibility of

TSMM platform, but also shows extendibility of its support for heterogeneity. However,

to facilitate application programmers as well as to enable proper analysis of robustness

and flexibility of CUTSMuHN platform, the formal modeling of its semantics are required

to be clearly stated. The modeling also prepares the foundation for its implementation.
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Chapter 5

Formal Modeling of CUTSMuHN

5.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters (viz. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) present the design and architec-

ture of CUTSMuHN as a TSMM platform that is flexible, robust, versatile, simple, reli-

able, efficient and scalable during coordination. However, like the design of any software

or hardware system, the formal modeling of coordination functionality of CUTSMuHN

platform is also beneficial in several aspects. Apart from thoroughly describing the be-

haviors of different constituents of CUTSMuHN platform, which are ultimately utilized

in expressing its coordination functionality, the formal modeling also defines the precise

semantics of agent interactions in CUTSMuHN platform, thereby simplifying the task

of application programmers. Moreover, the formal modeling of CUTSMuHN platform

also lays the foundation for its implementation. This chapter proposes an approach of

formal modeling of CUTSMuHN platform, that can express its coordination ability by

simple constructs. The notations of a general-purpose formal reasoning tool, the Mobile

UNITY model [97, 82], which is an extension of the well-known UNITY model [24], is

used for formal modeling of CUTSMuHN platform. Favoring the Mobile UNITY model

over other formal tools is due to its suitability in the modeling of inherently nontermi-

nating programs (like any mobile middleware platform), verification and reasoning about

the behaviors of their various system components (including agents’ temporal behaviors)

using its proof rules, and following stepwise specification and refinement.

125
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5.2 Proposed Modeling Approach of CUTSMuHN

The proposed modeling approach principally focuses on representing coordination func-

tionality of CUTSMuHN platform, and so, some aspects of mobile middleware platforms,

not directly related to coordination (like inner details of data transmission in lower lay-

ers of network protocol stacks), are abstracted away. In this section, the foundation of

proposed modeling of CUTSMuHN platform is presented first, followed by description

of the modeling. The different notations and symbols, used in the proposed modeling

approach, are listed in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.

Table 5.1: Notations/symbols in proposed modeling of CUTSMuHN , and their meaning.

Notations/Symbols Meaning

t , τ Notations of tuple

t Notation of set of tuples

ε, ∅ Notations of NULL tuple and empty set of tuples respectively

a Notation of antituple

ft , fa Notations of constituent fields of tuple and antituple respectively

f· name, f· type Name and Type of tuple/antituple field respectively

f· val Value of tuple/antituple field

a(f) Predicate to identify actual tuple/antituple field)

f(f) Predicate to identify formal tuple/antituple field)

id Notation of identity field of tuple/antituple

TupleID Type of id field of tuple/antituple

t ↑ id Indicating identity (i.e. id) field of tuple t
a ↑ id Indicating identity (i.e. id) field of antituple a

p(fa , ft) Predicate to specify apposite pairing of ft and fa

M(t , a) Predicate to express matching of t and a
mod(t), mod(a) Macros to return arity of t and a respectively

T Notation of tuple space

Tp
, Ts

Notations of ‘Preamble’ and ‘Tuple Store’ of T respectively

M, F ‘Meta index table’ and ‘Free List’ in Tp

ind , ind ′ Indices of T for storing t
Ts

ind Entry of Ts
at index ind

I , I Notations of ‘index table’ in Tp

I· name Name of index table I
I • ind Insertion of ind into index table I

I.(I ∈ Tp) Nondeterministic selection of index table from Tp
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Table 5.2: Notations/symbols in proposed modeling of CUTSMuHN , and their meaning
(continued).

Notations/Symbols Meaning

A, S Notations of sets of apposite tuples and sought tuples respectively

matched(a,T) Predicate to express matching of a with any tuple of T
single(a,T) Macro to return single sought tuple from T matching a

multiple(a,T) Macro to return multiple (i.e. bulk) sought tuples from T matching a
Rpr Identity of reaction, registered due to primitive pr (viz. rd, rdg, in, ing)

mRpr Mode of reaction Rpr (possible values: ‘ONCE’ and ‘ONCE/TUPLE’)

reactedRpr Set of tuples that already reacted to reaction Rpr (for ‘ONCE/TUPLE’ mode)

enabledRpr Boolean value to enable/disable reaction Rpr
reactrd(a,T) Macro expressing semantics of reaction registered due to rd

reactrdg(a,T) Macro expressing semantics of reaction registered due to rdg

reactin(a,T) Macro expressing semantics of reaction registered due to in

reacting(a,T) Macro expressing semantics of a reaction registered due to ing

CUTSMuHN Mobile UNITY abstraction of CUTSMuHN (modeled as System)

agent, host Mobile UNITY abstractions of components of CUTSMuHN : ‘agent’ and
‘host’ respectively (each modeled as individual Program)

i, k Representations of particular instances of above components

λ Notation for location parameter of agent and host
Tw, Twl Abstractions of transport-layer services of wired and wireless networks

QTS
ak

, QTR
ak

Notations of queues of agent(k) to transfer remote invocation parameters

from agent to host and results of such invocation in vice versa

QRTS
, QRTR

, QS Notations of queues of host(i) for interfacing with their respective
QR, QSW

, QSWL
discovery module, communication module and transport-layer

QSB
, QRB

, QSRT
service abstractions, as well as for specifying registration and

QRRT
, Qin, Qout deregistration of active agents

head(Q),tail(Q) Methods to respectively return the front element and all elements
except the front element of queue Q

Q •X Abstraction of inserting element X at rear of queue Q
M , m Notations of messages in CUTSMuHN ; comprising of:

{mid, src, dest, kind, data, ni}
newMsg Method to generate above message, given its src, dest, kind, data, ni

m· 〈fname〉 Notation to access a field fname of message m
BCON, RT, ACK Possible type of messages used in CUTSMuHN

Locate, Found
↑ Notation to identify/access a field in (ordered/unordered) data structure

a, aid, taid,A,A Representations of identity of ‘agent’

hid, dstid Representations of identity of ‘host’

⊥ Notation of ‘Emptiness’ (like, empty queue/list/value)

nwdeploy Representation of deployed network for CUTSMuHN
→ Notation of transient-sharing among different instances of components
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Table 5.3: Notations/symbols in proposed modeling of CUTSMuHN , and their meaning
(continued).

Notations/Symbols Meaning

Γ, Γ′ Availability relation of agent in host, and connectivity relation of two host
status Representation of status of host

N , N ′, assoc Notations of Neighbor Lists and assoc of host
H , L′, CS Notations of History , Loc Stash and Comm Stash of host
LRT Notation of Last RT of host

5.2.1 Modeling of Tuple Space Coordination

The foundation of proposed modeling approach lies in specifying the tuple space model

(including its constituents and primitives) of CUTSMuHN platform.

An unordered tuple of CUTSMuHN platform is denoted as t , while its unordered an-

tituple is denoted as a. Any constituent field of t or a is denoted as f. A predicate field

is defined to specify whether f is a field of t or a. That is, if field(f, t) holds, then f

is a field of t (denoted as ft), or field(f, a) holds when f is a field of a (denoted as fa).

Whether a field is actual/formal is indicated by two predicates: for field f that is actual,

a(f) holds, whereas for a formal field f’, f(f’) holds. Moreover, Name, Type and Value

(for actual field) of f is denoted by f· name, f· type and f· val respectively, where type

specifies polymorphically-related types of f. For forming a tuple, buildTuple() method

is called with tuple arity and all constituent fields (i.e. all actual) as parameters. Sim-

ilarly, buildAntituple() method forms an antituple, given its constituent fields that

carry some search criteria. An additional field (denoted as id) is added to t and a while

they are formed. In a tuple space, id of a tuple uniquely identifies it from other tuples.

This field is of type TupleID, and it gets its value from newTupleID() method before

being included in t . In antituples, id is a formal. For acquiring the identity value of t ,

t ↑ id is used, whereas a ↑ id returns formal of id (i.e. TupleID). For matching t and a

in CUTSMuHN platform, all the following conditions must hold:

(1) if arity of a is 0, then a matches t ;

(2) arity of a must be less than or equal to that of t ;
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(3) each fa must successfully lookup a appositely-paired1 ft , such that fa · name =

ft · name and fa · type = ft · type; successful apposite pairing is specified by predicate

p(fa , ft);

(4) if fa is actual, p(fa , ft) (from condition (3)) holds and fa · val = ft · val, then fa

matches ft ;

(5) if fa is formal and p(fa , ft) (from condition (3)) holds, then fa matches ft ;

(6) If “fa matches ft” holds for all constituent fields of a, then a matches t .

The predicate M(t , a) is next defined to express the above conditions in tuple-antituple

matching operation in CUTSMuHN platform:

M(t , a) ≡
(
mod(a) = 0

)
∨

(
(mod(a) > 0) ∧ (mod(a) ≤ mod(t))∧

〈
∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ mod(a)

::
〈
∃i : 1 ≤ i ≤ mod(t) :: p(faj , f

t
i ) ∧

(
(a(faj ) ∧ (faj · val = fti · val)) ∨ f(faj )

)〉 〉 )
(5.1)

where, p(fa , ft) ≡
(
(fa · name = ft · name) ∧ (fa · type = ft · type)

)
, as well as mod(t) and

mod(a) represent arity of t and a respectively.

A tuple space of CUTSMuHN platform is denoted as T, whereas Preamble and Tu-

ple Store of T are denoted as Tp and Ts respectively. Also, Meta index table and Free List

of Preamble are denoted as M and F respectively. The process of tuple insertion in a

tuple space, i.e. when t is going to be stored in T at index ind , is specified as:

Ts
ind := t

‖
〈
‖ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ mod(t) :: 〈‖ I : I· name = fti · name :: I := I • ind if (I ∈ Tp)

‖ I,Tp := I • ind ,Tp ∪ {I} if ¬(I ∈ Tp)〉
〉

(5.2)

where, I denotes any index table, and I • ind specifies the insertion of ind into I. In the

above specification, when t is stored at ind of T, all index tables identified by the con-

stituent fields of t are updated with the value of ind . The process of searching tuple(s)

from a tuple space (i.e. searching tuple(s) matching a within T) requires tuple-antituple

1Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2 explains about apposite pairing.
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matching operation. At the start of tuple-antituple matching operation, a identifies an

index table I in Tp (where, I.(I ∈ Tp) specifies the nondeterministic selection [7] of an

index table from Tp):

I :=I.(I ∈ Tp) if (mod(a) = 0) ∼
〈
∃ I, i : (1 ≤ i ≤ mod(a)) ∧ (I ∈ Tp) :: I if (I· name = fai · name)

〉
if (mod(a) > 0) (5.3)

All tuples, indexed by I, form the set of apposite tuples (denoted by A) for a in T:

〈
‖ ind : (ind ∈ I) :: A := (A ∪ {t}) if (t = Ts

ind)
〉

(5.4)

In the above three-part notation, operator “||” serves the purpose of creating a quantified

statement (unlike its usual purpose of denoting parallel execution of substatements in a

Mobile UNITY statement). The set of sought tuples, denoted by S for a in T, is derived

from A in CUTSMuHN platform as:

〈
‖ t : (t ∈ A) ∧M(t , a) :: S := S ∪ {t}

〉
(5.5)

The predicate matched(a,T) is defined to express the fact that at least one tuple of A

(i.e. any tuple of S) matches a, where ε represents a NULL tuple:

matched(a,T) ≡
〈
∃t :: (t ∈ A) ∧M(t , a) ∧ ¬(t = ε)

〉
≡
〈
∃t :: (t ∈ S) ∧ ¬(t = ε)

〉
(5.6)

The macro single(a,T) returns a single sought tuple, as required by single tuple-

reading/consuming primitives, where τ represents any tuple of S:

single(a,T) ,
〈
‖ t : t = τ.(τ ∈ S) :: t

〉
(5.7)

In the above specification, τ is nondeterministically selected from S, binding it to tuple

t and quantifying in three-part notation. For cases, where multiple tuples are expected

as outcome (like, bulk primitives), the macro multiple(a,T) is used:

multiple(a,T) ,
〈
set t : t ∈ S :: t

〉
(5.8)
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The tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform provides both local and remote tuple

space primitives as APIs to applications. The local primitives are expressed in Equa-

tion (5.9), Equation (5.10), Equation (5.11), Equation (5.12), Equation (5.13) and Equa-

tion (5.14). From hereon, t is used to denote a set of tuples.

out(t ,T) ,
〈
‖ t :: Ts

ind := t

‖
〈
‖ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ mod(t) :: 〈‖ I : I· name = fti · name

:: I := I • ind if (I ∈ Tp)

‖ I,Tp := I • ind ,Tp ∪ {I} if ¬(I ∈ Tp)〉
〉〉

(5.9)

Equation (5.9) specifies the operation of out primitive, which follows the expression of

tuple insertion specified in Equation (5.2). The identities of reference/target agents are

not explicitly required in the specification of out; they can be suitably added while

modeling the agent. Also, the method of determining the value of ind as well as the

method of creating a new index table I to store ind are abstracted away in Equation (5.9)

to keep it simple and apprehensible.

Equation (5.10) specifies the operation of outg primitive.

outg(t,T) ,
〈
∀t : t ∈ t :: Ts

i := t

‖
〈
‖ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ mod(t) :: 〈‖ I : I· name = fti · name

:: I,Tp := I • ind ,Tp ∪ {I} if ¬(I ∈ Tp)

‖ I := I • ind if (I ∈ Tp)〉
〉〉

(5.10)

The above expression is similar to Equation (5.9), except that the insertion process

repeats for all tuples present in set t.

Equation (5.11) specifies the operation of rdp primitive.

t := rdp(a,T) , t := single(a,T) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := ε if ¬matched(a,T) (5.11)
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In the above expression, macro single(a,T) (defined in Equation (5.7)) and predi-

cate matched(a,T) (defined in Equation (5.6)) are used. Both single and matched

macros, in turn, involve the use of A, S and tuple-antituple matching operation in their

definitions.

Equation (5.12) specifies the operation of rdgp primitive.

t := rdgp(a,T) , t := multiple(a,T) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := ∅ if ¬matched(a,T) (5.12)

The above expression differs from Equation (5.11) in the use of multiple(a,T) macro

(defined in Equation (5.8)), instead of single macro, and receiving the output in set t,

instead of a single tuple t . Consequently, Equation (5.11) and Equation (5.12) express

single and bulk local tuple-reading primitives respectively.

Equation (5.13) specifies the operation of inp primitive.

t := inp(a,T) , t ,T := single(a,T), (T \ single(a,T)) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := ε if ¬matched(a,T) (5.13)

The above expression is similar to Equation (5.11), except that T is also updated (thereby

expressing tuple withdrawal) in case when predicate matched becomes TRUE.

Equation (5.14) specifies the operation of ingp primitive.

t := ingp(a,T) , t,T := multiple(a,T), (T \ multiple(a,T)) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := ∅ if ¬matched(a,T) (5.14)

The above expression differs from Equation (5.13) in the use of multiple, instead of

single, and receiving the outcome in t, instead of t . So, Equation (5.13) and Equa-

tion (5.14) express single and bulk local tuple-consuming primitives respectively.

Before expressing the semantics of remote tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN plat-

form, it is required to model its reactivity. For supporting reactivity, two variables are

defined to keep track of tuples that have already reacted and to enable/disable reac-

tions, viz. reactedR and enabledR respectively. Adding reaction identity (denoted as R)
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to these two variables ensures that they cannot interfere with each other operation. The

subscript in the notation of R depends on invoked primitive for which the reaction is

generated. For instance, Rrd represents a reaction for primitive rd, while Ring is due to

ing and so on. The mode of reaction is denoted as m, and its possible values are ONCE

and ONCE/TUPLE. The following macros define the semantics of registered reactions

for different blocking operations; these macros, in turn, use the “reacts-to” construct of

Mobile UNITY.

reactrd(a,T) ,
〈
‖ τ : τ = τ ′.

(
(τ ′ ∈ S) ∧

(
(mRrd

= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRrd
= ∅)

)

∧
(
(mRrd

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (τ ′· id 6∈ reactedRrd
)
))

:: τ ‖ reactedRrd
:= reactedRrd

∪ {τ · id}
〉

reacts-to
(
matched(a,T) ∧ enabledRrd

)
(5.15)

reactrdg(a,T) ,
〈
set τ : (τ ∈ S) ∧

(
(mRrdg

= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRrdg
= ∅)

)

∧
(
(mRrdg

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (τ · id 6∈ reactedRrdg
)
)

:: τ ‖ reactedRrdg
:= reactedRrdg

∪ {τ · id}
〉

reacts-to
(
matched(a,T) ∧ enabledRrdg

)
(5.16)

reactin(a,T) ,
〈
‖ τ : τ = τ ′.

(
(τ ′ ∈ S) ∧

(
(mRin

= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRin
= ∅)

)

∧
(
(mRin

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (τ ′· id 6∈ reactedRin
)
))

:: τ ‖ T, reactedRin := T \ {τ}, reactedRin ∪ {τ · id}
〉

reacts-to
(
matched(a,T) ∧ enabledRin

)
(5.17)

reacting(a,T) ,
〈
set τ : (τ ∈ S) ∧

(
(mRing = ONCE)⇒ (reactedRing = ∅)

)

∧
(
(mRing = ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (τ · id 6∈ reactedRing )

)

:: τ ‖ T, reactedRing
:= T \ {τ}, reactedRing

∪ {τ · id}
〉

reacts-to
(
matched(a,T) ∧ enabledRing

)
(5.18)
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The macro reactrd(a,T), defined in Equation (5.15), expresses the semantics of a re-

action registered on behalf of invoke of rd(a,T). Each macro contains a three-part

quantified-assignment statement to express reaction firing based on stated conditions.

These conditions are justifiably incorporated within the assignment statement as boolean

expressions, as well as added to reactive clauses of assignment statement, like, check-

ing different conditions of reactedRrd
for different values of mRrd

. Similarly, the macros

reactrdg(a,T), reactin(a,T), and reacting(a,T) are defined in Equation (5.16), Equa-

tion (5.17) and Equation (5.18) respectively. The macros reactin and reacting differ

from the macros reactrd and reactrdg in that the earlier ones additionally update the

state of tuple space T to effectuate tuple withdrawal.

The remote tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN platform are both blocking as well

as nonblocking. For instance, the remote variants of out and outg are nonblocking in

nature and thus are expressed like their local variants defined in Equation (5.9) and

Equation (5.10) respectively. Similarly, the remote primitives rdp, rdgp, inp and ingp

are nonblocking and are expressed same as local ones defined in Equation (5.11), Equa-

tion (5.12), Equation (5.13) and Equation (5.14) respectively. Only the remote primitives

rd, rdg, in and ing are blocking and are expressed in the following. The blocking prim-

itives require the support of reactions for their successful execution. These primitives

either execute themselves or generate reactions. Equation (5.19) specifies the operation

of rd primitive.

t := rd(a,T) , t := single(a,T) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := reactrd(a,T) if ¬matched(a,T) (5.19)

In the above expression, when sought tuple is not available (i.e. predicate matched

becomes FALSE), a reaction is registered that eventually responds with (available) sought

tuple using macro reactrd(a,T).

Equation (5.20) specifies the operation of rdg primitive.

t := rdg(a,T) , t := multiple(a,T) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := reactrdg(a,T) if ¬matched(a,T) (5.20)
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The above expression differs from Equation (5.19) in the use of multiple, instead of

single, and reactrdg, instead of reactrd, as well as receiving the result in t, instead

of t . So, Equation (5.19) and Equation (5.20) express single and bulk blocking tuple-

reading primitives respectively.

Equation (5.21) specifies the operation of in primitive.

t := in(a,T) , t ,T := single(a,T), (T \ single(a,T)) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := reactin(a,T) if ¬matched(a,T) (5.21)

The above expression resembles Equation (5.19), except that tuple is withdrawn from T

when predicate matched becomes TRUE and macro reactin is used to handle reactivity

instead of reactrd.

Equation (5.22) specifies the operation of ing primitive.

t := ing(a,T) , t,T := multiple(a,T), (T \ multiple(a,T)) if matched(a,T)

‖ t := reacting(a,T) if ¬matched(a,T) (5.22)

The above expression is the bulk variant of Equation (5.21), as macro multiple is used,

instead of single, and results are preserved in t, instead of t . For verifying the cor-

rectness of above specifications of the tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform, it is

obligatory to prove their safety and progress properties based on the Mobile UNITY

model’s proof logic. The next chapter presents the verification approaches.

Based on the specifications of CUTSMuHN platform, next section formally describes

the proposed modeling approach, which includes the Mobile UNITY System express-

ing the semantics of CUTSMuHN platform as well as the constituent Mobile UNITY

‘Programs’ expressing its components.

5.2.2 Modeling of Entire Middleware Platform

This section formally expresses CUTSMuHN platform as a Mobile UNITY ‘System’,

comprising of a set of formal programs (i.e. Mobile UNITY ‘Programs’) representing
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| System CUTSMuHN

|
| Program host(i) at λ

|
...

... {Program description of host(i), given separately}
| end

|
| Program agent(k) at λ

|
...

... {Program description of agent(k), given separately}
| end

|
| Components

| 〈8 i :: host(i) 〉 8 〈8 k :: agent(k) 〉
|
| Interactions

|
...

... {Statements of Interactions section, given separately}
|
| end

|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
Figure 5.1: Mobile UNITY ‘System CUTSMuHN ’.

multiple instances of its different static and mobile interacting components (i.e. agents

and hosts). However, many aspects of CUTSMuHN platform are not directly expressed

in this modeling approach to keep it simple. Among these aspects, expressing the mech-

anism to handle agent mobility (i.e. migration of agents from one host to another) is

already described in literature [95, 98].

System CUTSMuHN

System CUTSMuHN , shown in Figure 5.1, models the functionalities of CUTSMuHN

platform as multiple instances of only two Mobile UNITY Programs (viz. agent and

host), and their interactions are specified in its Interactions section. In the proposed

modeling approach, i-th host is specified by Program host(i), whereas k-th agent is

represented by Program agent(k), where i and k are assumed to be quantified over ap-

propriate ranges. The instantiation of these Programs are specified in the Components

section of System CUTSMuHN . Each of these Programs is parameterized by its lo-

cation, denoted using ‘λ’. The significance of λ lies in the fact that agent and host
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communicate when colocate, or two different hosts communicate when they are within

their transmission ranges. That is, an agent can only communicate directly with its sup-

ported host having same value of λ. Similarly, one host can communicate with another

reachable host having same λ value.

For communication between multiple instances of host, the “transient-sharing” con-

struct of the Mobile UNITY model is followed, which is based on transmission range

proximity. A transiently-shared variable T is used to model communication between

any pair of host instances. Every host instance holds T ; each T corresponds to an NIC.

For instance, the transiently-shared variable Tw abstracts the working of underlying

transport-layer services of mobile/portable device having a wired NIC. On the other

hand, Twl abstracts the transport-layer services of wireless NIC. These transiently-

shared variables are capable of expressing dynamics, mobility and unreliability issues

in a TSMM platform. The proposed modeling approach also captures the realities of

dynamic environment in mobile computing paradigm. For instance, the use of network-

level addressing is not a obligatory issue of CUTSMuHN platform, and so communication

abstractions are allowed to use any user-defined addressing, including IP addressing

scheme, to uniquely identify the components of CUTSMuHN .

Different variables are used in this modeling approach to express different behaviors of

hosts and agents of CUTSMuHN platform. For instance, Q is used to express any queue

that is defined to interface different components of CUTSMuHN ; each of its subscript

denotes the purpose of using it. In this modeling approach, head(Q) and last(Q) returns

the front element and rear element of Q respectively, while tail(Q) returns all elements

of Q except the front element. Also, Q • X is used to denote the insertion of element

X in the rear end of Q and returning the updated Q. For instance, Q • m updates

Q by inserting message m in its rear end. Each message m comprises of its message

identity (denoted as mid), source host’s identity (denoted as src), destination host’s

identity (denoted as dest), type of message (denoted as kind), data encapsulated within

message (denoted as data) and network interface to transmit the message (denoted as

ni). The message m is generated by calling the method newMsg(src, dest, kind, data, ni),

which inserts its mid to return the newly-generated complete message. Each field of
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m is accessed by appending the field name to m, viz. m· src or m· dest. The possible

type of messages used in this modeling approach include ‘BCON’, ‘RT’, ‘ACK’, ‘Locate’

and ‘Found’ messages. The BCON messages are used to abstract path discovery for

data transfer between hosts, whereas the RT messages are used to model the carry

of communicating information. The ACK messages are used to abstract reliability in

data communication through unreliable, dynamic environment. The Locate and Found

messages deal with discovery of communicating hosts in different underlying networks.

While accessing each entry e of any ordered data structure (like Neighbor List), each field

of e is specified by ↑ followed by the position of that field. For instance, the second field

of e is accessed using ‘e ↑ 2’. However, for every unordered data structure (like data

tuple), each field is accessed by ↑, followed by name of that field; for example, the field

InvokeResults of tuple t is accessed by ‘t ↑ InvokeResults’.

The interactions among Programs of System CUTSMuHN are specified in its

Interactions section, shown in Figure 5.2. In the Interactions section, different condi-

tions for interactions between any pair of these Programs are enforced through when,

engage and disengage clauses. These clauses, along with current and ⊥ constructs,

are used for effecting transient-sharing (its notation being ‘→’ [82, p. 106]) among differ-

ent hosts. Also, the first four statements in Interactions section, labeled as sharedwiBSS
,

sharedwliBSS
, sharedwlIBSS

and sharedwlHMANET
in Figure 5.2, are reactive statements as

they have used “≈” construct of the Mobile UNITY model. The first interaction state-

ment, labeled as sharedwiBSS
, is used to transfer messages between wired NICs of host(i)

and host(j). In this statement, the transfer is only possible, when both host(i) and

host(j) are connected in iBSS network, i.e. host(i)Γ′host(j). The connectivity relation,

denoted by “Γ′”, expresses the connection status between two different device environ-

ments (in this case, host(i) and host(j)), while delivering messages between them. This

statement is also predicated on the same deployed network (viz. iBSS). The second in-

teraction statement, labeled as sharedwliBSS
, is similar to the first one, except that data

transfer happens through wireless NICs of host(i) and host(j). The third and fourth in-

teraction statements, labeled as sharedwlIBSS
and sharedwlHMANET

, are respectively used

to transfer messages between wireless NICs of host(i) and host(j) in IBSS and H-MANET.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| Interactions

| {Attach TW of hosts with wired NICs in iBSS as transiently-shared variable when connected}
| sharedWiBSS ::

|
〈8 i, j :: host(i).TW ≈ host(j).TW

| when (host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS) ∧ (host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS) ∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

| ∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)

| engage host(i).TW disengage current ‖⊥
〉

|| {Attach TWL of mobile host and access point in iBSS as transiently-shared variable, only when colocated}
| 8 sharedWLiBSS ::

|
〈8 i, j :: host(i).TWL ≈ host(j).TWL

| when (host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS) ∧ (host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS) ∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

| ∧
((
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))

)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

| engage host(i).TWL disengage current ‖⊥
〉

|| {Attach TWL of mobile hosts in IBSS as transiently-shared variable, only when colocated}
| 8 sharedWLIBSS ::

|
〈8 i, j :: host(i).TWL ≈ host(j).TWL

| when (host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS) ∧ (host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS) ∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

| ∧ isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

| engage host(i).TWL disengage current ‖⊥
〉

|| {Attach TWL of mobile and gateway hosts in HMANET as transiently-shared variable, only when colocated}
| 8 sharedWLHMANET ::

|
〈8 i, j :: host(i).TWL ≈ host(j).TWL

| when (host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET) ∧ (host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET) ∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

| ∧
((
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

| ∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

| engage host(i).TWL disengage current ‖⊥
〉

|| {Prepare to register active agents in respective hosts}
| 8 regAgent ::

〈8 i, k :: host(i).Qin := host(i).Qin • agent(k).aid when (host(i).λ = agent(k).λ)
〉

|| {Prepare to deregister terminated/migrated agents from respective hosts}
| 8 dregAgent ::

〈8 i, k :: host(i).Qout := host(i).Qout • agent(k).aid when ¬(host(i).λ = agent(k).λ)
〉

|| {Prepare to transfer reaction/response tuple from agent to host}
| 8 〈8 i, k :: host(i).QT S

ak
, agent(k).QT S

ak
:= host(i).QT S

ak
• head(agent(k).QT S

ak
),tail(agent(k).QT S

ak
)

| when (host(i).λ = agent(k).λ) ∧ ¬(agent(k).QT S
ak

=⊥)
〉

|| {Prepare to transfer reaction/response tuple from host to agent}
| 8 〈8 i, k :: agent(k).QT R

ak
, host(i).QT R

ak
:= agent(k).QT R

ak
• head(host(i).QT R

ak
),tail(host(i).QT R

ak
)

| when (host(i).λ = agent(k).λ) ∧ ¬(host(i).QT R
ak

=⊥)
〉

||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
Figure 5.2: ‘Interactions’ section in System CUTSMuHN .
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The fifth and sixth statements, labeled as regAgent and dregAgent in Figure 5.2, are

respectively used to register new agents in hosts and deregister existing agents from them.

The statement, labeled regAgent, requires that agent(k) and host(i) are at the same

location, whereas the statement, labeled as dregAgent, evaluates only when agent(k)

and host(i) are not at the same location (denoted by ‘¬’). It is to be noted here that,

when an agent remains active in a host, it remains available for interaction with other

components; this availability relation is denoted by “Γ”. That is, Γagent(k) represents

that agent(k) is registered and active in any host.

Modeling of agent: Program agent(k)

An agent (say, agent(k)) is modeled as Program agent(k), which comprises of declare,

always, initially and assign sections, as shown in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.

It is considered as one fundamental component of System CUTSMuHN , and is modeled

as stationary or mobile. The different behaviors of an agent, including the functionalities

of ATS, Local Operation Manager, Remote Operation Manager, ATS Reaction Manager etc.

are contained in agent(k). Variables are declared in declare section of agent(k) to

capture these agent behaviors, particularly related to invoke of tuple space primitives.

These variables include aid and type, where aid represents the identity of agent(k) that

uniquely identifies it in a mobile host during interaction, and type represents its nature

(viz. stationary or mobile). Also, T is declared as ATS present in agent(k), and prid is

declared as the identity of any invoked primitive. Moreover, ROL and RL are declared

as RemoteOperation List and Reactive List of agent(k) respectively. The queues QTS
ak

and

QTR
ak

are declared to model interfacing of agents with their hosts. These queues transfer

reaction/response-tuples from agents to hosts and vice versa.

When a user application is generating an event for any tuple space operation dur-

ing interaction, the corresponding agent must capture different parameters required to

perform that operation. In the proposed modeling, readiness of the user application

is abstracted by a boolean variable, UsrRdy4Evt. Once the user application is ready,

capturing values of different parameters are specified by different functions in agent(k).

The variables prType, prName, tuple/tuples, atuple, taids, mode and boolean variables
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| Program agent(k) at λ

|
| declare
| aid, taid, a : agentid 8 type : ∈{stationary,mobile} 8 taids : sequence of agentid

| 8 T : tuple space 8 t , tuple : tuple 8 t, tuples : set of tuple 8 a, atuple : antituple

| 8 prid : primitiveid 8 ROL : sequence of (primitiveid, primitivename, set of agentid of target agents)

| 8 RL : sequence of (reactionid, primitiveid) 8 T : set of {agentid, set of tuple}
| 8 prType : ∈{local, remote} 8 prName : ∈{OUT,OUTG,RD,RDG,RDP,RDGP, IN, ING, INP, INGP}
| 8 mode : ∈{ONCE,ONCE/TUPLE} 8 r : RTtuple 8 QT S

ak
,QT R

ak
: queue of RTtuple

| 8 TAs, rform : natural 8 prBulk, prRdIn, UsrRdy4Evt : boolean

|
| always
| aid := getMyAgentID(k) 8 type := getAgentType(stationary,mobile)

| 8 isPresentinROL(prid, taid) ≡ 〈 ∃e :: (e ∈ ROL) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = prid) ∧ (aid ∈ e ↑ 3) 〉
| 8 isEmptyinROL(prid) ≡ 〈 ∃e :: (e ∈ ROL) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = prid) ∧ (e ↑ 3 = ∅) 〉
|
| initially
| λ = Location(k) 8 T =⊥ 8 t = ε 8 tuple = ε 8 t = ∅ 8 tuples = ∅ 8 a = ε 8 atuple = ε

| 8 taid = ε 8 a = ε 8 taids = ∅ 8 TAs = 0 8 rform = 0 8 prid = ε 8 ROL =⊥ 8 RL =⊥
| 8 T = ∅ 8 prType = ε 8 prName = ε 8 mode = ε 8 r = ε 8 QT S

ak
=⊥ 8 QT R

ak
=⊥

| 8 prBulk = FALSE 8 prRdIn = FALSE 8 UsrRdy4Evt = FALSE

|
| assign
| {Migrate to different location}
| 8 λ := Location(Move()) if (type = mobile)

|| {Capture different parameters when user application is ready}
| 8 〈 prType, prName,UsrRdy4Evt := getPrimType(),getPrimName(),FALSE

| ‖ prRdIn, prBulk := getPrimRDorIN(),getPrimBulk()

| ‖ tuple := getTuple() if
(
(prRdIn = FALSE) ∧ (prBulk = FALSE)

)

| ‖ tuples := getTuples() if
(
(prRdIn = FALSE) ∧ (prBulk = TRUE)

)

| ‖ atuple := getAntiTuple() if (prRdIn = TRUE)

| ‖ TAs := getTargetAgentCount() if (prType = remote)

| ‖ 〈‖ a : 1 ≤ a ≤ TAs :: taids[a] := getTargetAgentID(a)〉 if (prType = remote)

| ‖ mode := getMode(ONCE,ONCE/TUPLE) if
(
(prType = remote) ∧ (prRdIn = TRUE)

)

|
〉

if (UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Local Operation Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
| {Perform different local tuple space primitives}
| 8 〈 〈 t , tuple, prType := tuple, ε, ε ‖ out(t ,T) 〉 if

(
(prName = OUT) ∧ ¬(tuple = ε)

)

| 8 〈 t, tuples, prType := tuples, ∅, ε ‖ outg(t,T) 〉 if
(
(prName = OUTG) ∧ ¬(tuples = ∅)

)

| 8 〈 a, atuple, prType := atuple, ε, ε

| ‖ 〈 t := rdp(a,T) ‖ retTuple2Usr(t) 〉 if (prName = RDP)

| ‖ 〈 t := rdgp(a,T) ‖ retTuples2Usr(t) 〉 if (prName = RDGP)

| ‖ 〈 t := inp(a,T) ‖ retTuple2Usr(t) 〉 if (prName = INP)

| ‖ 〈 t := ingp(a,T) ‖ retTuples2Usr(t) 〉 if (prName = INGP)

|
〉

if ¬(atuple = ε)

|
〉

if (prType = local)

| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Local Operation Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Figure 5.3: Mobile UNITY ‘Program agent(k)’: part 1.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
|| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Remote Operation Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Initiate (as reference agent) execution of different remote tuple space operations}
| 8 〈 t , tuple, prType, prid, rform := tuple, ε, ε,getPrID(prName), 1

| 8 〈‖ a : 1 ≤ a ≤ TAs :: QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler(rform, prid, prName, t ,mode, aid, taids[a])〉

|
〉

if
(
(prType = remote) ∧ (prName = OUT) ∧ ¬(tuple = ε)

)

| 8 〈 t, tuples, prType, prid, rform := tuples, ∅, ε,getPrID(prName), 1

| 8 〈‖ a : 1 ≤ a ≤ TAs :: QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler(rform, prid, prName, t,mode, aid, taids[a])〉

|
〉

if
(
(prType = remote) ∧ (prName = OUTG) ∧ ¬(tuples = ∅)

)

| 8 〈 a, atuple, prType, prid, rform := atuple, ε, ε,getPrID(prName), 1

| 8ROL := ROL ∪ {prid, prName, taids}
| 8 〈‖ a : 1 ≤ a ≤ TAs :: QT S

ak
:= QT S

ak
• createRTupler(rform, prid, prName, a,mode, aid, taids[a])〉

|
〉

if
(
(prType = remote) ∧ (prRdIn = TRUE) ∧ ¬(atuple = ε)

)

| 8 〈 r,QT R
ak

:= head(QT R
ak

),tail(QT R
ak

) 8 prid := r ↑ prid

| 8 〈 Tprid := Tprid ∪ {r ↑ tAid, r ↑ data} ‖ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ ROL) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = prid) :: e ↑ 3 := e ↑ 3 \ r ↑ tAid 〉
|

〉
if
(
(r ↑ rAid = aid) ∧ isPresentinROL(prid, r ↑ tAid)

)
{Handling Response tuple}

|
〉

if
(
¬(QT R

ak
=⊥) ∧ (head(QT R

ak
) ↑ rform = 2)

)

|| {Return result of execution of remote tuple-reading or -consuming operation to user}
| 8

〈
8 e :

(
(e ∈ ROL) ∧ (e ↑ 3 = ∅)

)

| :: prid, prName,ROL := e ↑ 1, e ↑ 2, ROL \ e
| 8 〈 〈‖ e′ : (e′ ∈ Tprid) :: t := t ∪ e′ ↑ tuples 〉 8 retTuples2Usr(t)

| 8 〈‖ e′ :
(
(e′ ∈ Tprid) ∧

(
(prName = ING) ∨ (prName = INGP)

))

| :: QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler′(3, prid, prName, aid, e

′ ↑ tAid) 〉
|

〉
if
(
(prName = RDG) ∨ (prName = RDGP) ∨ (prName = ING) ∨ (prName = INGP)

)

| 8 〈 〈‖ e′ :
(
e′ = e′′.(e′′ ∈ Tprid)

)
:: t , taid := e′ ↑ tuple, e′ ↑ tAid 〉 8 retTuple2Usr(t)

| 8QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler′(3, prid, prName, aid, taid)

| if
(
(prName = IN) ∨ (prName = INP)

)

| 8 〈‖ e′ :
(
(e′ ∈ Tprid) ∧ ¬(e′ ↑ tAid = taid) ∧

(
(prName = IN) ∨ (prName = INP)

))

| :: QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler′(4, prid, prName, e

′ ↑ tuple, aid, e′ ↑ tAid) 〉
|

〉
if
(
(prName = RD) ∨ (prName = RDP) ∨ (prName = IN) ∨ (prName = INP)

)

|
〉

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Remote Operation Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
||| {Discard messages destined for other agents}
| 8 QT R

ak
:= tail(QT R

ak
) if

(
¬(QT R

ak
=⊥) ∧ ¬(head(QT R

ak
) ↑ dstAg = aid)

)

||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
Figure 5.4: Mobile UNITY ‘Program agent(k)’: part 2.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
|| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of ATS Reaction Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Complete execution of different remote tuple space operations}
| 8

〈
r,QT R

ak
:= head(QT R

ak
),tail(QT R

ak
) 8 prid, prName := r ↑ prid, r ↑ pName

| 8 prBulk := TRUE

| if
(
(prName = RDG) ∨ (prName = RDGP) ∨ (prName = ING) ∨ (prName = INGP)

)

| ∼ FALSE if
(
(prName = RD) ∨ (prName = RDP) ∨ (prName = IN) ∨ (prName = INP)

)

| 8 〈 〈 t := r ↑ data 8 out(t , T) 〉 if (prName = OUT)

| 8 〈 t := r ↑ data 8 outg(t, T) 〉 if (prName = OUTG)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := rd(a, T) 〉 if (prName = RD)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := rdg(a, T) 〉 if (prName = RDG)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := rdp(a, T) 〉 if (prName = RDP)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := rdgp(a, T) 〉 if (prName = RDGP)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := in(a, T) 〉 if (prName = IN)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := ing(a, T) 〉 if (prName = ING)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := inp(a, T) 〉 if (prName = INP)

| 8 〈 a := r ↑ data 8 t := ingp(a, T) 〉 if (prName = INGP) 8 rform := 2

| 8QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler′(rform, prid, prName, t , aid, r ↑ rAid) if (prBulk = FALSE)

| 8QT S
ak

:= QT S
ak
• createRTupler′(rform, prid, prName, t, aid, r ↑ rAid) if (prBulk = TRUE)

|
〉

if
(
(r ↑ tAid = aid) ∧ (r ↑ rform = 1)

)
{Handling of reaction-tuple}

| 8 〈 t := r ↑ data 8 out(t , T)
〉

if
(
(r ↑ tAid = aid) ∧ (r ↑ rform = 4)

)
{Handling of nack-tuple}

|
〉

if
(
¬(QT R

ak
=⊥)

| ∧
(
(head(QT R

ak
) ↑ rform = 1) ∨ (head(QT R

ak
) ↑ rform = 3) ∨ (head(QT R

ak
) ↑ rform = 4)

))

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of ATS Reaction Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| end

|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
Figure 5.5: Mobile UNITY ‘Program agent(k)’: part 3.

prRdIn and prBulk capture these values to carry on the execution of invoked tuple

space primitives. The local operations are expressed by invoking these primitives to ex-

ecute on local T, and returning the outcome such operations back to user application by

retTuple2Usr method.

Modeling of host: Program host(i)

Like agent(k), any host (say, host(i)) of CUTSMuHN platform (i.e. host environment

of a mobile/portable device) is modeled as Program host(i), which also comprises of

declare, always, initially and assign sections, as shown in Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7,

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. The behaviors of hosts are captured by different variables,
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| Program host(i) at λ

|
| declare
| hid,mhid : hostid 8 type : ∈{stationary,mobile, accesspoint, gateway}
| 8 T′ : tuple space 8 r : RTtuple 8 QT S

ak
,QT R

ak
,QRT S ,QRT R : queue of RTtuple

| 8 a : agentid 8 A,A : set of agentid 8 Qin,Qout : queue of agentid

| 8 assoc : set of hostid 8 H : set of (MHhostid,APhostid, timestamp) 8 L : set of (MHhostid,RTtuple, timestamp)

| 8 LRT : set of (APhostid/MHhostid,RTmsgid) 8 N : set of (Hosthostid, set of agentid, timestamp, extant)

| 8 M,m : message 8 CS : message 8 TW, TWL : message 8 nwdeploy : ∈{iBSS, IBSS,HMANET}
| 8 QSW ,QSWL ,QS ,QR,QSB ,QRB ,QSRT ,QRRT : queue of message

| 8 clock, lastHTSchk, lastRTsent, lastBsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt : natural

| 8 status : ∈{standalone, connected, associated} 8N ′ : set of (DHosthostid, hop, IHosthostid, timestamp, extant)

|
| always
| BiBSSW = IBSSBROADCASTADDRESSDS 8 BiBSSWL = IBSSBROADCASTADDRESSBSA

| 8 BIBSSWL = IBSSBROADCASTADDRESS 8 BHMANET = HMANETBROADCASTADDRESS

| 8 type := getHostType(stationary,mobile, accesspoint, gateway) 8 bLife = SYSTEMBEACONLIFETIME

| 8 λ := Location(i) 8 hid := getMyHostID(i) 8 nwdeploy := getNetwork(iBSS, IBSS,HMANET)

| 8 mhGap = SYSTEMMHVALIDITYINTERVAL 8 HTSaccessGap = SYSTEMHTSACCESSINTERVAL

| 8 locateGap = SYSTEMLOCATEMSGINTERVAL 8 bconGap = SYSTEMBEACONINTERVAL

| 8 isPresentH (mhid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ H ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = mhid) 〉
| 8 isPresentL(mhid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ L) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = mhid) 〉
| 8 isPresentN (hostid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = hostid) 〉
| 8 isPresentN ′(hostid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ N ′) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = hostid) 〉
| 8 isPresentLRT (hostid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = hostid) 〉
| 8 isRepeatLRT (hostid,msgid) ≡ 〈 ∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = hostid) ∧ (e ↑ 2 = msgid) 〉
| 8 isValidH (e, now) ≡

(
(e ∈ H ) ∧ ((now − e ↑ 3) ≤ mhGap)

)

| 8 isValidL(e, now) ≡
(
(e ∈ L) ∧

(
(now − e ↑ 3) ≤ locateGap

))

| 8 isValidN (e, now) ≡
(
(e ∈ N ) ∧

(
(now − e ↑ 3) ≤ e ↑ 4

))

| 8 isMsgBcon(msg) ≡ (msg· kind = Beacon) 8 isMsgRT(msg) ≡ (msg· kind = RT)

| 8 isMsgACK(msg) ≡ (msg· kind = ACK) 8 isMsgLocate(msg) ≡ (msg· kind = Locate)

| 8 isMsgFound(msg) ≡ (msg· kind = Found) 8 isNotOwnMsg(msg) ≡ ¬(msg· src = hid)

| 8 isSH(host) ≡ (host· type = stationary) 8 isMH(host) ≡ (host· type = mobile)

| 8 isAP(host) ≡ (host· type = accesspoint) 8 isGH(host) ≡ (host· type = gateway)

|
| initially
| clock = 0 8 lastHTSchk = 0 8 lastRTsent = 0 8 lastBsent = 0 8 status = standalone

| 8 assoc = ∅ 8 H = ∅ 8 L = ∅ 8 LRT = ∅ 8 A = ∅ 8 A = ∅ 8 N = ∅ 8 N ′ = ∅
| 8 T′ =⊥ 8 TW =⊥ 8 TWL =⊥ 8 CS =⊥
| 8 QT S

ak
=⊥ 8 QT R

ak
=⊥ 8 Qin =⊥ 8 Qout =⊥ 8 QRT S =⊥ 8 QRT R =⊥

| 8 QSB =⊥ 8 QRB =⊥ 8 QSRT =⊥ 8 QRRT =⊥ 8 QSW =⊥ 8 QSWL =⊥ 8 QS =⊥ 8 QR =⊥
|
|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Figure 5.6: Mobile UNITY ‘Program host(i)’: part 1.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| assign
| {Increment the clock}
| 8 clock := clock + 1

|
| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Transport Interface - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Organize a message for onward transmission}
| 8 〈

M,QS := head(QS),tail(QS)

| 8 〈 QSW := QSW •M if (M ·ni = W) ‖ QSWL := QSWL •M if (M ·ni = WL) 〉
〉

if ¬(QS =⊥)

|| {Transfer a message from QSW to TW; make TW empty after some time}
| 8 transmit&resetW ::

〈
TW,QSW := head(QSW ),tail(QSW ) if

(
¬(QSW =⊥) ∧ (TW =⊥)

)
; TW :=⊥

〉

|| {Transfer a message from QSWL to TWL; make TWL empty after some time}
| 8 transmit&resetWL ::

〈
TWL,QSWL := head(QSWL ),tail(QSWL ) if

(
¬(QSWL =⊥) ∧ (TWL =⊥)

)
; TWL :=⊥

〉

|| {Transfer a message from TW to QR}
| 8 〈

QR := QR • TW if isNotOwnMsg(TW)
〉

reacts-to ¬(TW =⊥)

|| {Transfer a message from TWL to QR}
| 8 〈

QR := QR • TWL if isNotOwnMsg(TWL)
〉

reacts-to ¬(TWL =⊥)

|| {Organize a received Beacon/RT/ACK/Locate/Found message for further processing}
| 8 〈

M,QR := head(QR),tail(QR)

| 8〈
QRB := QRB •M if isMsgBcon(M)

| ‖QRRT := QRRT •M if isMsgRT(M) ∨ isMsgACK(M) ∨ isMsgLocate(M) ∨ isMsgFound(M)
〉

|
〉

if ¬(QR =⊥)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Transport Interface - - - - - - - - - -}
|
| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Host Tuple Space Handler - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Process received RT from different agents}
| 8 〈 8 k :: 〈 r,QT S

ak
:= head(QT S

ak
),tail(QT S

ak
) 8 inject(r,T′) 〉 if ¬(QT S

ak
=⊥)

〉

|| {Process received RT from Communication Manager}
| 8 〈

r,QRT R := head(QRT R),tail(QRT R) 8 inject(r,T′)
〉

if ¬(QRT R =⊥)

|| {Periodically extract RT from HTS for onward transfer to target agents in same/different hosts}
| 8 〈 〈8 a : (a ∈ A) :: r := eject(a,T′) 8 〈QT R

a
:= QT R

a
• r if ¬(r = ε)〉

〉

| 8 〈8e : (e ∈ N ) :: A := e ↑ 2 8 〈8 a : (a ∈ A) :: r := eject(a,T′) 8 〈QRT S := QRT S • r if ¬(r = ε)〉〉
〉

| 8 lastHTSchk := clock

|
〉

if
(
(clock − lastHTSchk) > HTSaccessGap

)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Host Tuple Space Handler - - - - - - - - - -}
|
| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Agent Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Register active agents in A}
| 8 A,Qin := A ∪ head(Qin),tail(Qin) if ¬(Qin =⊥)

|| {Deregister terminated/migrated agents from A}
| 8 A,Qout := A \ head(Qout),tail(Qout) if

(
¬(Qout =⊥) ∧ (head(Qout) ∈ A)

)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Agent Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Figure 5.7: Mobile UNITY ‘Program host(i)’: part 2.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Discovery Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Prepare to send Beacon message to destination}
| 8 〈

QSB , lastBsent := QSB • discSendWiBSS (), clock if
(
isSH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 QSB , lastBsent := QSB • discSendWLiBSS (), clock if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 QSB , lastBsent :=
(
QSB • discSendWiBSS ()

)
• discSendWLiBSS (), clock

| if
(
isAP(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 QSB , lastBsent := QSB • discSendWLIBSS (), clock if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| 8 QSB , lastBsent := QSB • discSendWLHMANET (), clock

| if
((
isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)

)
∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

)

|
〉

if
(
(clock − lastBsent) > bconGap

)

|| {Process received Beacon message}
| 8 〈

discRcvSHiBSS (QRB ) if
(
isSH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 discRcvMHiBSS (QRB ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 discRcvAPiBSS (QRB ) if
(
isAP(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 discRcvMHIBSS (QRB ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| 8 discRcvMHHMANET (QRB ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

)

| 8 discRcvGHHMANET (QRB ) if
(
isGH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

)

|
〉

if ¬(QRB =⊥)

|| {Remove expired entries from N}
| 8 discValidN () if

((
(isSH(hid) ∨ isMH(hid) ∨ isAP(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| ∨
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| ∨
(
(isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

))

|| {Update assoc on account of change in associated AP of MH}
| 8 〈

discUpdtMHiBSS
() if (nwdeploy = iBSS)

|
〉

if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (¬isPresentN (assoc[0]) ∨ ¬isValidN (〈∃e : e ↑ 1 = assoc[0] :: e〉, clock))

)

|| {Update status on account of change in connectivity of MH}
| 8 discUpdtMH() if

(
isMH(hid) ∧

(
(nwdeploy = IBSS) ∨ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

))

|| {Organize a Beacon message for onward transmission}
| 8 〈

QS ,QSB := QS • head(QSB ),tail(QSB )
〉

if ¬(QSB =⊥)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Discovery Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Figure 5.8: Mobile UNITY ‘Program host(i)’: part 3.
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|—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
| {- - - - - - - - - - Start of Communication Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|| {Prepare to send RT/Locate message to destination}
| 8 〈

commSendSHiBSS (QRT S ) if
(
isSH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commSendMHiBSS (QRT S ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commSendAPiBSS (QRT S ) if
(
isAP(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commSendMHIBSS (QRT S ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| 8 commSendMH-GHHMANET (QRT S ) if
((
isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)

)
∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

)

|
〉

if ¬(QRT S =⊥)

|| {Process received RT/Locate/Found message, and prepare to send RT/ACK/Found message}
| 8 〈

commRcvSHiBSS (QRRT ) if
(
isSH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commRcvMHiBSS (QRRT ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commRcvAPiBSS (QRRT ) if
(
isAP(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 commRcvMHIBSS (QRRT ) if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| 8 commRcvMH-GHHMANET (QRRT ) if
((
isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)

)
∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

)

|
〉

if ¬(QRRT =⊥)

|| {Resend RT message whose ACK fails to reach before timeout}
| 8 〈

QSRT := QSRT • commReSendRT() if
((

(isMH(hid) ∨ isAP(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)
)

| ∨
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)

| ∨
(
(isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

))

|
〉

if
(
(clock − lastRTsent) > newRTGap

)

|| {Process RT message whose destination is presently not available}
| 8 〈

〈 QRT R , CS := QRT R • CS· data,⊥〉 if
(
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 〈
QSRT := QSRT • newMsg

(
hid,BiBSSW , Locate, CS· dest,W

)

| ‖ L := L ∪ {(CS· dest, CS· data, clock)}
〉

if
(
isAP(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

| 8 〈
QRT R , CS := QRT R • CS· data,⊥

|
〉

if
((
isMH(hid) ∧ (nwdeploy = IBSS)

)
∨

(
(isMH(hid) ∨ isGH(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = HMANET)

))

|
〉

if
(
¬(CS =⊥) ∧ (rtAtmpt > 3)

)

|| {Remove expired entries from H and L, and preserve unsent RT}
| 8 commValidHLiBSS () if

(
(isSH(hid) ∨ isAP(hid)) ∧ (nwdeploy = iBSS)

)

|| {Organize RT/ACK/Locate/Found message for onward transmission}
| 8 〈

QS ,QSRT := QS • head(QSRT ),tail(QSRT )
〉

if ¬(QSRT =⊥)

|| {- - - - - - - - - - End of Communication Manager - - - - - - - - - -}
|
| end

||—-—————————————————————————————————————————————————|
Figure 5.9: Mobile UNITY ‘Program host(i)’: part 4.
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declared in the declare section, and their assignment statements are stated in the assign

section. In particular, hid is declared as the identity of host(i), whereas type specifies the

nature of host(i) (viz. stationary host or mobile host or access point or gateway host).

Tuple space T′ is declared as its HTS. The underlying deployed network is captured

by nwdeploy, which considers the value of iBSS, IBSS and HMANET for iBSS, IBSS

and H-MANET respectively. The variables H and L are declared to represent History

(that records the path of successful data transfer to different mobile hosts) and Loc Stash

(that maintains the list of mobile hosts with their ongoing location searches) of host(i)

respectively for stationary hosts and access points in iBSS. Moreover, the variables LRT

and CS are declared for Last RT (that records the list of identities of last RT-messages

received from different hosts) and CommStash (that buffers the transmitted RT-message)

of host(i) respectively for mobile hosts and access points in both iBSS and IBSS. Also, N

and A are declared to represent the Neighbor List (that stores the discovery information

of reachable hosts) and Agent List (that lists the presently colocated mobile applications)

of any host respectively. Each entry of N , denoted as e, is a 4-tuple, comprising of “host

identity”, “associate”, “timestamp” and “extant”. The macro isValidN checks for any

entry in N matching the given host identity, whereas macro isPresentN determines the

presence of any entry of given host.

At the bottom level, CUTSMuHN platform interacts with the transport services of

hosting device, which is modeled as Transport Interface, by a set of assignment statements.

The insights of transmission of messages from one host to another, are modeled by assign-

ing them to the transiently-shared variable at one end and subsequently reading them

at the other end. Discovery Manager and Communication Manager interchange messages

with Transport Interface through two different queues, viz. QS and QR. The behaviors of

Discovery Manager and Communication Manager are abstracted according to the nature of

host, which is subscripted in the corresponding macro. These macros are, in turn, used in

different assignment statements to complete the functionalities of Discovery Manager and

Communication Manager. Host Server interchanges reaction/response-tuples (represented

here as RTtuple) with Communication Manager through QRTS
and QRTR

, which is modeled

using a set of assignment statements. Similarly, a pair of assignment statements models
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the registration/deregistration functionalities of Agent Manager.

The macros, used in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, define specific discovery and commu-

nication tasks. These macros are defined as follows.

Macros related to Discovery Manager.

M := discSendWiBSS() ,
〈
M := newMsg(hid,BiBSSW

,Beacon, buildBcon(A, bLife),W)
〉

M := discSendWLiBSS() ,
〈
M := newMsg(hid,BiBSSWL

,Beacon, buildBcon(A, bLife),WL)
〉

M := discSendWLIBSS() ,
〈
M := newMsg(hid,BIBSSWL

,Beacon, buildBcon(A, bLife),WL)
〉

M := discSendWLHMANET() ,
〈
M := newMsg(hid,BHMANET ,Beacon, buildBcon(A, bLife),WL)

〉

discRcvSHiBSS(QRB
) ,

〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
〉

if
(
isSH(m· src) ∨ isAP(m· src)

)
〉

discRcvMHiBSS
(QRB

) ,
〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
‖ status, assoc[0] := associated,m· src
〉

if
(
isAP(m· src) ∧ (status = standalone)

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
‖ assoc[0] := m· src
〉

if
(
isAP(m· src) ∧ (status = associated)

)
〉
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discRcvAPiBSS(QRB
) ,

〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
〉

if
(
isSH(m· src) ∨ isAP(m· src)

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
‖ assoc := assoc ∪ {m· src}
〉

if isMH(m· src)
〉

discRcvMHIBSS
(QRB

) ,
〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
‖ status := connected
〉

if
(
isMH(m· src) ∧ (status = standalone)

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
〉

if
(
isMH(m· src) ∧ (status = connected)

)
〉

discRcvMHHMANET(QRB
) ,

〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
‖ status := connected
〉

if
((
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
∧ (status = standalone)

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
〉

if
((
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
∧ (status = connected)

)
〉
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discRcvGHHMANET(QRB
) ,

〈
m,QRB

:= head(QRB
), tail(QRB

)

8
〈
N := N ∪ {m· src,m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant} if ¬isPresentN (m· src)
‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2, e ↑ 3, e ↑ 4 := m· data ↑ agids, clock,m· data ↑ extant

〉 if isPresentN (m· src)
〉

if
(
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
〉

discValidN () ,
〈
‖ e : e ∈ N :: N := N \ {e} if ¬isValidN (e, clock)

〉

discUpdtMHiBSS
() ,

〈
assoc[0] :=⊥ if (N = ∅) ∼ a.(a ∈ N ) if ¬(N = ∅)

8 status := standalone if (assoc[0] =⊥) ∼ associated if ¬(assoc[0] =⊥)
〉

discUpdtMH() ,
〈
status := standalone if (N = ∅) ∼ connected if ¬(N = ∅)

〉

Macros related to Communication Manager.

commSendSHiBSS
(QRTS

) ,
〈
r,QRTS

:= head(QRTS
), tail(QRTS

) 8 dstid := r ↑ dstHost

8QSRT
:= QSRT

• newMsg
(
hid, dstid,RT, r,W

)
if
(
isSH(dstid) ∧ (hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if
(
isSH(dstid) ∧ ¬(hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8
〈
apid := 〈 ∃e :

(
(e ∈ H ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = dstid)

)
:: e ↑ 2 〉

8QSRT
:= QSRT

• newMsg
(
hid, apid,RT, r,W

)
if (hosthidΓ′hostapid)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if ¬(hosthidΓ′hostapid)〉
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ isPresentH (dstid)

)

8
〈
QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,BiBSSW

, Locate, dstid,W
)
‖ L := L ∪ {(dstid, r, clock)}

〉
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ ¬isPresentH (dstid)

)
〉

commSendMHiBSS(QRTS
) ,

〈
r,QRTS

:= head(QRTS
), tail(QRTS

) 8 m := newMsg
(
hid, assoc[0],RT, r,WL

)

8QSRT
, CS, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := QSRT

•m,m, clock, rtGap, 0
if (hosthidΓ′hostassoc[0])

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if ¬(hosthidΓ′hostassoc[0])〉
if
(
(status = associated) ∧ (CS =⊥)

)
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commSendAPiBSS
(QRTS

) ,
〈
r,QRTS

:= head(QRTS
), tail(QRTS

) 8 dstid := r ↑ dstHost

8QSRT
:= QSRT

• newMsg
(
hid, dstid,RT, r,W

)
if
(
isSH(dstid) ∧ (hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if
(
isSH(dstid) ∧ ¬(hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8
〈
m := newMsg

(
hid, dstid,RT, r,WL

)

8QSRT
, CS, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := QSRT

•m,m, clock, rtGap, 0
if (hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if ¬(hosthidΓ′hostdstid)〉
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ (dstid ∈ assoc) ∧ (CS =⊥)

)

8
〈
apid := 〈 ∃e :

(
(e ∈ H ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = dstid)

)
:: e ↑ 2 〉

8QSRT
:= QSRT

• newMsg
(
hid, apid,RT, r,W

)
if (hosthidΓ′hostapid)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if ¬(hosthidΓ′hostapid)〉
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ ¬(dstid ∈ assoc) ∧ isPresentH (dstid)

)

8
〈
QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,BiBSSW

, Locate, dstid,W
)
‖ L := L ∪ {(dstid, r, clock)}

〉
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ ¬(dstid ∈ assoc) ∧ ¬isPresentH (dstid)

)
〉

commSendMHIBSS
(QRTS

) ,
〈
r,QRTS

:= head(QRTS
), tail(QRTS

) 8 dstid := r ↑ dstHost 8m := newMsg
(
hid, dstid,RT, r,WL

)

8QSRT
, CS, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := QSRT

•m,m, clock, rtGap, 0
if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ (hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if
(
¬isMH(dstid) ∨ ¬(hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)
〉

if
(
(status = connected) ∧ (CS =⊥)

)

commSendMH-GHHMANET
(QRTS

) ,
〈

r,QRTS
:= head(QRTS

), tail(QRTS
) 8 dstid := r ↑ dstHost

8
〈
m := newMsg

(
hid, dstid,RT, r,WL

)

8QSRT
, CS, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := QSRT

•m,m, clock, rtGap, 0
〉

if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ isPresentN (dstid) ∧ (hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8
〈
dstid′ := 〈∃e : (e ∈ N ′) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = dstid) :: e ↑ 3〉 8 m := newMsg

(
hid, dstid′,RT, r,WL

)

8QSRT
, CS, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := QSRT

•m,m, clock, rtGap, 0
if
((
isMH(dstid′) ∨ isGH(dstid′)

)
∧ isPresentN (dstid′) ∧ (hosthidΓ′hostdstid′)

)
〉

if
(
isMH(dstid) ∧ isRchblN ′(dstid) ∧ ¬(hosthidΓ′hostdstid)

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

• r if ¬isMH(dstid)
〉

if
(
(status = connected) ∧ (CS =⊥)

)
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commRcvSHiBSS
(QRRT

) ,
〈
m,QRRT

:= head(QRRT
), tail(QRRT

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧

(
isSH(m· src) ∨ isAP(m· src)

)
∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8
〈
QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,RT, 〈∃ e : ((e ∈ L) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· data)) :: e ↑ 2〉,W

)

8 H := H ∪ {(m· data,m· src, clock)}
〉

if
(
isMsgFound(m) ∧ isAP(m· src) ∧ isPresentL(m· data)

)
〉

commRcvMHiBSS
(QRRT

) ,
〈
m,QRRT

:= head(QRRT
), tail(QRRT

)

8
〈
〈 QRTR

:= QRTR
•m· data ‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2 := m·mid〉

〉 if
(
isPresentLRT (m· src) ∧ ¬isRepeatLRT (m· src,m·mid)

)

8 〈QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data ‖ LRT := LRT ∪ {(m· src,m·mid)} 〉 if ¬isPresentLRT (m· src)
8QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,ACK,m·mid,WL

)
〉

if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧ isAP(m· src) ∧ (m· src = assoc[0]) ∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8 CS :=⊥ if
(
isMsgACK(m) ∧ isAP(m· src) ∧ (m· src = assoc[0]) ∧ (m· dest = hid) ∧ ¬(CS =⊥)

∧ ((clock − lastRTsent) < newRTGap) ∧ (rtAtmpt < 3) ∧ (m·mid = CS·mid)
)

〉

commRcvAPiBSS
(QRRT

) ,
〈
m,QRRT

:= head(QRRT
), tail(QRRT

)

8QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧

(
isSH(m· src) ∨ isAP(m· src)

)
∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8
〈
〈 QRTR

:= QRTR
•m· data ‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2 := m·mid〉

〉 if
(
isPresentLRT (m· src) ∧ ¬isRepeatLRT (m· src,m·mid)

)

8 〈QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data ‖ LRT := LRT ∪ {(m· src,m·mid)} 〉 if ¬isPresentLRT (m· src)
8QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,ACK,m·mid,WL

)
〉

if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧ isMH(m· src) ∧ (m· src ∈ assoc) ∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8 CS :=⊥ if
(
isMsgACK(m) ∧ isMH(m· src) ∧ (m· src ∈ assoc) ∧ (m· dest = hid) ∧ ¬(CS =⊥)

∧ ((clock − lastRTsent) < newRTGap) ∧ (rtAtmpt < 3) ∧ (m·mid = CS·mid)
)

8
〈
QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,RT, 〈∃ e : ((e ∈ L) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· data)) :: e ↑ 2〉,W

)

8 H := H ∪ {(m· data,m· src, clock)}
〉

if
(
isMsgFound(m) ∧ isAP(m· src) ∧ isPresentL(m· data)

)

8
〈
QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,Found,m· data,W

)
if (m· data ∈ assoc)

〉
if
(
isMsgLocate(m) ∧

(
isSH(m· src) ∨ isAP(m· src)

)
∧ isPresentL(m· data)

)
〉
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commRcvMHIBSS
(QRRT

) ,
〈
m,QRRT

:= head(QRRT
), tail(QRRT

)

8
〈
〈 QRTR

:= QRTR
•m· data ‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2 := m·mid〉

〉 if
(
isPresentLRT (m· src) ∧ ¬isRepeatLRT (m· src,m·mid)

)

8 〈QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data ‖ LRT := LRT ∪ {(m· src,m·mid)} 〉 if ¬isPresentLRT (m· src)
8QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,ACK,m·mid,WL

)
〉

if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧ isMH(m· src) ∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8 CS :=⊥ if
(
isMsgACK(m) ∧ isMH(m· src) ∧ (m· dest = hid) ∧ ¬(CS =⊥)

∧ ((clock − lastRTsent) < newRTGap) ∧ (rtAtmpt < 3) ∧ (m·mid = CS·mid)
)

〉

commRcvMH-GHHMANET
(QRRT

) ,
〈
m,QRRT

:= head(QRRT
), tail(QRRT

)

8
〈
〈 QRTR

:= QRTR
•m· data ‖ 〈∃e : (e ∈ LRT ) ∧ (e ↑ 1 = m· src) :: e ↑ 2 := m·mid〉

〉 if
(
isPresentLRT (m· src) ∧ ¬isRepeatLRT (m· src,m·mid)

)

8 〈QRTR
:= QRTR

•m· data ‖ LRT := LRT ∪ {(m· src,m·mid)} 〉 if ¬isPresentLRT (m· src)
8QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,ACK,m·mid,WL

)
〉

if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧

(
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
∧ (m· dest = hid)

)

8
〈
QRTS

:= QRTS
•m· data 8 QSRT

:= QSRT
• newMsg

(
hid,m· src,ACK,m·mid,WL

)
〉

if
(
isMsgRT(m) ∧

(
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
∧ ¬(m· dest = hid)

)

8 CS :=⊥ if
(
isMsgACK(m) ∧

(
isMH(m· src) ∨ isGH(m· src)

)
∧ (m· dest = hid) ∧ ¬(CS =⊥)

∧ ((clock − lastRTsent) < newRTGap) ∧ (rtAtmpt < 3) ∧ (m·mid = CS·mid)
)

〉

M := commReSendRT() ,
〈
M, lastRTsent, newRTGap, rtAtmpt := CS, clock, (2 ∗ newRTGap), (rtAtmpt+ 1)

if
(
¬(CS =⊥) ∧ (rtAtmpt < 3)

)
〉

commValidHLiBSS
() ,

〈
〈‖ e : e ∈ H :: H := H \ {e} if ¬isValidH (e, clock) 〉

8 〈‖ e : e ∈ L :: (QRTR
:= QRTR

• e ↑ 2) ‖ L := L \ {e} if ¬isValidL(e, clock) 〉
〉

In the proposed modeling approach of CUTSMuHN platform, an invoke of a tuple space

primitive by reference agent is modeled either as local or remote invoke. The local invoke

of any tuple space primitive is expressed by allowing the operation on Agent Tuple Space
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of reference agent. On the other hand, the remote invoke is modeled as propagation

of invoke parameters through Host Tuple Spaces of reference host, target host as well as

intermediate hosts, if any, and allowing the operation on Agent Tuple Space of target

agent. Similarly, the result of such invoke is also modeled to have propagated through

tuple spaces of ‘en route’ hosts. The intermediate host tuple spaces decouple the remote

invoke of reference agent from its process of forwarding, as well as from its execution.

These tuple spaces also decouple response delivery of target agent from its process of

forwarding. Moreover, these tuple spaces also separate the unavailability concerns arising

due to mobile, dynamic and unreliable environments of underlying wireless networks.

5.3 Comparative Analysis

The Mobile UNITY model has been used in literature for modeling of tuple space co-

ordination in mobile middleware systems [87, 98, 99]. In these works, the formal rep-

resentations of either tuple space operations, or other aspects of the tuple space model

are expressed. For instance, in [87], the semantics of tuple space operations (in the

context of LIME platform) are obscurely specified, whereas in [98], such semantics are

tenuously generalized for any platform of agent coordination. Closely related to the pro-

posed modeling approach is the work in [99], where formal representation of the tuple

space model (as well as other coordination models) are framed and a common strategy of

their verification is hinted. The proposed modeling approach differs from [99] in both the

approaches of formal modeling as well as verification of the same for deriving correctness.

In particular, the proposed modeling approach repeatedly uses the refinement policy of

the Mobile UNITY model to present a vivid and comprehensive formal description of

the functionalities of TSMM platform. Such comprehensiveness is lacking in the formal

representation of [99].

The formalization and verification of other systems, like Mobile IP [83], as well as

functionalities within a system, viz. code mobility [95], context awareness [63] etc., us-

ing the Mobile UNITY model also exist in literature. In [83] as well as in [95] and [63],
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formal representations of the respective systems are thoroughly described. Other ex-

tensions of the UNITY model for formal representations of different systems also exist

in literature. For instance, [104] shows an extension of the UNITY model to formal

describe a tightly-coupled system, which is radically different from very loosely-coupled

CUTSMuHN platform.

The approaches of modeling of different TSMM platforms also exist in literature [27,

36]. The formal analysis of other mobile computing systems also exist [30]. These

formalization approaches mostly follow the process algebraic formal models for their

specifications. The process algebraic models treat mobility in a manner, which is radically

different from the Mobile UNITY model. In these models, mobility and movement-space

of mobile entities cannot be directly represented, in contrast to the Mobile UNITY model,

where movement-space can be arbitrarily defined, location is included in state of each

component, and mobility is reduced to value assignments to location variables.

5.4 Conclusion

The existing approaches of formal modeling of TSMM platforms using the Mobile UNITY

model have the shortcomings of not being vivid and comprehensive. This chapter has pro-

posed a new modeling approach for thoroughly describing the behaviors of a TSMM plat-

form, and applies the proposed modeling approach on expressing CUTSMuHN platform.

The proposed approach formally specifies CUTSMuHN platform as a Mobile UNITY sys-

tem, comprising of its components representing different behaviors of agents and hosts.

This initiative of modeling not only has presented the insightful abstractions in express-

ing the behaviors of a coordination platform in presence of multiple underlying hetero-

geneous networks, but also has paved the way for presenting a strategy of verifying the

correctness of CUTSMuHN platform using it.
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Chapter 6

Formal Verification of CUTSMuHN

6.1 Introduction

The modeling of CUTSMuHN platform, presented in the preceding chapter, is proposed

with the important objective to formally verify its correctness. This chapter proposes

a strategy of verification of correctness of CUTSMuHN platform using proof logic of the

Mobile UNITY model. For formally verifying its correctness, a set of formal properties

are defined from its proposed modeling. Defining formal properties to demonstrate cor-

rectness is agreeable due to the fact that there is no accepted definition of correctness

of a mobile middleware platform, because of underlying mobility, dynamics and unreli-

ability. In fact, a mobile node, depending on its movement pattern, may never receive

any communicating information for its agents during coordination. However, employing

a verification strategy for CUTSMuHN platform is still beneficial, as it elucidates an in-

formal notion of correctness of the expected behavior of TSMM platform under common

conditions. This section first defines a set of formal properties based on the modeling

of CUTSMuHN platform to state its correctness, and next proposes a new verification

strategy to prove these properties to show correctness of System CUTSMuHN .

6.2 Proposed Verification Strategy

This section proposes a new strategy of formal verification of the captured abstractions

of CUTSMuHN platform in its modeling using proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model.

157
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The outcome of this verification can be further used to justify the improvements in

CUTSMuHN platform. The free variables in formal properties (viz. i, j, k and l) are

assumed to be quantified over appropriate ranges.

6.2.1 Verification of Tuple Space model of CUTSMuHN

For verifying correctness of the tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform, it is obliga-

tory to prove its safety properties. For instance, the safety property of the set of apposite

tuples A states that all tuples of that set must satisfy APPOSITE property, where AP-

POSITE property is defined as:

APPOSITE ,

inv.
〈
∀t : (t ∈ A) :: (mod(a) = 0) ∨

(
(mod(a) > 0) ∧ (mod(a) ≤ mod(t))∧

〈
∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ mod(a) ::

〈
∃i : 1 ≤ i ≤ mod(t) :: (faj · name = fti · name)

〉 〉 )〉
(6.1)

where, ‘inv.’ denotes an invariant property of the Mobile UNITY model. In the above

expression, APPOSITE property states that for every tuple t in A corresponding to

given antituple a, which is non-NULL, the names of constituent fields of t matches the

names of all constituent fields of a. Similarly, the safety property of the set of sought

tuples S states that for given a, all tuples in that set are sought tuples, i.e. it must

satisfy the SOUGHT property, where SOUGHT property is defined as:

SOUGHT , inv.
〈
∀t : (t ∈ S) :: M(t , a)

〉
(6.2)

These properties are shown to hold by the following lemmas.

Lemma 6.1 Set of apposite tuples A satisfies APPOSITE property.

Proof: A predicate p is defined to specify that a tuple τ (where, τ ∈ A) has at least

one constituent field, whose name matches the name of one constituent field of a, if a is

not empty:

p ≡ (p1 ∧ pτ2) ∨
(
p3 ∧ pτ2 ∧ pτ4 ∧ 〈∃i, j :: p5 ∧ pτ6〉

)
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where p1 ≡ (mod(a) = 0), pτ2 ≡ (τ ∈ A), p3 ≡ (mod(a) > 0), pτ4 ≡ (1 ≤ i ≤ mod(τ)),

p5 ≡ (1 ≤ j ≤ mod(a)) and pτ6 ≡ (faj · name = fτi · name). For proving Lemma 6.1, it is

sufficient to show that p is invariant, i.e. p holds for all possible memberships of A for

given a. First, p is shown to be stable, i.e. once p holds, it continues to hold for every

new added member of A. This is shown by presenting a Hoare triple representation of

Equation (5.4), from which the corresponding proof logic of Hoare triple is derived and

subsequently simplified to show that p is stable. Next, p is also shown to hold at the

initial state of A. Combining these two properties together proves that p is invariant.

‖ ind : (ind ∈ I) :: {p} A := A ∪ {t} if (t = Ts
ind) {p} , Hoare triple representation

≡ {(ind ∈ I) ∧ (t = Ts
ind) ∧ p} A := A ∪ {t} {p} , proof logic of Hoare triple

≡
(
(ind ∈ I) ∧ (t = Ts

ind) ∧ p
)

⇒
(
p1 ∧ (ind ∈ I.(I ∈ Tp))

)
∧
(
p3 ∧ 〈∃ I, j :: p5 ∧ (ind ∈ I) ∧ (I ∈ Tp)

∧ (I· name = faj · name)〉
)
∧ (t = Ts

ind) ∧ p , replacing I using Equation (5.3)

⇒
((
p1 ∧ (ind ∈ I.(I ∈ Tp)) ∧ (t = Ts

ind)
)
∧
(
p3 ∧ 〈∃ I, j :: p5 ∧ (ind ∈ I) ∧ (I ∈ Tp)

∧ (I· name = faj · name)〉 ∧ (t = Ts
ind)

))
∧ p

⇒
(
pt2 ∧

(
p3 ∧ 〈∃ I, i, j :: pt4 ∧ p5 ∧ (I ∈ Tp) ∧ (I· name = faj · name) ∧ (I· name =

fti · name)〉
))
∧ p , replacing (t = Ts

ind) using Equation (5.2), and simplifying

⇒
(
pt2 ∧

(
p3 ∧ 〈∃i, j :: pt4 ∧ p5 ∧ pt6〉

))
∧ p , by eliminating I· name from above

⇒ pt2 ∧ p , as
(
p3 ∧ 〈∃i, j :: pt4 ∧ p5 ∧ pt6〉

)
≡ pt2

⇒
(
p1 ∧ (τ ∈ A ∪ {t})

)
∨
(
p3 ∧ (τ ∈ A ∪ {t}) ∧ 〈∃i, j :: pτ4 ∧ p5 ∧ pτ6〉

)

, as pt2 ≡ (t ∈ A) from definition of p2 and, pt2 ∧ p means (τ ∈ A ∪ {t})

⇒ pA
A∪{t}

where, pA
A∪{t} is predicate p having A∪{t} substitutes A. Also, initially (A = ∅), and so

both disjuncts of p holds vacuously. 2

Lemma 6.2 Set of sought tuples S satisfies the SOUGHT property.
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Proof: A predicate p′ is defined to denote that tuple τ ′ (where, τ ′ ∈ S) matches posi-

tively with a:

p′ ≡
(
(τ ′ ∈ S) ∧M(τ ′, a)

)

Like Lemma (6.1), to prove Lemma (6.2), it is sufficient to show that p′ is invariant.

First, it is shown that p′ is stable:

‖ t : (t ∈ A) ∧M(t , a) :: {p′} S := S ∪ {t} {p′} , Hoare triple representation

≡ {(t ∈ A) ∧M(t , a) ∧ p′} S := S ∪ {t} {p′} , proof logic of Hoare triple

≡
(
(t ∈ A) ∧M(t , a) ∧ p′

)
⇒ (t ∈ S) ∧

(
(τ ′ ∈ S) ∧M(τ ′, a)

)
, simplifying

⇒
(
τ ′ ∈ S ∪ {t}

)
∧M(τ ′, a)⇒ p′

S
S∪{t}

Furthermore, initially (S = ∅), and so p′ holds vacuously. 2

Proving the safety properties of the tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform es-

tablishes its correctness. Based on this verification approach, correctness of the entire

CUTSMuHN platform has been verified in the subsequent sections.

6.2.2 Formal Properties of Correctness

The formal properties of System CUTSMuHN are defined successively in a bottom-up

fashion, starting with the lowest layer of host.

Formal Properties of Transport Interface

The purpose of Transport Interface of host is to transfer different messages from one host

(say, host(i)) to another host (say, host(j)) via some transport service. This behavior is

represented formally as TRANSPORT property, which is defined as:

TRANSPORT(M) ,
(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)

7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.3)
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Here TRANSPORT(M) asserts that if a message M is ready for transmission to other re-

mote hosts, then it will eventually be enqueued in the receipt queues of Transport Interface

of available and connected hosts in the same networks. This assertion is true, irrespective

of the nature of underlying networks. That is, TRANSPORT property holds for iBSS,

IBSS and HMANET networks in this thesis, and can easily extends its support to other

underlying networks.

An extension of TRANSPORT property is TRANSMIT property, defined as:

TRANSMIT(M) ,
(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)

7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.4)

In TRANSMIT(M) property, TRANSPORT(M) property is extended by including the

progress of QS and QR themselves. TRANSMIT(M) asserts that, if M is handed over by

Communication Manager or Discovery Manager of reference host, then it will be eventually

ready to be handed over to Communication Manager or Discovery Manager of designated

target host(s).

Formal Properties of DiscoveryManager

Discovery Manager fulfils two objectives — (i) advertising up-to-date knowledge of active

agents present in a host, and (ii) registering up-to-date knowledge of active agents present

in other hosts that are reachable from (i.e. neighbors of) it. These two behaviors are

represented formally as ADVERTISE property and REGISTER property. ADVERTISE

property is defined as:

ADVERTISE(A,N ) ,
(
(host(i).clock − host(i).lastBsent) > SystemBeaconInterval

)

∧
(
M · data↑agids ⊆ (host(i).Ahost(i).clock ∪ host(i).Nhost(i).clock)↑agids

)

7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)
∨

¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

))〉
(6.5)
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In this definition, ADVERTISE(A,N ) asserts that if a Beacon message M is generated

with updated list of active agents from A of any host for broadcasting, and the inter-

val between two consecutive Beacon messages has elapsed, then M will eventually be

enqueued in the receipt queues of Discovery Manager of other available hosts. Again,

REGISTER property is defined as:

REGISTER(M) ,
(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)

7→
(
{M · data↑agids,M · data↑extant,M · data↑hopcount,M · data↑ ihids} ∈ host(j).N

)
(6.6)

Here, REGISTER(M) asserts that if Discovery Manager of any available host receives a

Beacon message M , all the relevant details present inside M (viz. availability information

about agents of its sending host) are stored in Neighbor List N of receiving host.

Formal Property of CommunicationManager

The responsibility of Communication Manager is to reliably deliver RT from one host to

another. This behavior is represented formally as DELIVER property:

DELIVER(r) ,
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉
∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.7)

DELIVER(r) asserts that if Host Server of host(i) enqueues RT r, which is destined to

some target host (say, host(j′)), in its QRTS
, then r is either delivered to Host Server of

host(j′) (by enqueuing in QRTR
of host(j′)) or returned back to Host Server of host(i)

(by enqueuing back in QRTR
of host(i)).

Formal Properties of Host Server

Host Server is responsible for decoupling of the transfer of RT from reference agent to

target agent (in same or different host) and vice versa. This decoupling behavior can be

represented formally as DECOUPLEIntraHost and DECOUPLEInterHost properties.
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DECOUPLEIntraHost property is defined as:

DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) ,
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.8)

Here, DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) asserts that if RT r is waiting in HTS T′ of host(i) and it is

destined to target agent (say, agent(l)) residing in the same host, then it will eventually

be enqueued in QTR
al

of agent(l) or continues to wait in T′ of host(i) till agent(l) becomes

available for data transfer.

Similarly, DECOUPLEInterHost property is defined as:

DECOUPLEInterHost(r) ,
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.9)

In this definition, DECOUPLEInterHost(r) asserts that, if r is waiting in T′ of host(i) and

it is destined to agent(l) residing in different host (say, host(j′)), then it will eventually

be stored in T′ of host(j′) or continues to wait in T′ of host(i) till host(j′) becomes

available for data transfer.

A combination of DECOUPLEIntraHost and DECOUPLEInterHost properties results in

TRANSFER property, which is defined as:

TRANSFER(r) ,
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→ ¬Γagent(l) ∨
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
(6.10)

TRANSFER(r) asserts that r will be eventually delivered to agent(l), whether available

in same host (viz. host(i)) or different host (viz. host(j′)).

Formal Properties of RemoteOperationManager

Remote Operation Manager is responsible for handling the invokes of remote primitives of

reference agent destined to be executed at target agent (in same/different host). This is
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defined as INVOKE property:

INVOKE ,
(
UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE

)
∧ ¬
(
prName = ε

)
∧
〈
∃ agent(l) :

(
agent(l).aid ∈ taids

)〉

∧ Γagent(l) ∧
(
prType = remote

)
7→
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.11)

In the above definition, INVOKE asserts that if reference agent agent(k) is ready to in-

voke a remote tuple space primitive destined to some available target agent agent(l), then

the invoked primitive is eventually executed at the destination tuple space of agent(l)

if it remains available. The predicate
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
is used

to abstract unmarshalling at target agent, i.e. the parameters of marshalled primitive

prName are unmarshalled for successful execution. Moreover, r(1) specifies a reaction-

tuple packing the invoke parameters, and hence r(1) is one of the four kinds of RT possible

in CUTSMuHN platform, i.e. r(1) is a form of r.

Remote Operation Manager is also responsible for positively or negatively acknowledg-

ing the receipt of responses from target hosts for invokes it has initiated. This is defined

as ACKNOWLEDGE property:

ACKNOWLEDGE ,

(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∧
(
r(2) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧
(
r(2) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

∧
〈
∃e : (e ∈ ROL) ∧

(
r(2) ↑prid = e↑1

)
∧
(
agent(l).aid ∈ e↑3

)〉

∧
((
r(2) ↑prName = ING

)
∨
(
r(2) ↑prName = INGP

))
∧ ¬
(
r(2) ↑data = ε

)

7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
∨
(
¬
(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

))
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.12)

ACKNOWLEDGE asserts that if Remote Operation Manager of reference agent agent(k)

receives a response-tuple r(2) from one/more target agents, it acknowledges the acceptance

of their responses by sending back ack-tuple r(3), or the rejection of same by sending back

nack-tuple r(4). It is to be noted that r(2), r(3) and r(4) are other remaining forms of RT.

Formal Properties of ATS ReactionManager

ATS Reaction Manager of target agent is responsible for handling the execution of invoked
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remote primitives of reference agent, destined to be executed in same/different host, and

sending any generated response back to Remote Operation Manager of reference agent.

This is defined as RESPONSE property:

RESPONSE ,

(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧ Γagent(l)

∧ ¬
(
(r(1) ↑prName = OUT) ∨ (r(1) ↑prName = OUTG)

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.13)

Here, RESPONSE asserts that if target agent agent(l) has received and executed a re-

mote tuple space primitive (which is not tuple-producing in nature) and is ready to send

the results of that execution back to reference agent agent(k), then response-tuple r(2),

packing the results of invoke of that primitive, eventually reaches agent(k) (i.e. enqueued

in QTR
ak

) to be handed over to its invoker method.

Definition (6.11) covers both safety and progress properties of correctness in the in-

vokes of remote tuple space primitives of CUTSMuHN platform. On the other hand,

definition (6.13) includes the safety and progress properties of correctness in the corre-

sponding response-delivery. In the above definitions, the time bound is not predicated,

as CUTSMuHN platform temporally decouples each agent interaction. An important

objective of this verification strategy is also to demonstrate the ability of decoupling of

CUTSMuHN platform, for which a pair of formal properties are specified in definition (6.8)

and definition (6.9).

Based on these definitions, the formal correctness property of System CUTSMuHN

is expressed as a UNITY-style conditional property (in hypothesis-conclusion form):

TRANSPORT(M) ∧ADVERTISE(A,N ) ∧ REGISTER(M)

INVOKE ∧ACKNOWLEDGE ∧ RESPONSE
(6.14)

The above correctness specification is interpreted as: “given that the knowledge of avail-

able agents (of a host and its neighbor hosts) are advertised and subsequently regis-

tered by other hosts as well as the messages containing reaction/response-tuples (which,
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in turn, carry invokes of tuple space primitives and responses thereof) and availabil-

ity information are transmitted from one host to another in System CUTSMuHN ,

INVOKE, ACKNOWLEDGE and RESPONSE properties can be proven from the text

of System CUTSMuHN ”.

6.2.3 Proof Techniques

This section shows that the formal properties defined in the preceding section are satis-

fied in System CUTSMuHN . Since its formal specifications contains no inhibit clauses,

so the following assertion holds here.

〈
∀S : (S ∈ CUTSMuHN ) :: ι(S) := FALSE

〉
(6.15)

Consequently, the inference rule in Equation (A.6) becomes:

{p}s{H}, (H 7→ FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ q) in CUTSMuHN<

{p}s∗{q}
(6.16)

Also in System CUTSMuHN , there are no nonreactive statements that are not reactively-

augmented. As such, the inference rule in Equation (A.4) is not applicable in these

proofs.

In the proposed verification strategy, FP(CUTSMuHN <) is first defined from the

formal description of System CUTSMuHN , and is later used while proving its formal

properties using the inference rule in Equation (6.16). FP(CUTSMuHN <) is the fixed

point predicate of the reactive program < in CUTSMuHN , which is obligated to be

shown for each assertion of the proofs. The approach of defining FP(CUTSMuHN <)

from reactive statements of System CUTSMuHN , and the technique of showing it to

hold for individual assertions are elucidated in Appendix B.

The following lemmas prove that the formal properties hold in System CUTSMuHN ,

thereby satisfying the correctness specification of Equation (6.14). These lemmas are also

arranged in a bottom-up manner, so that a proven formal property is used to prove the

next higher-level formal property.
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Lemma 6.3 TRANSPORT(M) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: For proving that TRANSPORT(M) property holds in System CUTSMuHN ,

the transitive property of ‘7→’ (i.e. leads-to) relation are applied to the following set of

assertions.

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

Y
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

(6.17)

(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

(6.18)

(
head(host(i).QSW

) = M
)
7→
(
host(i).Tw = M

)
(6.19)

(
host(i).Tw = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.20)

(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

(6.21)

(
head(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)
7→
(
host(i).Twl = M

)
(6.22)

(
host(i).Twl = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.23)

The above assertions describe the safety and progress properties, when Program host(i)

communicates with Program host(j) through multiple assign statements and several

reactive statements in the Interactions section. The assertion (6.17) asserts that if a

message M is at the front of queue QS of host(i), then it is eventually assigned to either

of its queues QSW
and QSWL

(depending on the value of ni of M). The assertions (6.18)

and (6.21) assert that if M is enqueued at the rear end of queue QSW
or QSWL

of host(i),

then it eventually reaches their respective front ends. The assertions (6.19) and (6.22)

assert that if message M is at the front of either of the queues QSW
and QSWL

of host(i),

then it is eventually assigned to the transiently-shared variables Tw and Twl respectively

of host(i). The assertions (6.20) and (6.23) assert that if Tw or Twl of host(i) holds

M , then either host(i) and host(j) are deployed in different networks, or they are not

connected (as their association processes are not successfully over or they have different
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locations), or M is eventually enqueued to QR of host(j) from either of Tw and Twl of

host(i) by virtue of transient sharing.

Each of these assertions is obligated to be proven individually. The assertion (6.17) is

actually proven in details in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B to illustrate the proof mecha-

nisms of individual assertions. Other assertions can be proven by following same mech-

anisms. These assertions can be combined by different properties of ‘ 7→’ for wired and

wireless NICs separately. For wired NIC, the above assertions are combined as follows:

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

(6.24)

, from assertion (6.17), as in case of wired NIC,
(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

= FALSE

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.25)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.24), (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20) in succession.

For wireless NIC, the proven assertions are again combined by the transitive property of

‘7→’ as follows:

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

(6.26)

, from assertion (6.17), as in case of wireless NIC,
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

= FALSE

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.27)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.26), (6.21), (6.22) and (6.23) in succession.

Combining the assertions (6.25) and (6.27) for wired and wireless NICs, following holds:

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉

, after applying finite disjunction rule (A.17) on assertions (6.25) and (6.27) for both

, wired and wireless NICs; this holds as quantified ranges for j in their cases are complementary
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This completes the proof of TRANSPORT(M) property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.4 TRANSMIT(M) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: Like the proof of TRANSPORT(M) property, TRANSMIT(M) property is also

proven to satisfy in System CUTSMuHN using the different properties of ‘7→’ relation.

This proof, which also involves the use of TRANSPORT(M) property itself, is concerned

with the following set of assertions:

(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
(6.28)

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.29)

(
last(host(j).QR) = M

)
7→
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)
(6.30)

Among the above assertions, the assertion (6.28) asserts that if message M is enqueued

at the rear end of queue QS of host(i), then it eventually reaches its front end. The

assertion (6.29) is actually TRANSPORT(M) property, proven in Lemma 6.3. Lastly,

the assertion (6.30) asserts that M , enqueued at the rear end of queue QR of host(j),

eventually reaches its front end. These assertion can be proven by the proof mechanisms

explained in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. They are combined by different properties of

‘ 7→’ as follows.

(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
last(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.31)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.28) and (6.29)

〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
last(host(j).QR) = M

)〉
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)〉
(6.32)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.30) with appropriate ranges of j
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(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.31) and (6.32)

This completes the proof of TRANSMIT(M) property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.5 ADVERTISE(A,N ) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
(host(i).clock − host(i).lastBsent) > SystemBeaconInterval

)

∧
(
M · data↑agids ⊆ (host(i).Ahost(i).clock ∪ host(i).Nhost(i).clock)↑agids

)

7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)
∨

¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

))〉
is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: ADVERTISE(A,N ) property is proven with the help of TRANSMIT(M) prop-

erty of Transport Interface, proven in Lemma 6.4, and using the different properties of

‘7→’ relation. This proof is involved with the following set of assertions:

(
(host(i).clock − host(i).lastBsent) > SystemBeaconInterval

)
∧
(
M · data↑agids ⊆

(host(i).Ahost(i).clock ∪ host(i).Nhost(i).clock)↑agids
)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSB

)=M
)

(6.33)

(
last(host(i).QSB

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QSB

) = M
)

(6.34)

(
head(host(i).QSB

) = M
)
7→
(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
(6.35)

(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.36)

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(j).QRB

) = M
)

(6.37)

(
last(host(j).QRB

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)

(6.38)

Among the above assertions, the assertion (6.33) asserts that after every beacon interval,

a (beacon) message M is prepared at host(i), comprising of its supported agents and

neighbor hosts/agents, which is eventually enqueued in its queue QSB
. Again, the asser-

tion (6.34) asserts that message M eventually reaches the front from rear end of QSB
.

The assertion (6.35) asserts that if M is enqueued at the front of QSB
of host(i), then it

is eventually enqueued at the rear end of its queue QS. The assertion (6.36) is already
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proven as TRANSMIT(M) property in Lemma 6.4. The assertion (6.37) asserts that if

M is present at the front end of queue QR of host(j), then it is eventually enqueued

to the queue QRB
of host(j). Lastly, the assertion (6.38) asserts that if M is enqueued

at the rear end of queue QRB
of host(j), it eventually reaches its front end. The above

assertions can be proven by proof mechanisms shown in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B.

These assertions are combined as follows using different properties of ‘7→’.

(
last(host(i).QSB

) = M
)
7→
(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
(6.39)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.34) and (6.35)

(
(host(i).clock − host(i).lastBsent) > SystemBeaconInterval

)

∧
(
M · data↑agids ⊆ (host(i).Ahost(i).clock ∪ host(i).Nhost(i).clock)↑agids

)

7→
〈
∧ j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.40)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.33), (6.39) and (6.36) successively

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)
7→
(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)

(6.41)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.37) and (6.38)

〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)〉
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)〉

(6.42)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.41) with appropriate ranges of j

(
(host(i).clock − host(i).lastBsent) > SystemBeaconInterval

)

∧
(
M · data↑agids ⊆ (host(i).Ahost(i).clock ∪ host(i).Nhost(i).clock)↑agids

)

7→
〈
∧ j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
))〉

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.40) and (6.42)

This completes the proof of ADVERTISE(A,N ) property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.6 REGISTER(M) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
head(host(j).QRB

) = M
)

7→
(
{M · data ↑ agids,M · data ↑ extant,M · data ↑ hopcount,M · data ↑ ihids} ∈ host(j).N

)
is provable
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in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: REGISTER(M) property is shown to hold in System CUTSMuHN , as its

assertion in its definition can be proven directly by the proof mechanisms illustrated in

Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. 2

Lemma 6.7 DELIVER(r) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉
∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

is provable in

System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: DELIVER(r) property is also proven with the help of TRANSMIT(M) prop-

erty of Transport Interface and different properties of ‘7→’ relation. This proof involves

the following set of assertions:

stable
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
(6.43)

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)

(6.44)

(
head(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSRT

) = M
)

(6.45)

(
last(host(i).QSRT

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QSRT

) = M
)

(6.46)

(
head(host(i).QSRT

) = M
)
7→
(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
(6.47)

(
last(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.48)

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)

(6.49)

(
last(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)
7→
(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)

(6.50)

(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j′).nwdeploy

)
∨ ¬(host(i)Γ′host(j′))

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.51)

(
last(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)
7→
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.52)

(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
〈
∧ j ::

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉

7→
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = j′) ∨

(
last(host(j).QRTR

) = r
)〉

(6.53)

(
last(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)
7→
(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.54)
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Among the above assertions, the assertion (6.43) asserts that after RT r is generated,

with its target host field indicating host(j′) as destination, it cannot be modified, i.e. it

holding a particular value becomes the stable property till it is consumed. The asser-

tion (6.44) asserts that r eventually reaches the front end of queue QRTS
of host(i) from

its rear end. The assertion (6.45) asserts that if r is at the front end of QRTS
of host(i),

then a message M is generated with r as its data and is eventually enqueued at the rear

end of queue QSRT
of host(i). The assertion (6.46) asserts that M eventually reaches the

front end of queue QSRT
of host(i) from its rear end. The assertion (6.47) asserts that

if M is at the front end of QSRT
of host(i), then it is eventually enqueued at the rear

end of queue QS of host(i). The assertion (6.48) is TRANSMIT(M) property itself and

is proven in Lemma 6.4. The assertion (6.49) asserts that if M reaches the front end of

QR of host(j), then it is eventually enqueued at the rear end of queue QRRT
of host(j).

The assertion (6.50) asserts that M eventually reaches the front end of queue QRRT
of

host(j) from its rear end. The assertion (6.51) asserts that if the destination of r to be

delivered is host(j′) and it is neither available in the network nor connected to host(i),

then r is extracted from M and is enqueued back to the queue QRTR
of host(i). The

assertion (6.52) asserts that if r is at the rear end of QRTR
of host(i), then it eventually

reaches the front end of that queue. The assertion (6.53) asserts that if M with r as its

data (and host(j′) as its destination) reaches the queue QRRT
of each available host(j),

then r is extracted from M only at host(j′) and is eventually enqueued to its queue

QRTR
. The assertion (6.54) asserts that r eventually reaches the front end of queue

QRTR
of host(j′) from its rear end. The above assertions can again be proven by the

proof mechanisms presented in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. These assertions are next

combined following the different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation.

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

))〉
(6.55)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.44), (6.45), (6.46), (6.47) and (6.48)
(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)
7→
(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)

(6.56)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.49) and (6.50)
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〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QR) = M

)〉
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉

(6.57)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.56) with appropriate ranges of j
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
))〉

(6.58)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.55) and (6.57)
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j)) ∨
(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
))〉
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
(6.59)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.43) and (6.58)
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∨ ¬(host(i)Γ′host(j))

)〉
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j′).nwdeploy

)
∨ ¬(host(i)Γ′host(j′))

)〉 (6.60)

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
((
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧

〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j′).nwdeploy

)
∨ ¬(host(i)Γ′host(j′))

)〉)

∨
((
r↑dstHost = host(j).hid

)
∧
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉)

(6.61)

, after applying conclusion of assertion (6.60) on assertion (6.59), and then simplifying

(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j′).nwdeploy

)
∨ ¬(host(i)Γ′host(j′))

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.62)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.51) and (6.52)
((
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
¬
(
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j′).nwdeploy

)
∨

¬(host(i)Γ′host(j′))
)〉)
7→
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.63)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.62) with appropriate ranges of j
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
((
r↑dstHost = host(j).hid

)
∧
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉)

∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.64)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.61) and (6.63)
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〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = j′) ∨

(
last(host(j).QRTR

) = r
)〉

7→
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = j′) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRTR

) = r
)〉

(6.65)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.54) with appropriate ranges of j
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
〈
∧ j ::

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉

7→
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = j′) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRTR

) = r
)〉

(6.66)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.53) and (6.65)

(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉

7→
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬(j = j′) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRTR

) = r
))〉

(6.67)

, after applying conjunction of ¬(j = i) on both sides of assertion (6.66)
〈
∧j : ¬(j = i) ∧

(
¬(j = j′) ∨

(
head(host(j).QRTR

) = r
))〉

〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉 , after simplifying (6.68)

(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)
∧
〈
∧ j :: ¬(j = i) ∧

(
head(host(j).QRRT

) = M
)〉

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉

(6.69)

, after applying conclusion of assertion (6.68) on assertion (6.67), and then simplifying
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉
∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.64) and (6.69)

This completes the proof of DELIVER(r) property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.8 DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)

is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) property is proven with the help of different properties

of ‘ 7→’ relation. This proof centers around the following assertions:

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
r = eject(host(i).agent(l), host(i).T′)

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.70)

(
r = eject(host(i).agent(l), host(i).T′)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.71)
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Among these assertions, the assertion (6.70) asserts that if RT r, with agent(l) of the

same host host(i) as its destination agent, is residing in HTS T′ of host(i), then ei-

ther r is being ejected for delivery to its destination or it continues to reside in T′ of

host(i). The assertion (6.71) asserts that if r is ejected from T′ of host(i) for delivery

to its destination agent(l) of host(i), then it is eventually enqueued in the queue QTR
al

of host(i) (which interfaces with agent(l)). These two assertions can be proven by the

proof mechanisms illustrated in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. They are combined by the

cancellation property of ‘7→’ relation as follows.

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.70) and (6.71)

This shows that DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) property holds in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.9 DECOUPLEInterHost(r) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: DECOUPLEInterHost(r) property is proven with the help of DELIVER(r) prop-

erty of Communication Manager, along with the different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation. This

proof involves the following assertions:

stable
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
(6.72)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
7→
(
r = eject(host(j′).agent(l), host(i).T′)

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.73)

(
r = eject(host(j′).agent(l), host(i).T′)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)

(6.74)

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉
∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.75)

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)
7→
(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)
(6.76)

Among these assertions, the assertion (6.72) asserts that RT r, with its target agent field

indicating agent(l) of host(j′) as destination, becomes a stable property. The asser-

tion (6.73) asserts that if r is residing in HTS T′ of host(i), then either r is being ejected
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from T′ for delivery to its destination or it continues to reside in T′ of host(i). The

assertion (6.74) asserts that if r is ejected from T′ of host(i) for delivery to agent(l) of

host(j′), then it is eventually enqueued in the queueQRTS
of host(i). The assertion (6.75)

is actually DELIVER(r) property, which is proven in Lemma 6.7. The assertion (6.76)

asserts that if r reaches the front end of queue QRTR
of host(j′), then its is eventually

inserted into HTS T′ of host(j′). The above assertions can be proven by the proof mech-

anisms demonstrated in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. These assertions are combined by

the different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation as follows.

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.77)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.73) and (6.74)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
((

last(host(i).QRTS
) = r

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

))
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
(6.78)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.72) and (6.77)

〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QRTR

) = r
)〉
7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
(6.79)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.76) with appropriate range of j′

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)

(6.80)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.75) and (6.79)

(
head(host(i).QRTR

) = r
)
7→
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.81)

, after appropriately replacing j′ by i in both sides of assertion (6.76), as it holds

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstHost = host(j′).hid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.82)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.80) and (6.81)

(
last(host(i).QRTS

) = r
)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.83)

, after strengthening left-hand side of assertion (6.82)
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(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)

∨
((
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

))
(6.84)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.78) and (6.83)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
, after simplifying assertion (6.84)

This shows that DECOUPLEInterHost(r) property holds in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.10 TRANSFER(r) property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨

¬Γagent(l) ∨
〈
∃j′ : ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
is provable in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: TRANSFER(r) property is proven with the help of DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) as

well as DECOUPLEInterHost(r) properties of Host Server, along with the different proper-

ties of ‘7→’ relation. This proof is carried out on the following assertions:

(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
head(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
(6.85)

(
head(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.86)

((
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)
∨
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

))

⇒
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.87)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.88)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉
∨
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.89)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)
∧
(
agent(l).λ = host(i).λ

)

7→ ¬
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.90)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
∧
(
agent(l).λ = host(j′).λ

)

∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

)
7→ ¬

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.91)
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(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)
7→
(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨ ¬
(
agent(l).λ = host(j′).λ

)
(6.92)

(
agent(l).λ = host(i).λ

)
⇒ Γagent(l) (6.93)

(
agent(l).λ = host(j′).λ

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧ (host(i)Γ′host(j))

)

⇒ Γagent(l) (6.94)

(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.95)

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.96)

Among these assertions, the assertion (6.85) asserts that if RT r is at the rear end of

queue QTS
ak

of host(i), then r eventually reaches its front end. The assertion (6.86) as-

serts that r from the front end of queue QTS
ak

of host(i) is eventually inserted into its

HTS T′. The assertion (6.87) asserts that target agent of r, as specified while generating

it, is agent(l), irrespective of being hosted in same host (i.e. host(i)) or different host

(i.e. host(j′)). The assertion (6.88) is actually DECOUPLEIntraHost(r) property, proven

in Lemma 6.8, whereas assertion (6.89) is DECOUPLEInterHost(r) property, proven in

Lemma 6.9. The assertion (6.90) and assertion (6.91) assert that once agent(l) colocates

with host(i) or host(j′) respectively, r is eventually withdrawn from T′ of host(i), pro-

vided there is connectivity. The assertion (6.92) asserts that r from HTS T′ of host(j′)

are either enqueued to its queue QTR
al

or agent(l) is not colocated with host(j′). The

assertion (6.93) and assertion (6.94) assert that colocation of agent(l) with host(i) or

host(j′) respectively makes it available for interaction, provided there is a connectivity

from host(i) to host(j′) in the latter case. The assertion (6.95) and assertion (6.96) as-

sert that r eventually reaches the front end of queues QTR
al

of host(i) or QTR
al

of host(j′)

respectively from their rear end. The above assertions can be proven by the proof mech-

anisms explained in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. These assertions are combined as:

(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
(6.97)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.85) and (6.86)

stable
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.98)

, as in assertion (6.87), left-hand side disjuncts stable predicates from assertion (6.72)
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(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.99)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.97) and (6.98)
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)

7→ ¬
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∨ ¬
(
agent(l).λ = host(i).λ

)
(6.100)

, after applying p∧q 7→ r
p 7→ ¬q∨r rule on assertion (6.90)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨ ¬
(
agent(l).λ = host(i).λ

)
(6.101)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.88) and (6.100), and then simplifying
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
7→ ¬

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)

∨¬
(
agent(l).λ=host(j′).λ

)
∨¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy=host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧(host(i)Γ′host(j))

)
(6.102)

, after applying p∧q 7→ r
p 7→ ¬q∨r rule on assertion (6.91)

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉

∨¬
(
agent(l).λ=host(j′).λ

)
∨¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy=host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧(host(i)Γ′host(j))

)
(6.103)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.89) and (6.102), and then simplifying
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
r ∈ host(j′).T′

)〉

7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬
(
agent(l).λ = host(j′).λ

)
(6.104)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.92) with appropriate range of j′

(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)
7→
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉

∨¬
(
agent(l).λ=host(j′).λ

)
∨¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy=host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧(host(i)Γ′host(j))

)
(6.105)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.103) and (6.104), and simplifying
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(i).agent(l).aid

)
∧
(
r↑dstAg = host(j′).agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉

∨¬
(
agent(l).λ=host(j′).λ

)
∨¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy=host(j).nwdeploy

)
∧(host(i)Γ′host(j))

)
(6.106)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.101) and (6.105), and then simplifying
(
r ∈ host(i).T′

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.107)
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, after simplifying assertion (6.106) using assertions (6.87), (6.93) and (6.94)
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.108)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.99) and (6.107)
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
last(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.109)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.108) and (6.95)
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.110)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.110) and (6.96)

This completes the proof of TRANSFER(r) property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.11 INVOKE property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE

)
∧ ¬
(
prName = ε

)
∧
〈
∃ agent(l) :

(
agent(l).aid ∈ taids

)〉

∧Γagent(l) ∧
(
prType = remote

)
7→
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∨ ¬Γagent(l) is provable

in System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: The INVOKE property is proven with the help of TRANSFER(r) property of

Host Server, along with the different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation. This proof is based on

the following set of assertions:

(
UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE

)
∧ (prType = remote) ∧

〈
∃ agent(l) :

(
agent(l).aid ∈ taids

)〉
∧ Γagent(l)

∧ ¬
(
prName = ε

)
7→
(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(1)

)
∧
(
(r(1) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.111)

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
head(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
(6.112)

(
head(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
(6.113)

(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.114)
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(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.115)

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.116)

(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
head(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.117)

(
head(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)
7→
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
(6.118)

The above assertions describe the safety and progress properties during the invoke phase

of remote tuple space primitives through multiple assignment and reactive statements.

In the above assertions, the assertion (6.111) asserts that if a mobile agent agent(k)

is ready to invoke a remote tuple space primitive prName destined to another agent

agent(l), which is available at present, then RT r(1) is generated, encapsulating the re-

quired information, and is enqueued in its queue QTS
ak

. The assertion (6.112) asserts that

any RT r eventually reaches the front end of queue QTS
ak

of agent(k) from its rear end.

The assertion (6.113) asserts that if r is at the front end of the queue QTS
ak

of agent(k),

then it is eventually enqueued to the queue QTS
ak

of host(i) (which supports agent(k)).

The assertion (6.114) is TRANSFER(r) property, which is proven in Lemma 6.10. The

assertion (6.115) and assertion (6.116) assert that if r is at the front end of queue QTR
al

of host(i) or host(j′) respectively, then r is eventually enqueued to the queue QTR
al

of

target agent agent(l). The assertion (6.117) asserts that if r is at the rear end of queue

QTR
al

of agent(l), then it eventually reaches the front end of that queue. Lastly, the as-

sertion (6.118) asserts that once r(1) reaches the front end of queue QTR
al

of agent(l), then

eventually the invoked parameters are extracted from r(1) to initiate the tuple space op-

eration at agent(l). Apart from TRANSFER(r), the remaining assertions can be proven

by the proof mechanisms shown in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. These assertions are

combined by different properties of ‘7→’ as follows:

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(1)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(1)

)
(6.119)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.112) and (6.113), as r(1) = r

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(1)

)
∧
(
(r(1) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(1)

)
∧
(
(r(1) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.120)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.119) and (6.98)
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(
UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE

)
∧ (prType = remote) ∧

〈
∃ agent(l) :

(
agent(l).aid ∈ taids

)〉
∧ Γagent(l)

∧ ¬
(
prName = ε

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
)=r(1)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ ::¬(j′= i)∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
)=r(1)

)〉
∨¬Γagent(l) (6.121)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.111), (6.120) and (6.114) successively

〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)〉
7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)
(6.122)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.116) with appropriate range of j′

(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)〉

7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)
(6.123)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.115) and (6.122), and then simplifying

(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(1)

)〉

7→
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
(6.124)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.123), (6.117) and (6.118) successively

(
UsrRdy4Evt = TRUE

)
∧ (prType = remote) ∧

〈
∃ agent(l) :

(
agent(l).aid ∈ taids

)〉
∧ Γagent(l)

∧ ¬
(
prName = ε

)
7→
(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∨ ¬Γagent(l)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.121) and (6.124)

This completes the proof that INVOKE property holds in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.12 ACKNOWLEDGE property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∧
(
r(2) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧
(
r(2) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

∧
〈
∃e : (e ∈ ROL) ∧

(
r(2) ↑prid = e↑1

)
∧
(
agent(l).aid ∈ e↑3

)〉

∧
((
r(2) ↑prName = ING

)
∨
(
r(2) ↑prName = INGP

))
∧ ¬
(
r(2) ↑data = ε

)

7→
(
r(3) ↑ data = ε

)
∨
(
¬
(
r(4) ↑ data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑ data ∈ agent(l).T

))
∨ ¬Γagent(l) is provable in

System CUTSMuHN .

Proof: ACKNOWLEDGE property is also proven with the help of TRANSFER(r)

property of Host Server, along with the different properties of ‘7→’ relation. This proof is

based on the following set of assertions:

(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
)=r(2)

)
∧
(
r(2)↑rAid=agent(k).aid

)
∧
(
r(2)↑tAid=agent(l).aid

)
∧¬
(
r(2)↑data=ε

)
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∧
〈
∃e : (e ∈ ROL) ∧

(
r(2) ↑prid = e↑1

)
∧
(
agent(l).aid ∈ e↑3

)〉
∧
((
r(2) ↑prName = ING

)

∨
(
r(2) ↑prName = INGP

))
7→
((
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(4)

)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))
(6.125)

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
head(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
(6.126)

(
head(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
(6.127)

(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.128)

(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.129)

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.130)

(
last(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
7→
(
head(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r

)
(6.131)

(
head(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)
7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
(6.132)

(
head(agent(l).QTR

al
) = r(4)

)
7→ ¬

(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

)
(6.133)

The above assertions describe the safety and progress properties during the consistency-

handing phase of tuples pace coordination, i.e. when responses of remote tuple-consuming

primitives have reached the reference agent and results are selected from these responses

to effectuate actual tuple space withdrawal. In the above assertions, the assertion (6.125)

asserts that if reference agent agent(k) receives RT r(2) from designated target agent

agent(l) containing results of invoked remote tuple-consuming operation, it eventually

generates either an ack-tuple r(3) or a nack-tuple r(4) with agent(l) as destination, which

are subsequently enqueued in its queue QTS
ak

. The assertion (6.128) is TRANSFER(r)

property, which is proven in Lemma 6.10. The assertion (6.126), assertion (6.127),

assertion (6.129), assertion (6.130) and assertion (6.131) are already stated as asser-

tion (6.112), assertion (6.113), assertion (6.115), assertion (6.116) and assertion (6.117)

respectively. Lastly, the assertion (6.132) and assertion (6.133) assert that once the RT

(viz. r(3) or r(4)) reaches the front end of queue QTR
al

of agent(l), then the data tuple

within r(4) is inserted back to T of agent(l), whereas r(3) is discarded. Apart from the

already proven assertions, other assertions can also be proven by the proof mechanisms

illustrated in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. The different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation are
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applied on these assertions as follows:

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
(6.134)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.126) and (6.127), as r(3) = r

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.135)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.134) and (6.98)
(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(4)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(4)

)
(6.136)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.126) and (6.127), as r(4) = r

(
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(4)

)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

ak
) = r(4)

)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

)
(6.137)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.136) and (6.98)
((

last(agent(k).QTS
ak

) = r(3)
)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((

last(agent(k).QTS
ak

) = r(4)
)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

7→
((

last(host(i).QTS
ak

) = r(3)
)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((

last(host(i).QTS
ak

) = r(4)
)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))
(6.138)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.135) and (6.137)
((

last(host(i).QTS
ak

) = r(3)
)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((

last(host(i).QTS
ak

) = r(4)
)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

7→
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(3)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)〉)
∨ ¬Γagent(l)

∨
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(3)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)〉)
(6.139)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on two values of assertion (6.128), viz. r(3) and r(4)

((
last(agent(k).QTS

ak
) = r(3)

)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((

last(agent(k).QTS
ak

) = r(4)
)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

7→
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(3)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)〉)
∨ ¬Γagent(l)

∨
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(4)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(4)

)〉)
(6.140)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.138) and (6.139)
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(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)
7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
(6.141)

, applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.129), (6.131) and (6.132) successively for r(3)

(
head(host(i).QTR

al
) = r(4)

)
7→ ¬

(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

)
(6.142)

, applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.129), (6.131) and (6.133) successively for r(4)

〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)〉
7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
(6.143)

, applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.130), (6.131) and (6.132) for r(3) and quantifying
〈
∃j′ ::¬(j′= i)∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
)=r(3)

)〉
7→ ¬

(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

)
(6.144)

, applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.130), (6.131) and (6.133) for r(4) and quantifying
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(3)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(3)

)〉)

∨
((

head(host(i).QTR
al

) = r(4)
)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

al
) = r(4)

)〉)

7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
∨
(
¬
(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

))
(6.145)

, applying disjunction of ‘7→’ on assertions (6.141), (6.142), (6.143) and (6.144), and simplifying
((

last(agent(k).QTS
ak

) = r(3)
)
∧
(
(r(3) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

∨
((

last(agent(k).QTS
ak

) = r(4)
)
∧
(
(r(4) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(l).aid

))

7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
∨
(
¬
(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

))
∨ ¬Γagent(l) (6.146)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.140) and (6.145)

(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
)=r(2)

)
∧
(
r(2)↑rAid=agent(k).aid

)
∧
(
r(2)↑tAid=agent(l).aid

)
∧¬
(
r(2)↑data=ε

)

∧
〈
∃e : (e ∈ ROL) ∧

(
r(2) ↑prid = e↑1

)
∧
(
agent(l).aid ∈ e↑3

)〉

∧
((
r(2) ↑prName = ING

)
∨
(
r(2) ↑prName = INGP

))

7→
(
r(3) ↑data = ε

)
∨
(
¬
(
r(4) ↑data = ε

)
∧
(
r(4) ↑data ∈ agent(l).T

))
∨ ¬Γagent(l)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.125) and (6.146)

This completes the proof of ACKNOWLEDGE property in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Lemma 6.13 RESPONSE property is satisfied in System CUTSMuHN , i.e.

(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧ Γagent(l)

∧¬
(
(r(1) ↑prName = OUT) ∨ (r(1) ↑prName = OUTG)

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∨ ¬Γagent(l) is provable in System CUTSMuHN .
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Proof: RESPONSE property is again proven with the help of TRANSFER(r) prop-

erty of Host Server, and different properties of ‘ 7→’ relation. This proof is based on the

following set of assertions:

(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧ Γagent(k)

∧ ¬
(
(r(1) ↑prName = OUT) ∨ (r(1) ↑prName = OUTG)

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

7→
((
last(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r(2)

)
∧
(
(r(2) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(k).aid

))
(6.147)

(
last(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r

)
7→
(
head(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r

)
(6.148)

(
head(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

al
) = r

)
(6.149)

(
last(host(i).QTS

al
) = r

)
∧
(
(r↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(k).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

ak
) = r

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
) = r

)〉
∨ ¬Γagent(k) (6.150)

(
head(host(i).QTR

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r

)
(6.151)

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
) = r

)
7→
(
last(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r

)
(6.152)

(
last(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
7→
(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
(6.153)

The above assertions describe the safety and progress properties during the response-

delivery phase of tuples pace coordination, i.e. when responses of remote tuple-consuming

primitives are dispatched to reference agent to carry out consistency-handling mecha-

nisms. Among the above assertions, the assertion (6.147) asserts that if the execution

of any remote tuple space primitive (except tuple-producing primitives) at target agent

agent(l) is over and reference agent agent(k) is available at present, then RT r(2) is gen-

erated, encapsulating the results of remote invoke as well as destined to agent(k), and is

enqueued in its queue QTS
al

. The assertion (6.150) is TRANSFER(r) property, which is

proven in Lemma 6.10. Again, the assertion (6.148), assertion (6.149), assertion (6.151),

assertion (6.152) and assertion (6.153) are already stated as assertion (6.112), asser-

tion (6.113), assertion (6.115), assertion (6.116) and assertion (6.117) respectively. Apart

from the already proven assertions, the remaining assertions can also be proven by the

proof mechanisms explained in Section B.1.1 of Appendix B. The different properties of

‘7→’ relation are enforced on these assertions to show that RESPONSE property holds
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in System CUTSMuHN .

(
last(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r(2)

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

al
) = r(2)

)
(6.154)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.148) and (6.149), as r(2) = r

(
last(agent(l).QTS

al
) = r(2)

)
∧
(
(r(2) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(k).aid

)

7→
(
last(host(i).QTS

al
) = r(2)

)
∧
(
(r(2) ↑dstAg)↑Ag = agent(k).aid

)
(6.155)

, after applying PSP rule (A.16) on assertions (6.154) and (6.98)

(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧ Γagent(k)

∧ ¬
(
(r(1) ↑prName = OUT) ∨ (r(1) ↑prName = OUTG)

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(host(i).QTR

ak
)=r(2)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ ::¬(j′= i)∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
)=r(2)

)〉
∨¬Γagent(k) (6.156)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.147), (6.155) and (6.150) successively

〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)〉
7→
(
last(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
(6.157)

, after quantifying both sides of assertion (6.152) with appropriate range of j′

(
head(host(i).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)〉

7→
(
last(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
(6.158)

, after applying disjunction of ‘ 7→’ on assertions (6.151) and (6.157), and then simplifying

(
head(host(i).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∨
〈
∃j′ :: ¬(j′ = i) ∧

(
head(host(j′).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)〉

7→
(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
(6.159)

, after applying transitivity rule (A.11) on assertions (6.158) and (6.153)

(
exec(r(1) ↑prName, r(1) ↑data) = TRUE

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑rAid = agent(k).aid

)
∧ Γagent(k)

∧ ¬
(
(r(1) ↑prName = OUT) ∨ (r(1) ↑prName = OUTG)

)
∧
(
r(1) ↑tAid = agent(l).aid

)

7→
(
head(agent(k).QTR

ak
) = r(2)

)
∨ ¬Γagent(k)

, after applying cancellation rule (A.14) on assertions (6.156) and (6.159)

This completes the proof of RESPONSE property holding in System CUTSMuHN . 2

Based on the proofs of these lemmas, it can be concluded that the formal correct-

ness property of System CUTSMuHN , expressed in Equation (6.14), has been proven.
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That is, starting with the proofs of TRANSPORT(M) property, ADVERTISE(A,N )

property and REGISTER(M) satisfying in System CUTSMuHN , INVOKE property,

ACKNOWLEDGE property and RESPONSE property are proven to be satisfied in

System CUTSMuHN . The last 3 properties represents the working of remote tuple

space operation in CUTSMuHN platform and becomes the basis of its tuple space co-

ordination. Moreover, two specific intermediate properties, viz. DECOUPLEIntraHost

and DECOUPLEInterHost, forms the essence of decoupling in tuple space coordination of

CUTSMuHN platform and has been proven to hold in System CUTSMuHN .

6.3 Related Work

The proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model has rarely been used in literature for mod-

eling of tuple space coordination [99]. In [99], the formal representations of different

coordination models are framed and a common strategy of their verification is hinted.

This chapter differs from [99] in the approach of verification for deriving correctness.

In this chapter, a detailed approach of verifying the behaviors of an entire middleware

platform is presented, which is lacking in [99]. The formal verification of other systems,

like Mobile IP [83], as well as functionalities within a system, viz. code mobility [95],

using the Mobile UNITY model also exist in literature. Other extensions of the UNITY

model for formal verification of different systems also exists. For instance, [104] shows

an extension of the UNITY model to verify tightly-coupled system, which is radically

different from the verification approach for very loosely-coupled CUTSMuHN platform.

The formal verification of different systems using the UNITY model has also shown in

the literature [102, 103, 31].

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter has augmented the proposed formal modeling of CUTSMuHN platform (pre-

sented in the preceding chapter) with the proposed strategy of verifying its correctness.

The proposed verification strategy, in itself, is thorough, and has also shown to satisfy

the fundamental capability of tuple space coordination, viz. decoupling, in CUTSMuHN
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platform. These outcome can be utilized to demonstrate the correctness in formalizing

decoupling for any tuple space middleware platform. Moreover, implementation and

experimentation of CUTSMuHN platform supplements the proposed modeling and ver-

ification by validating its correct working and demonstrating its capabilities, including

versatility, efficiency etc. Hence, CUTSMuHN platform can be reasoned as coordination

platform for mobile applications in heterogeneous dynamic networks.
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Chapter 7

Implementation and
Experimentation of CUTSMuHN

7.1 Introduction

The emphasis of this thesis is to propose methodologies on different research directions

of a TSMM platform, incorporating them into CUTSMuHN platform, and formally mod-

eling as well as verifying correctness of its behaviors. However, the implementation of

CUTSMuHN platform for experimentation purpose is to back up the claim of its correct-

ness. This chapter describes an implementation approach of a prototype of CUTSMuHN

platform using JavaTM [54], and tests its correct working in JVM 1.6.0 17 [71] with de-

veloped mobile applications. This chapter also reports the experiments on performances

of tuple space operations of CUTSMuHN platform to compare its improvements.

7.2 Implementation of CUTSMuHN

The implementation of CUTSMuHN platform follows a modular approach. In this sec-

tion, a step-by-step implementation of its working prototype is described, starting with

its basic building blocks, viz. tuple, antituple, tuple space, agent and host. CUTSMuHN

platform is implemented following the object-oriented paradigm using JavaTM. As such,

the deployment of CUTSMuHN platform requires Java-enabled hosts. Its implementation

is subdivided into multiple modules, in line with its architecture. Each module, in turn,

is further subdivided based on the functionality of that module. The present prototype

191
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of CUTSMuHN platform supports fully-functional stationary agents, which is going to

be extended to support agent mobility. The implementation of agent includes two ma-

jor submodules for handling coordination and engagement. On the other hand, host is

implemented by including the functionalities of Host Server, Agent Manager, Communica-

tion Manager and Discovery Manager as major submodules. The remaining functionalities

of CUTSMuHN platform are clubbed into other submodules.

Tuple: A tuple is created using the Tuple class, which is defined as a public class in

this implementation. Some of its significant methods are provided as public interfaces

(i.e. APIs) for application programmers. A glimpse of the Tuple class is shown below.

public class Tuple implements TSConstantsIntf

{

public Tuple(int noField);

public Tuple(); // Constructor for Empty Tuple

public boolean chkEmptyTuple();

public int getFieldCount();

public int getHashTabLength();

public int getRehashCount();

public int[][] getRandom(); // For use by AntiTuple class

public TField[][] getTable();

public TField[] getAllFields();

public TField getField(Class Typ);

public boolean updateField(TField TF);

public String showTuple();

public String showTupleConcised();

public Tuple addFields(TField[] fields);

}

The Tuple class uses another class, viz. TField class, to declare each of its constituent

fields. The TField class has following public interfaces.

public class TField implements Serializable

{

public TField(Object t);

public TField(); // Constructor for Empty Tuple Field

public boolean getPresent();

public Class getType();

public Object getValue(); // Possible NULL value return

}
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Antituple: An antituple is created using the AntiTuple class, which is also defined as

a public class. Like the Tuple class, several significant methods of the AntiTuple class

are also provided as public interfaces, as shown below.

public class AntiTuple implements Serializable

{

public AntiTuple(int NOF);

public AntiTuple(); // Constructor for empty Antituple

public boolean chkEmptyAT();

public int getFieldCount();

public ATField[] getFields();

public ATField getFirstField();

public void addFields(ATField[] fields);

public boolean match(Tuple t) throws ClassNotFoundException;

public String showAntiTuple();

}

The AntiTuple class uses the additional ATField class to represent each of its con-

stituent fields. The ATField class has the following public interfaces.

public class ATField implements Serializable

{

public ATField(Class type);

public ATField(Class type, Object value);

public ATField(); // Constructor for Empty AntiTuple Field

public boolean getPresent();

public boolean getFormal();

public Class getType();

public Object getValue(); // Possible NULL value return

public boolean equals(TField tF);

}

Agent Tuple Space: A tuple space, used for data coordination, is designed as an ATS,

which is implemented using another public class, called AgentTupleSpace class. This

class defines the local tuple space primitives (viz. out, outg, rdp, rdgp, inp and ingp)

as public methods. These primitives operate locally on the actual tuple space that is

encapsulated within the AgentTupleSpace class. The public interfaces of this class are

shown next.
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public final class AgentTupleSpace implements Serializable

{

public AgentTupleSpace(String name);

public String getTSname();

public boolean isEmpty();

public void out(Tuple t); // Local single tuple-producing operation

public void outg(Tuple[] tuples); // Local bulk tuple-producing operation

public Tuple rdp(AntiTuple at); // Local single tuple-reading operation

public Tuple[] rdgp(AntiTuple at); // Local bulk tuple-reading operation

public Tuple inp(AntiTuple at); // Local single tuple-consuming operation

public Tuple[] ingp(AntiTuple at); // Local bulk tuple-consuming operation

public void showTupleSpace();

public void showDetailedTupleSpace();

public void showTupleSpacePreamble();

}

Agent: The Agent class is a fundamental class in the implementation of CUTSMuHN

platform. The two classes, viz. StaticAgent and MobileAgent, are derived from the

Agent class. While developing applications of CUTSMuHN platform, application pro-

grammers have to extend either the StaticAgent class or the MobileAgent class within

their applications to incorporate tuple space coordination. The class diagram of related

classes implemented at the agent-level are shown in Figure 7.1. The public methods of

some of the classes, which are already presented, are not shown in Figure 7.1 for better

readability.

Every instance of the Agent class holds a private instance of AgentTupleSpace

class. Reactivity is also maintained by the Agent class using ReactionList class.

After any tuple-producing operation (viz. out or outg), all registered reactions from

the ReactionList class are invoked in the pre-defined order to execute their reactive

codes. Moreover, the user-defined engagement policies for asymmetric interactions are

imposed by the EngagementManager class, and reference agent checks this class before

invoking/responding any remote operation. In case of enforcing OUT-consistency, the

positive acknowledgement is implemented using the ACK class, which is derived from the
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Acknowledgement class. Whereas, the negative acknowledgement is implemented us-

ing the NACK class, which is also derived from the Acknowledgement class. The public

interfaces of the Agent class are shown as follows.

public class Agent extends Thread implements AgentIntf, Serializable, TSConstantsIntf

{

public Agent(String applID, String TSname);

public Agent(AgentID aid);

public void start();

public void stopTh();

public void run();

public void Shutdown(boolean flag);

public AgentID getAID();

public void out(Tuple t);

public void outg(Tuple[] ts);

public Tuple rd(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple rdp(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple[] rdg(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple[] rdgp(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple in(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple inp(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple[] ing(AntiTuple at);

public Tuple[] ingp(AntiTuple at);

public void showDetailedATS();

public void showATS();

}

An instance of the StaticAgent class spawns two additional separate threads for

handling remote tuple space operations. One of the threads is an instance of the

RemoteTSOpManager class, which handles all remote operations invoked by the instance

of StaticAgent class (as reference agent). The RemoteTSOpManager converts the invoke

of any remote tuple space primitive (by reference agent) into a reaction-tuple using the

RTuple class, and subsequently hands it over to the instance of HostServer class. Again,

when the results of any invoked remote primitive arrives from target agent in the form of

response-tuple, which is also implemented using the RTuple class, RemoteTSOpManager

class extracts sought tuple(s) from that response-tuple and returns it to the StaticAgent

class. The other thread, which is an instance of the AgentTSReactManager class, acts as
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Figure 7.1: Class diagram of the agent-level classes of CUTSMuHN .
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a listener for any incoming remote operation request. When any such request comes (via

reaction-tuple), it extracts invoke parameters of the operation from that reaction-tuple

and hands it to another instance of the StaticAgent class, that happens to be target

agent for that operation. Later, the AgentTSReactManager class converts the results

of remote operation into response-tuple, and gives to the HostServer class for delivery

back to reference agent.

Host: The HostServer class, another fundamental component in the implementation

of CUTSMuHN platform, initiates all instances of required classes, starts all relevant

threads, and continues to run itself with its own HTS, which is implemented as the

instance of HostTupleSpace class. CUTSMuHN platform starts its execution in any

host, if an instance of the HostServer class starts running in that host. However, it is

the responsibility of end-user to instantiate the HostServer class to run in a host. The

class diagram of related classes implemented at host-level are shown in Figure 7.2.

Among the threads that HostServer class spawns and instantiates, the instances

of AgentManager class, DiscoveryManager class, and CommManager class are signifi-

cant. Each of these threads, in turn, handles the major functionalities of CUTSMuHN

platform. Whenever the instances of RemoteTSOpManager or AgentTSReactManager or

CommManager hands over some RTuple to the instance of HostServer class, it stores them

in its HostTupleSpace. Periodically, it looks for any pending RTuple in HostTupleSpace,

checks the availability of their destination after consulting with AgentManager as well

as DiscoveryManager, and withdraws them to hand over to RemoteTSOpManager or

AgentTSReactManager for local agents, and CommManager in case of remote agents. The

HostServer class, however, does not provide any APIs for application programmers.

The agents can start executing once they have registered to AgentManager. Peri-

odically, AgentManager intimates DiscoveryManager about the agents running in this

host. DiscoveryManager holds a Neighbor List, which is implemented as a private in-

stance of NeighborList class, to update the lists of agents from AgentManager as well
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Figure 7.2: Class diagram of the host-level classes of CUTSMuHN .
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as from other hosts (when they inform by means of beaconing mechanism). The bea-

cons are implemented as instances of the Beacon class. DiscoveryManager periodi-

cally generates a beacon, and hands it over to one of the threads it spawns, viz. an

instance of BeaconSender class. The other thread it spawned, viz. the instance of

BeaconReceiver class, listens to beacon broadcasts, and hands over the received Beacons

to DiscoveryManager. The pair of BeaconSender and BeaconReceiver threads uses

a pre-defined port (for the IP Multicasting protocol) of a particular network inter-

face to carry out discovery operations. If a host contains multiple NICs, one pair of

BeaconSender-BeaconReceiver threads are spawned for each NIC.

On the other hand, CommManager thread uses the datagram protocol to transmit RT-

message (containing reaction/response-tuples) from one host to another. It follows a

separate pre-defined port for transferring datagrams generated from RT-messages. The

CommManager thread also spawns a listener, which is an instance of the CommListener

class, to listen to any incoming datagram at the pre-defined port. RT from the received

datagram is subsequently handed over to the HostServer thread for further process-

ing. The CommManager thread uses the proposed communication mechanisms to ensure

reliability in RT-message communication, and to detect their failed transmissions. ACK-

message is implemented using the Ack class, that is derived from the DatagramPacket

class. When a host contains multiple NICs, multiple CommListener threads are spawned,

one for each NIC. However, only one instance of the CommManager thread runs for all

NICs. While sending datagrams, it spawns multiple temporary threads, one for each

NIC, to transmit the generated datagrams through those interfaces.

The aforementioned implementation approach of the prototype of CUTSMuHN plat-

form includes the support of its working in wired networks. The support for working in

wireless networks (namely, iBSS, IBSS and H-MANET) can be implemented as separate

modules and can be easily incorporated in the prototype of CUTSMuHN platform, due

to its modular implementation approach. For testing about its correct working in wired

environment, two mobile applications have been developed using its APIs. The next

section deals with the implementation of these supported mobile applications.
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7.3 Applicability of CUTSMuHN

The focus of this thesis is to formally verify the correctness of CUTSMuHN platform.

Nonetheless, demonstrating its coordination ability through experimentation is still ben-

eficial. A proficient way of demonstrating its ability to support robust and flexible coordi-

nation of mobile applications is by building these applications. Literature shows different

sample applications of existing TSMM platforms, including collaborative applications,

applications discovering changes in predefined contextual information etc. This section

briefs two mobile applications of CUTSMuHN platform, viz. MyChat and RoamingChess,

both of which are collaborative as well as include automatic discovery of changes in

predefined context. These applications not only can demonstrate the multi-dimensional

decoupling ability of agent interactions in CUTSMuHN platform, particularly complete

synchronization decoupling, but also its reliability over multiple underlying networks.

7.3.1 MyChat

The MyChat application is a simple multi-user chat application of CUTSMuHN platform,

where multiple end-users can chat through their own devices. The two screenshots about

the working of MyChat application using the support of CUTSMuHN platform is shown

in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. These two figures together exhibit the coordination ability

of CUTSMuHN platform for multiple agents, running in different hosts. Figure 7.3 shows

that the two agents (corresponding to end-users “carol” and “dave”) are instantiated in

one host (identified by IP address 172.16.26.241), whereas Figure 7.4 shows the other

two agents (corresponding to end-users “alice” and “bob”) instantiated in another host

(identified by IP address 172.16.26.240) at the same time. The two unassigned ports of

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), viz. 7735 and 7737, are used for discovery

and communication functionalities respectively. Multiple agents of same application in

the same host are simply distinguished by assigning different natural numbers.

In MyChat application, each chat message is converted to an unordered tuple, with the

tuple fields to store the identity of sender (i.e. agent and host), identity of receiver, and

the message itself. For example, a tuple corresponding to a chat message sent by “dave”
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Figure 7.3: Working of MyChat application of CUTSMuHN : First Screenshot.
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Figure 7.4: Working of MyChat application of CUTSMuHN : Second Screenshot.
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in Figure 7.3 is {“172.16.26.241::7737::MyChat::1”, “172.16.26.241::7737::MyChat::2”,

“hello”}. In fact, MyChat application works by broadcasting (at application-level) every

chat message to all active end-users. This behavior imitates the chat room concept in

MyChat application. The process of broadcasting is implemented by writing to every

agent’s ATS using remote out primitive, and withdrawing by respective agents after in-

voking local inp primitive from their own ATS. Consequently, a chat message submitted

by “dave” results in the creation of three tuples for three target agents, one of which is

shown above, and the three invokes of remote out primitive with each of these tuples as

argument (the case of multi-destined tuple space operation). Each such invoke gener-

ates a reaction-tuple, which is given to CUTSMuHN platform to deliver to its respective

destination. These processes are carried out by the RemoteTSOpManager thread of refer-

ence agent. When CUTSMuHN platform delivers a reaction-tuple to a target agent, it is

received by the AgentTSReactManager thread of target agent to complete the operation,

viz. inserting tuple (that is extracted from the received reaction-tuple) to ATS of that

target agent. The completion of remote out primitive is evident from the last entries

in screenshots of Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. Eventually, all target agents invoke their

local inp primitive to withdraw that chat message and display in their respective chat

windows, as also evident from the screenshots.

7.3.2 RoamingChess

The RoamingChess application is a multiplayer gaming application of CUTSMuHN plat-

form, where two players are playing a chess game on their own devices using virtual

chessboards. The multiple chess games can be held simultaneously between different

set of players in the same device. The RoamingChess application can be thought of

as a digitized version of “correspondence chess” [101]. Before starting of each game,

both the players have to agree to play in the same game; accordingly, the application

sets its engagement policy to show only the opponent player(s) in the respective list of

friendly agents. Moreover, the RoamingChess application requires several dimensions of

decoupling (namely temporal decoupling, spatial decoupling, complete synchronization

decoupling etc.), which can be best provided by CUTSMuHN platform.
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In RoamingChess application, each move is represented as an unordered tuple, in

which the tuple fields store mandatory information like ‘name of player’, ‘name of piece’,

‘color of piece’, ‘source file’, ‘source rank’, ‘destination file’, ‘destination rank’ and ‘times-

tamp of move’, as well as few optional data like ‘capture details’, ‘castling details’, ‘en

passant details’, ‘promotion details’, ‘check information’ and ‘end of game details’. For

instance, one possible tuple generated in a game is {“Player1”, “N”, “black”, “f”, 6,

“e”, 4, “xN”, “+Kd2”, 20120930T113025}, which states that “a move of a black knight

of Player1 from f6 to e4, capture of a white knight standing at e4 and giving check to

opponent king standing at d2”. This shows that the information encapsulated in a tuple

are an annotated and expanded version of standard notation followed in a chess game.

Once a player makes the move, the RoamingChess application generates the correspond-

ing tuple and stores it in a local tuple space. The opponent player retrieves the tuple

corresponding to the latest move from that tuple space by registering a reaction with

ONCE/TUPLE mode.

The screenshots of the working of MyChat application of CUTSMuHN platform is

sufficient to establish its correctness, and can be further extended to demonstrate its

robustness and flexibility. In order to show the performance improvements of the tuple

space model in the working prototype of CUTSMuHN platform, it is experimented with

other TSMM platforms in the next section.

7.4 Experimentation with CUTSMuHN

This section focuses on the performance evaluation of local tuple space operations in

the working prototype of CUTSMuHN platform. For that purpose, its incorporated tu-

ple space model is executed in JVM 1.6.0 17, along with other unordered tuple space

models of existing TSMM platforms, for measuring the time complexities of out, rdgp

and ingp in two different scenarios of tuple/antituple field values. These three prim-

itives represent their respective categories and the performances of remaining tuple-

producing/reading/consuming primitives can be understood from their measurements.
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Figure 7.5: Comparative log-log plot of time complexities (along with confidence interval)
of out, rdgp and ingp for CUTSMuHN and existing TSMM platforms: Random tuple
scenario.

In the first scenario, the constituent fields of tuples and antituples are generated ran-

domly during the experiment at runtime, i.e. Name, Type, Value and SearchValue

are generated randomly at runtime. Once these values are generated, they are used to

generate tuples and antituples, and to carry out different tuple space operations. The

multiple invokes of out, rdgp and ingp primitives are interleaved to measure their per-

formance overhead in different situations. The performances of the tuple space model

of CUTSMuHN platform and existing TSMM platforms (like LIMONE, EgoSpaces etc.)

for this scenario is shown in Figure 7.5. For each case, the average from 10 iterations

is taken and plotted against the number of tuples in log-log scale. Figure 7.5 shows

two aspects of comparison: (i) the time complexities of rdgp and ingp primitives of the

tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform are significantly less compared to the existing

TSMM platforms; (ii) the time complexity of out primitive of the tuple space model of
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CUTSMuHN platform increases (but, in relatively less order as that of the rdgp and ingp

primitives) compared to the time of out primitive in the existing TSMM platforms; this

establishes that significant reduction in the time complexities of rdgp and ingp primi-

tives of CUTSMuHN platform comes at a price of relatively less order increase in the time

complexity of its out primitive.

The second scenario of tuple/antituple field values are taken from different tuples and

antituples generated while executing MyChat application, and other chat applications1

simultaneously on the same tuple space. Unlike the previous scenario, these field values

are factual, and are collected and stored while users are using their respective chat

applications. Subsequently, they are used as offline source for generating tuples and

antituples in the second experiment scenario. The performance of the tuple space model

of CUTSMuHN platform and existing TSMM platforms for this scenario is shown in

Figure 7.6. Like the previous experiment, the average of 10 iterations for each case is

taken and plotted against the number of tuples in log-log scale. Figure 7.6 also shows

that the time complexities of rdgp and ingp primitives of CUTSMuHN platform reduce

significantly as compared to the existing TSMM platforms, whereas the time complexity

of out primitive of CUTSMuHN platform increases (but with much less order) than that

of existing TSMM platforms.

The two preceding scenarios show that overall performance of the tuple space model

of CUTSMuHN platform improves compared to existing TSMM platforms. This is due to

the fact that, in a tuple’s lifetime, out primitive is executed once, while rdgp and ingp

primitives (as well as other tuple-reading/consuming primitives) are executed multiple

times till that tuple is withdrawn from tuple space. Consequently, any increase in the

time complexity of out primitive of CUTSMuHN platform has very less effect with respect

to the manyfold reduction in time complexities of its rdgp as well as ingp primitives. This

improvement is also true for other tuple-reading/consuming primitives. It is noteworthy

that the performance of the tuple space model of CUTSMuHN platform using random

tuples has been found to be better than that with applications’ tuples, as the cardinality

of index tables in the first scenario is found to be less compared to the second scenario.

1Other chat applications are the lightweight variants of MyChat with different tuple/antituple structure.
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Figure 7.6: Comparative log-log plot of time complexities (along with confidence inter-
val) of out, rdgp and ingp for CUTSMuHN and existing TSMM platforms: Multiple
application tuple scenario.

So, there are less number of tuple-antituple matching operations, which lead to better

performance in the former scenario.

Apart from the execution time of the tuple space operations of CUTSMuHN platform,

message overhead and latency during coordination can also be considered as the perfor-

mance metrics. In Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 3, complexity analysis of message overhead is

presented, and a comparison with existing TSMM platforms is tabulated in Table 3.3 in

the same chapter. Also, CUTSMuHN platform is temporally-decoupled and so message

latency evaluations are not justifiable. However, message overhead and latency metrics

of network layers are not explicitly experimented, as CUTSMuHN platform is developed

at the application layer without modifying network layer behaviors of the underlying

networks.
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7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a modular approach of implementation of a working proto-

type of CUTSMuHN platform using JavaTM, established the relationships between im-

plemented modules through class diagrams, as well as declared the APIs of CUTSMuHN

platform for developing mobile applications. The chapter has also shown two mobile

applications developed from these APIs, and provided screenshots about the working

of CUTSMuHN platform. Moreover, the performances of the tuple space models of

CUTSMuHN platform and other existing TSMM platforms have been measured and com-

pared in this chapter. Based on these implementation strategies and experiment results,

CUTSMuHN platform can be considered as an efficient TSMM platform for providing

ubiquity to the activities of end-users.
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Conclusions and Future Works

8.1 Concluding Remarks

TSMM is a promising genre of mobile middleware platform for supporting host mobil-

ity and dynamics amidst heterogeneity in underlying unreliable networks. However, the

existing TSMM platforms are not capable enough to support flexible, robust, versatile,

simple, reliable, efficient and scalable coordination simultaneously in presence of such en-

vironments. This thesis has focused on different research directions of a TSMM platform

that directly/indirectly brings such capabilities. In particular, the thesis has identified

several limitations of existing TSMM platforms and reported new approaches of handling

them in CUTSMuHN platform.

This thesis has primarily contributed on improving the quality of tuple space coordi-

nation of CUTSMuHN platform. The first contribution of this thesis has proposed a new

notion of decoupling for coordination in dynamic environment, which has augmented the

existing (partial) synchronization decoupling with an additional dimension of decoupling

(viz. time-decoupling of reaction response from reference agent), to achieve ‘complete

synchronization decoupling’ in tuple space coordination. CUTSMuHN has been designed

as a new TSMM platform incorporating the said notion of decoupling in coordination,

thereby providing robustness to its mobile applications in dynamic environments. This

thesis has also contributed with new consistency handling mechanisms in CUTSMuHN

platform for multi-destined tuple space coordination in dynamic environments. The pro-

posed mechanisms of simultaneously handling both OUT-consistency and IN-consistency

209
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problems have too imparted CUTSMuHN platform in providing robustness. Moreover,

this thesis has also contributed in enhancing the existing unordered tuple/antituple struc-

ture (using object-oriented concept and cuckoo hashing scheme), and proposing a new

indexed tuple space structure (expediting selection of apposite tuples, thereby reducing

look up time in tuple space) for CUTSMuHN platform, so as to improve its efficiency,

without hampering simplicity and versatility of unordered structure. Another contri-

bution of this thesis has proposed new TSMM-specific discovery and communications

mechanisms to support tuple space coordination of CUTSMuHN platform over multi-

ple, heterogeneous networks. The present design of CUTSMuHN platform has included

mechanisms for supporting three distinct underlying networks (viz. iBSS, IBSS and

H-MANET). The proposed discovery and communication mechanisms has improved its

reliability as well as flexibility of tolerating heterogeneity in underlying networks. The

design of CUTSMuHN platform has also shown its extendibility in supporting other het-

erogeneous networks. These four thesis contributions have combinedly benefitted tuple

space coordination of CUTSMuHN platform.

The thesis has also contributed in proposing approaches for modeling, verifying and

validating the coordination functionality of CUTSMuHN platform. The vivid and com-

prehensive approach of modeling an entire TSMM platform using notations of the Mo-

bile UNITY model is the foremost contribution in this regard. The proposed model-

ing approach has started with modeling of different aspects of tuple space coordina-

tion in CUTSMuHN platform (viz. tuple-antituple matching operation, sought/apposite

tuples, tuple space primitives and reactivity), and then has continued to model entire

CUTSMuHN platform as a Mobile UNITY System. System CUTSMuHN , as it has been

denoted, has been modeled as a composition of multiple instances of Program host(i)

and Program agent(k), along with their interactions. The proposed modeling approach

has presented insightful abstractions about the behaviors of CUTSMuHN platform, and

expressed precise semantics to simplify the tasks of application programmers. The next

related contribution of this thesis has proposed the strategy of verifying correctness of

CUTSMuHN platform using its modeling. The proposed verification strategy has de-

fined the formal properties of correctness of CUTSMuHN platform, and has proven these
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properties to verify its correctness, using proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model. The

thorough verification strategy has also shown to satisfy decoupling in tuple space coor-

dination of CUTSMuHN platform. This thesis has further contributed in presenting a

modular approach to implementation of CUTSMuHN platform and its mobile applica-

tions, which has established its working.

From the contributions of this thesis, it can be concluded that CUTSMuHN is a de-

centralized TSMM platform that single-handedly caters the requirements of end-users

over heterogeneous networks.

8.2 Future Works

Even though the coordination functionality, along with multi-dimensional decoupling

ability, flexibility, robustness, reliability, efficiency etc., of CUTSMuHN platform has been

established, its capability can be extended in other aspects also. Such research directions

for future developments of CUTSMuHN platform are as follows:

1. The present support of CUTSMuHN platform spans from iBSS/IBSS to H-MANET.

The immediate future work is to extend the support of underlying heterogeneity

to other wireless networks, including Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network

(LR-WPAN) [61] and Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) [4]. LR-WPAN is concerned

with “low-cost” and “low-speed” ubiquitous communication of interacting nodes,

and allows two distinct nature of nodes as its constituent units, viz. Full-Function

Devices (FFD) and Reduced-Function Devices (RFD). On the other hand, WMN

combines different wireless technologies (like 802.11, 802.15, 802.16, cellular tech-

nology or their combinations), and consequently various types of constituent nodes

are available for communication.

2. The next immediate future work is to focus on the lightweight implementation of

CUTSMuHN platform, where the required methods and library routines are to be

loaded dynamically on-the-fly, so that it imposes minimum possible overhead on

devices with resource restrictions (in terms of memory and processor capacities).
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3. Even though the essence of data coordination is sharing through common medium,

such approach is inherently vulnerable to security threats, attacks and other types of

malicious activities. CUTSMuHN platform, thus, has to be equipped with different

mechanisms to handle the security issues, including privacy, access control, and

trust policies.

4. The support of context awareness is important in mobile middleware platforms, so

that a mobile application can be aware of its (execution) context, and can adapt

accordingly. Context awareness enable the mobile application to render better qual-

ity of service to its end-users. Another future research direction for CUTSMuHN

platform is to incorporate the support of context awareness/adaptation to its mo-

bile applications. In literature, the principle of reflection [73] has been used to

achieve context awareness/adaptation in different systems, including mobile mid-

dleware platforms [19, 23]. The future work in this aspect has to investigate the

applicability of reflection in CUTSMuHN platform, and adopt a better approach of

incorporating context awareness/adaptation in it.

Finally, there are scopes for applying the contributions of this thesis to other paradigms

of mobile computing. For instance, the effect of multi-dimensional decoupling in tuple

space coordination can also be used to other mobile computing systems, where there is

abundance of interactions among the system components, but context is dynamic.
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Appendix A

Overview of Mobile UNITY model

A.1 Notations and Proof Logic of UNITY model

The UNITY model [24] is a modular notation system with associated proof logic for

expressing the temporal nature of systems or its components. The basic unit of system

construction in the UNITY model is a Program. Both the concurrent and distributed

systems can be specified as a set of Programs, composed through their union. Each

Program consists of declare, initially , always and assign sections. The declare

section is used for naming variables and their types. The initially section is for defining

allowed initial conditions of declared variables. The always section is provided for defin-

ing macros and functions of variables used in that Program. Lastly, the assign section

is used for specifying assignment statements to define the state transitions of specified

system. The notation “8” acts as a separator for definitions, equations and statements,

while the notation “‖” is used to coalesce multiple assignments for simultaneous evalua-

tion (i.e. atomic execution). The statements are guarded using constructs like if , when

etc. An expression is denoted by the notation 〈 op var-list : boolean-expr :: assertion〉,

whose value is obtained by applying op to the set of expressions derived by substituting

all the instances of variables in var-list satisfying boolean-expr in the assertion. The

operators supported for op are ∀, ∃, ∧, ∨, +, ×, set, min, max, odd, even, mod etc.

The quantified single statement in the UNITY model is of form 〈‖ op var-list :

boolean-expr :: s〉, where s represents a single statement. When a Program is being

executed, the initially section specifies its initial state, while single or multiple (i.e.
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atomic) assignments are executed in each step. The Program reaches a fixed point,

when its state is not changing any more. The statements in the UNITY model are

allowed to get executed in a non-deterministic (but, weakly fair) order. The proof logic

of the UNITY model is based on the Hoare triple of form {p}s{q} [56], where p and

q are the predicates and s denotes any statement in the Program. The expression

{p}s{q} signifies that execution of s in a state satisfying p results in a state satisfying q,

if execution of s terminates. The state of a Program at a particular step is the value of

all variables of the Program. Three fundamental logic relations of the UNITY model,

viz. unless, ensures and leads-to, and their special cases, viz. stable and invariant,

are used for verifying the UNITY representations.

A.2 Notations and Proof Logic of Mobile UNITY model

The Mobile UNITY model extends the UNITY model for supporting specifications and

reasoning of mobile computing systems. It follows the same basic unit of system construc-

tion, viz. Program. However, with the Mobile UNITY model, concurrent, distributed

and mobile computing systems can be specified as a set of Programs under one System.

The structure of a Program, followed by the UNITY model, are preserved in the Mo-

bile UNITY model, i.e. each Program of a System also consists of declare, initially ,

always and assign sections. The notations of declare, initially and always sections

are also preserved in the Mobile UNITY model. However, the assign section is ex-

tended with new notations and constructs. Also some new sections, like Components

and Interactions, are added as parts of the System for specifying its components and

for handling transient behaviour among those components respectively. The construct

reacts-to is included to express the conditions of reactivity by reactive statements, while

inhibit construct is added to include a label to that statement which is not required to

be performed unless the specified condition is satisfied. Unlike the UNITY model, the

Mobile UNITY model follows a different naming convention for program variables, viz.

ProgramName.VariableName. The pattern of execution in this model is also different. As

the System starts executing, the initially section of each Program specifies its initial
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state, while single or (atomic) multiple assignment statements inside its assign section

are executed in each step.

The proof logic of the Mobile UNITY model is also based on Hoare triple {p}s{q} [56],

where p and q are predicates and s denotes any statement in any Mobile UNITY System

(say, model). However, the proof rules accommodate its own execution model, where

each nonreactive statement of model is fairly selected for execution, executed if not inhib-

ited, and then the set of all reactive statements of model (denoted as model<) is allowed

to execute until it reaches the fixed point predicate of model<, denoted as FP(model<)

(which is the set of states that are fixed points for all reactive statements of model<),

after which the next nonreactive statement of model is scheduled. Each reactively aug-

mented and possibly inhibited statement is denoted by s∗, for each nonreactive statement

s. The set of all nonreactive statements of model is denoted by modelℵ. The definitions

of safety (i.e co) and progress (i.e. transient) properties are as follows:

p co q , 〈∀s : s ∈ modelℵ :: {p}s∗{q}〉 ∧ (p⇒ q) (A.1)

transient p , 〈∃s : s ∈ modelℵ :: {p}s∗{¬p}〉 (A.2)

where, {p}s∗{q} is defined by the following rule (written in hypothesis-conclusion form)

for each s, where s is considered as a nonreactive singleton statement of model:

p ∧ ι(s)⇒ q, {p ∧ ¬ι(s)}s{H}, (H 7→ FP(model<) ∧ q) in model<

{p}s∗{q}
(A.3)

where, ι(s) is the disjunction of all when predicates of inhibit clauses in s and H is

considered as the strongest postcondition of (p∧¬ι(s)) with respect to s. The first part

of hypothesis states that if s is inhibited in a state satisfying p, then q must be true of

that state also. The significance of “in model<” is that the proof of termination is to

be carried out from the text of all reactive statements, ignoring other statements. The

inference rule in Equation (A.3) can be simplified to another inference rule (written as
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follows in hypothesis-conclusion form), which holds for any nonreactive singleton state-

ment s that is not reactively-augmented:

p ∧ ι(s)⇒ q, {p ∧ ¬ι(s)}s{q}, q ⇒ FP(<)
{p}s∗{q}

(A.4)

The inference rule in Equation (A.5) holds for any nonsingleton transaction, defined by

sequential composition, where any si can be either reactively augmented or not as well

as singleton or another transaction.

{p}〈s1; s2; . . . ; sn−1〉∗{p′}, {p′}sn∗{q}
{p}〈s1; s2; . . . ; sn−1; sn〉∗{q}

(A.5)

In case, no inhibit clauses are used in model, i.e. 〈∀s : s ∈ model :: ι(s) = FALSE〉

holds, the inference rules in Equation (A.3) becomes simplified:

{p}s{H}, (H 7→ FP(<) ∧ q) in <
{p}s∗{q}

(A.6)

The other properties of the Mobile UNITY model are stable, invariant, ensures

and leads-to (denoted as “7→”). The definitions of stable and invariant properties are:

stable p , p co p (A.7)

invariant p , (initial conditions⇒ p) ∧ stable p (A.8)

The ensures relation is effectively a conjunction of safety and progress properties:

p ensures q , ((p ∧ ¬q) co (p ∨ q)) ∧ transient (p ∧ ¬q) (A.9)

This relation expresses the fact that if a program is in a state satisfying p, it remains in

that state unless q is established, and, in addition, it does not remain forever in a state

satisfying p but not q. Though ensures can express simple progress properties, proofs

of complicated progress properties require the use of leads-to relation, which is defined

inductively as follows, where P is any set of predicates.

(basis)
p ensures q
p 7→ q

(A.10)
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(transitivity)
p 7→ q, q 7→ r

p 7→ r
(A.11)

(disjunction)
〈∀p : p ∈ P :: p 7→ q〉
〈∃p : p ∈ P :: p〉 7→ q

(A.12)

The theorems of leads-to that are used in this thesis for formal verification are as fol-

lows. Details of these theorems can be found in [24].

(Implication)
p ⇒ q

p 7→ q
(A.13)

(Cancellation)
p 7→ q ∨ b, b 7→ r

p 7→ q ∨ r
(A.14)

(Progress-Safety-Progress (PSP))
p 7→ q, r unless b
p ∧ r 7→ (q ∧ r) ∨ b

(A.15)

(Corollary of PSP)
p 7→ q, stable r
p ∧ r 7→ q ∧ r

(A.16)

(Finite disjunction)
p 7→ q, p′ 7→ q′

p ∨ p′ 7→ q ∨ q′
(A.17)

The transient sharing concept of the Mobile UNITY model, denoted by “≈” operator, is

defined in terms of reactive statements (which includes reacts-to clauses) [82, p. 106]:

A.x ≈ B.y when p ≡ A.x→ B.y when p

B.y → A.x when p

A.x→ B.y when p ≡ B.y,B.y
A.x
, A.x

B.y
:= A.x,A.x,A.x reacts-to A.x 6= A.x ∧ p

A.xB.y := A.x reacts-to ¬p

B.y → A.x when p ≡ A.x,A.x
B.y
, B.y

A.x
:= B.y,B.y,B.y reacts-to B.y 6= B.y ∧ p

B.yA.x := B.y reacts-to ¬p

engage(A.x,B.y) when p value e ≡

A.x,B.y, status
A.x,B.y

:= e, e,TRUE reacts-to ¬status
A.x,B.y

∧ p

disengage(A.x,B.y) when p value d1, d2 ≡

A.x,B.y, status
A.x,B.y

:= d1, d2,FALSE reacts-to status
A.x,B.y

∧ ¬p
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Appendix B

Proof Mechanisms in Mobile
UNITY model

The mechanism to prove individual assertions in System CUTSMuHN follows the proof

logic of the Mobile UNITY model mentioned in Section A.2 of Appendix A.

B.1 Fixed Point in System CUTSMuHN

The fixed point predicate of reactive program < in CUTSMuHN , FP(CUTSMuHN <),

is defined by first identifying the reactive statements of System CUTSMuHN that

are part of CUTSMuHN <. These statements include (i) reactions (that are part of

blocking remote primitives having reacts-to clauses) of agent(k), (ii) two statements

(that are part of Transport Interface having reacts-to clauses) of host(i), and (iii) state-

ments in the Interactions section (that use “≈” operator, which includes reacts-to

clauses). These reactive statements, labeled as sharedwiBSS
, sharedwliBSS

, sharedwlIBSS

and sharedwlHMANET
in Figure 5.2, are elaborated next before defining FP(CUTSMuHN <).

They are redefined as follows, according to the definition given in [82, p. 106]. For in-

stance, the statement labeled sharedwiBSS
is redefined as:

sharedwiBSS ::
〈

8 i, j :: host(i).Tw ≈ host(j).Tw

when
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

engage host(i).Tw disengage current ‖⊥
〉
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≡
〈

8 i, j :: host(j).Tw, host(j).Twhost(i).Tw
, host(i).Twhost(j).Tw

:= host(i).Tw, host(i).Tw, host(i).Tw

reacts-to ¬
(
host(i).Tw = host(i).Twhost(j).Tw

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

host(i).Twhost(j).Tw
:= host(i).Tw

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

host(i).Tw, host(i).Twhost(j).Tw
, host(j).Twhost(i).Tw

:= host(j).Tw, host(j).Tw, host(j).Tw

reacts-to ¬
(
host(j).Tw = host(j).Twhost(i).Tw

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

host(j).Twhost(i).Tw
:= host(j).Tw

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

host(i).Tw, host(j).Tw, statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw
:= host(i).Tw, host(i).Tw,TRUE

reacts-to ¬statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

host(i).Tw, host(j).Tw, statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw
:= host(i).Tw,⊥,FALSE

reacts-to statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))

)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

))

〉
(B.1)

In the above definition, the statement sharedwiBSS
has been split into six reactive sub-

statements in Equation (B.1), each of which contributes in defining FP(CUTSMuHN <).

Similarly, the statement labeled sharedwliBSS
is redefined as:

sharedwliBSS ::
〈

8 i, j :: host(i).Twl ≈ host(j).Twl

when
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

engage host(i).Twl disengage current ‖⊥
〉
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≡
〈

8 i, j :: host(j).Twl, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(i).Twl = host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

:= host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(j).Twl = host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
:= host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl,TRUE

reacts-to ¬statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl,⊥,FALSE

reacts-to statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

〉
(B.2)

The above definition in Equation (B.2) also results in six reactive substatements, which

is going to be used while defining FP(CUTSMuHN <). In the same way, the statements

labeled sharedwlIBSS
and sharedwlHMANET

are redefined as follows:

sharedwlIBSS ::
〈

8 i, j :: host(i).Twl ≈ host(j).Twl

when
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

engage host(i).Twl disengage current ‖⊥
〉
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≡
〈

8 i, j :: host(j).Twl, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(i).Twl = host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

host(i).Twl, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

:= host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(j).Twl = host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
:= host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl,TRUE

reacts-to ¬statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl,⊥,FALSE

reacts-to statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

〉
(B.3)

sharedwlHMANET ::
〈

8 i, j :: host(i).Twl ≈ host(j).Twl

when
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)

∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

engage host(i).Twl disengage current ‖⊥
〉

≡
〈

8 i, j :: host(j).Twl, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(i).Twl = host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
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∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)

∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl
, host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

:= host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl, host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
(
host(j).Twl = host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

)
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl
:= host(j).Twl

reacts-to ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)

∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl, host(i).Twl,TRUE

reacts-to ¬statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

host(i).Twl, host(j).Twl, statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
:= host(i).Twl,⊥,FALSE

reacts-to statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl
∧
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∧
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

〉
(B.4)

Based on the reactive interaction statements redefined in Equation (B.1), Equation (B.2),

Equation (B.3) and Equation (B.4) as well as the reactive statements in tuple space prim-

itives, FP(CUTSMuHN <) predicate is defined as follows:

FP(CUTSMuHN<) ≡
(
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((
host(i).Tw =⊥

)
∨ ¬host(i).isNotOwnMsg(host(i).Tw) ∨

(
last(host(i).QR) = host(i).Tw

))

∧
((
host(i).Twl =⊥

)
∨ ¬host(i).isNotOwnMsg(host(i).Twl) ∨

(
last(host(i).QR) = host(i).Twl

))

∧
((
host(j).Tw = host(i).Tw

)
∨
(
host(j).Twhost(i).Tw

= host(i).Tw

)
∨
(
host(i).Twhost(j).Tw

= host(i).Tw

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Twhost(j).Tw

= host(i).Tw

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Tw = host(j).Tw

)
∨
(
host(i).Twhost(j).Tw

= host(j).Tw

)
∨
(
host(j).Twhost(i).Tw

= host(j).Tw

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twhost(i).Tw

= host(j).Tw

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Tw = host(i).Tw

)
∨
(
statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Tw =⊥

)
∨ ¬
(
statushost(i).Tw,host(j).Tw

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isSH(host(i)) ∨ isAP(host(i))
)
∧
(
isSH(host(j)) ∨ isAP(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twl =host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

= host(i).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Twl =host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

= host(j).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twl = host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))
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∧
((
host(j).Twl =⊥

)
∨ ¬
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = iBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = iBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isAP(host(j))
)
∨
(
isAP(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twl =host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

= host(i).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(i).Twl =host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

= host(j).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))

∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(j).Twl = host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(j).Twl =⊥

)
∨ ¬
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = IBSS

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = IBSS

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

))

∧
((
host(j).Twl =host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(i).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

= host(i).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)

∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(i).Twl =host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(i).Twlhost(j).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)
∨
(
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

=host(j).Twl

)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twlhost(i).Twl

= host(j).Twl

)
∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)

∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)
∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)

∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)
∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))
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∧
((
host(j).Twl = host(i).Twl

)
∨
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
((
host(j).Twl =⊥

)
∨ ¬
(
statushost(i).Twl,host(j).Twl

= TRUE
)

∨ ¬
((
host(i).nwdeploy = HMANET

)
∧
(
host(j).nwdeploy = HMANET

))
∨ ¬
(
host(i)Γ′host(j)

)

∨ ¬
((

isMH(host(i)) ∧ isGH(host(j))
)
∨
(
isGH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)

∨
(
isMH(host(i)) ∧ isMH(host(j))

)))

∧
〈
∀t : ¬

(
(t ∈ T)∧M(t , a)∧¬(t =ε)

)
∨¬
(
enabledRrd

=TRUE
)
∨
(
reactedRrd

= reactedRrd
∪ {t · id}

)

∨ ¬
((

(mRrd
= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRrd

= ∅)
)
∧
(
(mRrd

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (t · id 6∈ reactedRrd
)
))〉

∧
〈
∀t : ¬

(
(t ∈ T)∧M(t , a)∧¬(t =ε)

)
∨¬
(
enabledRrdg

=TRUE
)
∨
(
reactedRrdg

= reactedRrdg
∪{t · id}

)

∨ ¬
((

(mRrdg
= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRrdg

= ∅)
)
∧
(
(mRrdg

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (t · id 6∈ reactedRrdg
)
))〉

∧
〈
∀t : ¬

(
(t ∈ T) ∧M(t , a) ∧ ¬(t = ε)

)
∨ ¬
(
enabledRin

= TRUE
)

∨
((

T = T \ {t}
)
∧
(
reactedRin

= reactedRin
∪ {t · id}

))

∨ ¬
((

(mRin
= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRin

= ∅)
)
∧
(
(mRin

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (t · id 6∈ reactedRin
)
))〉

∧
〈
∀t : ¬

(
(t ∈ T) ∧M(t , a) ∧ ¬(t = ε)

)
∨ ¬
(
enabledRing

= TRUE
)

∨
((

T = T \ {t}
)
∧
(
reactedRing

= reactedRing
∪ {t · id}

))

∨ ¬
((

(mRing
= ONCE)⇒ (reactedRing

= ∅)
)
∧
(
(mRing

= ONCE/TUPLE)⇒ (t · id 6∈ reactedRing
)
))〉

)
(B.5)

The construction of FP(CUTSMuHN <) predicate in Equation (B.5) follows the approach

of defining fixed points in [24, p. 53]. In this definition, conjuncts of FP(CUTSMuHN <)

comes from the reactive statements in CUTSMuHN . The predicate FP(CUTSMuHN <)

is used in the proofs of individual assertions; one instance of such proof is shown in the

next section.

B.1.1 Proof of assertion (6.17)

Lemma B.1
(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

Y
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)
.

Proof: For proving the above assertion, used in the proof of Lemma 6.3 in Chapter 6,

it is required to show that in the source host (say, host(i)), a message M from its QS
will eventually reach either its queues QSW

or QSWL
, but not both of them at the same
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time. That is:

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
ensures

(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

Y
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

≡ ∆̂ ensures (α Y α′) (B.6)

≡
(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′) co ∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

)
∧ transient

(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
, using Equation (A.9)

≡
〈
∀S :

(
S ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
}
S∗
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}〉

∧
((

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
)
⇒
(
∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

))

∧
〈
∃S′ :

(
S′ ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
}
S′
∗ {¬

(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)}〉

, using Equation (A.1) and Equation (A.2)

where, ∆̂ ≡
(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
, α ≡

(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)
, and α′ ≡

(
last(host(i).QSWl

) = M
)
. Among the three conjuncts in the last expression above,

the conjunct
((

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
)
⇒
(
∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

))
is first shown to hold as follows:

(1 ) ∆̂ , premise

(2 )
(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
, hypothesis

(3 )
(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
⇒ ∆̂ , from program text

, also after applying conjunction elimination inference rule on (2 )

(4 ) ∆̂⇒
(
∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

)
, after applying disjunctive addition inference rule on (1 )

(5 )
(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
⇒
(
∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

)
(B.7)

, after applying hypothetical syllogism inference rule on (3 ) and (4 )

Next, the conjunct
〈
∀S :

(
S ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂∧¬(α Y α′)
}
S∗
{

∆̂∨ (α Y α′)
}〉

is

shown to hold:

(1 ) {∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)} S {∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)} , premise

(2 ) ∆̂⇒ ¬(α Y α′) , from program text

(3 )
(
∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)

)
⇒
(
¬(α Y α′) ∨ (α Y α′)

)
≡ TRUE , using (2 )

(4 ) {∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)} S {TRUE} , replacing postcondition of (1 ) by (3 );

, (4 ) holds for all S of CUTSMuHN ℵ according to basic axiom; so, (1 ) holds

(5 )
〈
∀S′′ :

(
S′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬
(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

)}

S′′
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∨
(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

)}〉
, premise
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(6 )
〈
∀S′′ :

(
S′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}
S′′
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}〉

, simplifying (5 )

(7 )
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}
S′′
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}

, holds from program text, as no S′′ has any effect on (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

(8 )
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}
S′′
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}

, after applying consequence rule on (7 ) for precondition strengthening

(9 )
〈
∀S′′ :

(
S′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}
S′′
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}〉

, quantifying (8 ); thus (5 ) holds

(10 )
〈
∃S′′′ :

(
S′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬
(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

)}

S′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

}〉
, premise

(11 )
〈
∃S′′′ :

(
S′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}

S′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

}〉
, simplifying (10 )

(12 )
{
¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
S′′′

{
FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
, holds from program text

, as such an S′′′ exists in CUTSMuHN< to eventually establish FP(CUTSMuHN<)

(13 )
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}
S′′′

{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

}

, after applying conjunction of (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) on (12 )

(14 )
〈
∃S′′′ :

(
S′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)
}

S′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

}〉

, quantifying (13 ); this shows that (10 ) holds

(15 )
(

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) ensures
(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

))
in CUTSMuHN<

, after conjuncting (5 ) and (10 ), and using definition of ensures (of UNITY [24, p. 50])

(16 )
(

(∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)) 7→
(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ (∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′))

))
in CUTSMuHN<

, after applying definition of “ 7→” from Equation (A.10) on (15 )

(17 )
〈
∀S :

(
S ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
}
S∗
{

∆̂ ∨ (α Y α′)
}〉

(B.8)

, after applying Equation (6.16) on (1 ) & (16 ), and then quantifying.

In the above proof, no S ′′ statement in CUTSMuHN < affects
(
∆̂∨ (αYα′)

)
; these state-

ments only affect the state of QR and Tw in any host. Also, the statement S ′′′ happens to

be the last statement in CUTSMuHN < that eventually establishes FP(CUTSMuHN <).

It is to be noted here that, as the statements in CUTSMuHN < are executed consecu-

tively, the conjuncts of FP(CUTSMuHN <) corresponding to those statements are being
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satisfied successively, until eventually all conjuncts of FP(CUTSMuHN <) are satisfied.

Lastly, conjunct
〈
∃S ′ :

(
S ′ ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂∧¬(αYα′)
}
S ′∗
{
¬
(
∆̂∧¬(αYα′)

)}〉

is shown to be satisfied as follows:

(1 )
{

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
}
S′
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}
, premise

(2 ) ∆̂⇒ ¬(α Y α′) , from program text

(3 )
(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
⇒
(
¬(α Y α′) ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)
≡ ¬(α Y α′) , using (2 )

(4 )
{
¬(α Y α′)

}
S′
{
α Y α′

}
, replacing precondition and postcondition of (1 ) by (3 )

, (4 ) holds as there exists such an S′ in CUTSMuHN ℵ; so, (1 ) holds

(5 )
〈
∀S′′′′ :

(
S′′′′∈CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬

(
FP(CUTSMuHN<)∧¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

)}

S′′′′
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∨

(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

)}〉
, premise

(6 )
〈
∀S′′′′ :

(
S′′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}

S′′′′
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}〉
, after simplifying (5 )

(7 )
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}
S′′′′

{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}
≡
{
α Y α′

}
S′′′′

{
α Y α′

}

, using (2 ); holds from program text, as no S′′′′ of CUTSMuHN< affects (α Y α′)

(8 )
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
S′′′′

{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}

, after applying consequence rule on (7 ) for precondition strengthening

(9 )
〈
∀S′′′′ :

(
S′′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}

S′′′′
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}〉
, quantifying (8 ); thus (5 ) holds

(10 )
〈
∃S′′′′′ :

(
S′′′′′∈CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))∧¬

(
FP(CUTSMuHN<)∧¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

)}

S′′′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}〉
, premise

(11 )
〈
∃S′′′′′ :

(
S′′′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}

S′′′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}〉
, simplifying (10 )

(12 )
{
¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
S′′′′′

{
FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
, holds from program text

, as such an S′′′′′ exists in CUTSMuHN< to eventually establish FP(CUTSMuHN<)

(13 )
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}
S′′′′′

{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}

, after applying conjunction of ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) on (12 )

(14 )
〈
∃S′′′′′ :

(
S′′′′′ ∈ CUTSMuHN<

)
::
{
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ∧ ¬FP(CUTSMuHN<)

}

S′′′′′
{
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

}〉

, quantifying (13 ); this shows that (10 ) holds
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(15 )
(
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) ensures

(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

))
in CUTSMuHN<

, after conjuncting (5 ) and (10 ), and using definition of ensures (of UNITY [24, p. 50])

(16 )
(
¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)) 7→

(
FP(CUTSMuHN<) ∧ ¬(∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′))

))
in CUTSMuHN<

, after applying definition of “ 7→” from Equation (A.10) on (15 )

(17 )
〈
∃S′ :

(
S′ ∈ CUTSMuHN ℵ

)
::
{

∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)
}
S′
∗ {¬

(
∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)

)}〉
(B.9)

, after applying Equation (6.16) on (1 ) & (16 ), and then quantifying.

In the above proof, S ′ represents the second substatement of following assign statement:

〈
M,QS := head(QS), tail(QS)

8 〈 QSW
:= QSW

•M if (M ·ni = W) ‖ QSWL
:= QSWL

•M if (M ·ni = WL) 〉
〉

if ¬(QS =⊥)

Before its execution, ¬(αYα′) holds, and after its execution (αYα′) gets satisfied. Again,

no statement S ′′′′′ of CUTSMuHN < affects (∆̂ ∧ ¬(α Y α′)). Moreover, S ′′′′′ is the last

statement in CUTSMuHN < that establishes FP(CUTSMuHN <).

The conjunction of assertion (B.7), assertion (B.8) and assertion (B.9) gives asser-

tion (B.6), from which assertion (6.17) is derived as follows:

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
ensures

(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

Y
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

(
head(host(i).QS) = M

)
7→
(
last(host(i).QSW

) = M
)

Y
(
last(host(i).QSWL

) = M
)

, after applying Equation (A.10)

This completes the proof of assertion (6.17). 2
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